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Assessing an Electronic Health Record (EHR): How Do Basic Assumptions in
Traditional Health Technology Assessment (HTA), and Empirical Features Fit?

Anne Granstrøm Ekeland
University Hospital of North Norway
Norwegian Centre for E-health Research
Tromsø, Norway
E-mail: anne.granstrom.ekeland@ehealthresearch.no
Gunnar Ellingsen
Telemedicine and e-health Research Group
UIT – The Arctic University of Norway
Tromsø, Norway
E-mail: gunnar.ellingsen@uit.no

Abstract—The use of health technology assessment (HTA) in
the field of information and communication technologies (ICT)
is receiving increasing attention. However, assessments this far
are limited. In HTA, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are
the gold standard approach, building on a coherent set of basic
philosophical assumptions. Scholars have raised questions
concerning the assumptions and their fit with e-health, and
thus questioned the ability of HTAs to produce useful
assessments. The failure of assumptions to reflect empirical
features of e-health is one explanation. This paper discusses
this tension. Based upon the conference paper “Assessing
Electronic Health Records: Are Basic Assumptions in Health
Technology Assessment Useful?,” presented at The Eight
International Conference on eHealth, Telemedicine, and Social
Medicine eTELEMED 2016, April 24–28, 2016, in Venice,
Italy, we have elaborated the empirical substantiation and
present an extended version. Using a sociotechnical
perspective, we studied a large-scale electronic health record
program in northern Norway. Drawing on data over a 5-year
period, we discuss how the program’s plans, organization, and
activities correspond to RCT assumptions. We found that the
RCT assumptions of a stable world, fixed interventions, and
controlled implementation processes differ substantially from
the real-life processes. Thus, RCT approaches that build on
such assumptions fail to address important features of the
program and fail to produce knowledge that fully
demonstrates (the causes of) empirical benefits or pitfalls. As a
result, we suggest embedding a world in flux in the
assumptions of HTA where social, technical, and clinical
entities continuously shape each other in dynamic processes.
This may increase the relevance of HTA in ICT
implementation projects.
Keywords-health technology assessment (HTA); approaches
and methods in randomized controlled trials (RCT); empirical

features of electronic health records; assumptions in constructive
assessments.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Background
This paper is an extended version of a paper presented at
the Eighth International Conference on eHealth,
Telemedicine, and Social Medicine, eTELEMED 2016,
April 24–28, 2016, in Venice, Italy [1]. The six-page
conference paper allowed limited space for empirical
documentation and data from participation in an
implementation process of the electronic health record
program (FIKS). In this extended paper, the empirical
documentation is presented to substantiate the argument in
the conference paper, for novel and more relevant
assumptions to guide assessment approaches within the
health technology assessment (HTA) tradition. In addition,
the account in the conference paper of the steps within the
HTA communities was very broad. Therefore, in this
extended paper, we also describe and discuss in detail the
policy and scientific steps within segments of this
community. The paper provides an account of processes
initiated by the International Health Technology Assessment
network (HTAi) to meet challenges concerning assessment.
By expanding the authorship and time period of the data
material to include the year of 2011, the extended paper also
incorporates novel detailed empirical content to strengthen
the argument of the conference paper. This paper also refers
to previously published results that provide new
perspectives on the empirical development of information
and communication technology (ICT) in health care.
The new material is in line with the original topic but
substantiates and expands the argument. The conclusion is
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updated to capture the new content by suggesting steps for
updating the theoretical assumptions behind HTA
approaches.
This paper is, similarly to the original, positioned within
a sociotechnical perspective and seeks to produce insights
into the compatibility between the assumptions behind HTA
approaches to assessments and the practices that are
assessed. The main idea is that there has to be coherence to
produce relevant knowledge.
The need for assessments of ICT programs has been
strongly expressed. For instance, the Parliament in the
United Kingdom (UK) stated in a summary of the National
Health Service (NHS) information technology (IT) program:
“The original objective was to ensure every NHS patient
had an individual electronic care record which could be
rapidly transmitted between different parts of the NHS, in
order to make accurate patient records available to NHS
staff at all times. This intention has proved beyond the
capacity of the department to deliver and the department is
no longer delivering a universal system. Implementation of
alternative up-to-date IT systems has fallen significantly
behind schedule and costs have escalated” [2].
Health technology assessments are designed for, and
expected to, produce knowledge to help decide about and
procure technology and services that are accurate and costeffective and have the expected value and quality [3]. The
Norwegian health authorities and international scientific
networks for conducting HTAs have called for steps to
strengthen its use in ICT. In 2016, the Regional Health
Authority, North Norway (NNHA) funded a three-year
project for developing and adapting HTA approaches and
tools: HTA for ICT [4]. The project builds on the “One
Patient–One Record” white paper presented to the
Norwegian Parliament [5]. This extended paper is part of
the HTA for the ICT project.
The need to adapt and develop assessments for e-health
has also been expressed in several scientific publications;
some are referred to in Section C. A common concern is that
established assessments have weaknesses in that they
produce less relevant and timely knowledge. In this paper,
weaknesses connected to basic theoretical and philosophical
assumptions in HTA are addressed, more specifically, those
expressed in the gold standard approach of randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) and related to the development of
electronic health records (EHRs) in northern Norway.
The research question is how assumptions of RCT are
amenable to empirical features of the Common
Implementation of Clinical Systems (the Norwegian
acronym is FIKS), a large-scale program for developing and
implementing a new EHR [6][7]. The paper also briefly
comments on RCT approaches and methods, because they
rely on the same set of basic assumptions. FIKS started in
2012 and was scheduled to last through 2016. It lies within
the jurisdiction of the NNHA in North Norway. The goal is
to establish a common electronic patient record for all

hospitals in the northern region of Norway. No preimplementation or baseline evaluation was carried out.
The first objective of the investigation is to contribute to
a knowledge base for dealing with challenges experienced
when conducting traditional HTAs for ICT. The second
objective is to briefly present and substantiate alternative
assumptions and assessment designs. The alternative
assumptions are presented as logical consequences of the
study’s empirical findings. They are discussed as capable of
strengthening HTA use in ICT for the benefit of patients,
health professionals, policy makers, leaders, and industry.
In Sections B and C, HTAs, represented by RCT
assumptions and weaknesses, are presented. In Section II, an
account of FIKS is given, followed by the methods and
materials. The results and discussion in Section III are
divided into three sub-sections; each addresses different
assumptions in RCT: a singular reality (context), a clear
definition of the intervention, and a controlled
implementation process. Approaches and methods that
accommodate different assumptions (a reality in flux and
interventions and implementation as ongoing socio-,
technical, and medical achievements) are discussed in
Section IV. In conclusion, the paper argues that exploring
such assumptions could be a path for developing more
relevant HTA approaches for assessing e-health.
B. Health Technology Assessment and RCT
HTA is a research field defined and explained as follows:
“the systematic evaluation of the properties and effects of a
health technology, addressing the direct and intended effects
of this technology, as well as its indirect and unintended
consequences, and aimed mainly at informing decision
making regarding health technologies. HTA is conducted by
interdisciplinary groups that use explicit analytical
frameworks drawing on a variety of methods” [8].
The purpose of HTA is to establish a decision basis for
procuring the right health technologies [9]. The European
network for HTA, EUnetHTA, justifies the research field as
follows: “Health care decision making requires the right
evidence at the right time. Every day there are new health
technologies available that can improve patient outcomes
and refine health system efficiency. HTA is a tool to review
technologies and provide evidence of the value these
technologies can deliver to patients and their families, health
system stakeholders, and to society more broadly” [8].
Health technologies comprise “Diagnostic and treatment
methods,
medical
equipment,
pharmaceuticals,
rehabilitation and prevention methods, but also
organisational and support systems used to deliver
healthcare” [10]. The inclusion of the EHR as a health
technology refers to the description above. The EHR
comprises technology but also involves organizational
structures, routines, and coordination components. In
addition, the EHR includes vulnerable information, ethical
considerations, social interactions, relationships, and
competencies among users (e.g., doctors, nurses, and
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patients) which are necessary to deliver health care. In that
respect, the EHR can be subsumed under the concept of a
health technology, albeit a complex one.
In HTA, different products have been developed to
support knowledge-based decisions in health care, such as
systematic reviews, meta-analyses, economic modeling, and
case or experimental assessments of new medical methods.
These tools draw on basic philosophical assumptions and
form a coherent approach. The gold standard tool for
assessments is RCTs. An RCT is a type of scientific (often
medical) experiment, where the people studied are randomly
allocated to a treatment or intervention under study. RCTs
are often used to test the efficacy or effectiveness of various
types of medical interventions, such as drugs, or devices,
such as pacemakers. The clinical quality of medications, for
example, is also tested via RCTs. The interventions tested
for different outcomes are assumed to be clearly defined and
demarcated and capable of providing evidence for adverse
effects, such as drug reactions.
C. Assumptions and Weaknesses
Accurate assumptions to guide approaches are imperative
to produce useful knowledge for different stakeholder
groups. The assumption underlying an RCT is that there is a
singular reality amenable to objective scientific
measurement to provide universal evidence for the outcome
of the specified interventions. Human bodies, for instance,
are assumed to mainly react similarly to a drug, so that
general conclusions can be drawn about its effects. A stable
situation is assumed and set up for the experiment, so that
causal variables and links can be identified to generalize and
repeat the outcome. One challenge for applying RCTs for
ICT and e-health programs is that the empirical situation,
reality, in general is more messy and in flux [11].
An example is the assessment of electronic health records
in the NHS IT program in the United Kingdom. Greenhalgh
and colleagues addressed this challenge, and they asserted
that e-health initiatives occur in complex and fast-moving
socio-political arenas. Evidence is produced by and fed back
into a political process of deciding priorities and allocating
the resources to pursue them [12]. The authors suggested
that interpreting practice in context, therefore, could be an
alternative to producing evidence for universal truths in
controlled experiments as recommended in RCTs.
A second assumption underlying RCTs is a clear
demarcation and definition of the intervention, including a
fixed start and endpoint. In ICT programs, this can be
difficult to achieve given the fast-paced technological
development and the seemingly endless range of
possibilities for novel service delivery platforms. It
normally takes years to conduct an RCT, and this is
described as the most formidable challenge threatening to
upset the very promise of potential solutions: The rate of
emerging technologies and services far outpaces the field’s
capacity to demonstrate the conceptual or empirical benefits
[13].

A different challenge is the pressure to roll out new ICT
services before pilots are fully evaluated. Implementation,
thus, is assumed to be a linear operation where readymade
technological applications are rolled out to an organization
and can be objectively assessed. Human interaction might
be considered an obstacle in such processes. The alternative
is proposals to address closer person-to-person interaction
between users and designers to understand how collegiate
and interpersonal elements of care delivery can be better
embodied in assessments and therefore brought to
consciousness to influence development [14]. In design, the
emerging openEHR standard represents a step in this
direction as clinical personnel can define for themselves
how the content of an EHR should look, that is, the type and
degree of various structured elements in order to lay the
foundation for interoperability, decision support, and
clinical research [6]. OpenEHR is promoted through the
international openEHR foundation (a not-for-profit
company), and the openEHR standard represents the
specification of an EHR system: the management, storage,
and retrieval of health data [15].
The three challenges described, and the assumptions
behind them of a singular and stable reality, a fixed
intervention, and a linear process of implementation, are
interconnected. These assumptions and subsequent
approaches could fail as guiding principles for addressing
all the important aspects that affect knowledge about the
value of ICT. Evidence of positive or negative effects based
on erroneous assumptions might support overly optimistic
and overly pessimistic expectations for future development.
In HTA assessments, different models are, however,
defined for the assessment of innovations and form part of
the initiatives taken for novel approaches. The Core model
distinguishes two models: the diffusion model and the
translation model which are relevant to the discussion in the
paper. These will be described and discussed in Section III
D.
In the remainder of the paper, steps to address these
challenges connected to the FIKS program are discussed.
The research question is specified and discussed in three
parts: How are assumptions about the reality or context, the
intervention, the process of implementation, and subsequent
approaches and methods of RCT amenable to empirical
features of FIKS? Based upon scientific literature,
complementary assumptions that can improve HTA for ICT
are presented.
II.

THE FIKS PROGRAM, METHODS, AND MATERIALS

A. FIKS
FIKS is a large-scale program for developing and
implementing a new electronic health record system,
running from 2012 through 2016. The costs are estimated at
EUR 90 million, and the vendor (DIPS) is the largest EHR
vendor in Norway [7]. The aim is to introduce a single
electronic patient record at the 11 northern Norwegian
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hospitals, including radiology, lab, pathology, and electronic
requisition of laboratory services for general practices in the
region [16].
An important goal for the Regional Health Authority,
North Norway was to acquire a process- and decisionsupportive EHR. Thus, the bid for tender asked for an EHR
with high interoperability and configurability that would
enable users to tailor the software to their needs. DIPS was
commissioned to develop the new EHR infrastructure based
on the openEHR architecture [16]. Due to the high
configurability associated with an openEHR-based EHR, it
was expected that openEHR would have the potential to
support collaboration and workflow of flexible patient
pathway processes across department and institutional
boundaries.
B. Methods and Materials
The paper is based upon mixed data material consisting
of documents, web sites, information from advisors, and
presentations of the FIKS program to different actors in the
hospitals in North Norway over a period of 5 years, from
2011 to February 2016. Data were collected via
observations, interviews, participation in meetings and
conversations, and access to documents and presentations.
The authors collected data, as did PhD students who
conducted participatory projects of aspects of the
development process. References [6][21][23] and [25] are
papers for which PhD students are the first author. The
authors and the students are members of the research group
of Telemedicine and e-health at UIT - The Arctic University
of Norway. Different aspects of the processes have been
extensively discussed in the research group, as well as at the
Norwegian Centre for e-health Research (NSE). Numerous
professionals were involved in these discussions, whom we
thank.
In addition, papers and reports from two large-scale
evaluation and assessment projects in the UK connected to
the NHS ICT program were studied: “The UK Summary
Care Record Programme” [12] and “Healthcare Electronic
Records in Organisations” [18]. Many scientific papers were
recommended in publications from the two programs that
focus on assessment traditions. The papers are discussed in
the background and discussion sections.
The different data sources are combined through a
triangulation process. Triangulation is a social science
technique that facilitates validation of data through crossverification from two or more sources [19]. In particular,
triangulation refers to the application and combination of
several research methods in the study of the same
phenomenon. Such techniques were applied to combine
information from multiple sources refined into useable
assemblages. These culminated to form recognizable
examples for the discussion of assumptions and approaches.
The discussion sections also draw on arguments developed
with the support of the MethoTelemed team, whose
contribution is acknowledged [20].

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Assumption One: A Singular Reality Amenable to
Scientific Measurement and Control
In this section, the context of FIKS is substantiated, and
the program itself can be understood in terms of complexity,
multiplicity, and dynamism. Making a clear distinction
between the context and the program is not straightforward.
Stable variables depicting the reality, or context, are,
however, also distinguished and discussed. These are the
terms in RCTs for distinguishing external and internal
causal variables and links in order to be able to repeat
outcomes in controlled ways.
The context of FIKS is many mutually dependent actors,
representing numerous interests trying to accomplish a
unified vision. This was apparent in the formative stages of
the project where several development tracks were
established, and more than 150 users were invited to
associated regional workshops to identify what needed to be
developed. The workshops became an arena for the users
from the different hospitals to understand how the practices
differed. Accordingly, the users had to negotiate and
compromise in order to agree upon standards and
trajectories across organizational boundaries. To illustrate,
in the first workshops, much time was spent discussing the
different needs of small and large hospitals related to the
role of coordinator in the operating rooms. In the smaller
local hospitals with two rooms, this role had a very different
meaning for users than it had for users from a university
hospital with 16 operating rooms. This difference had clear
implications for designing the new surgical planning
module where clinicians from the smaller hospitals
generally preferred simplicity in use instead of the more
complex functionality that typically was needed at a
university hospital.
Another illustration is how differently the vendor’s
developers and users understood surgery planning. While
the vendor planned to develop a functionality in a businesslike manner where activities could close at different steps of
the surgical planning process to exploit the surgical
resources better (personnel and operating rooms), the users
argued that planning surgery was a continuous process that
did not stop until just a few days before the surgery. Thus,
the regional workshops had to take into account different
contexts of patient care and treatments in the hospitals.
In this project, the vendor and the hospitals were
committed to developing an EHR with highly structured
content. Unfortunately, they had different understandings of
how this should be achieved. Many users believed that they
would get a structured record as part of the delivery of the
new EHR. However, DIPS had in accordance with the
openEHR architecture made it technically possible for the
users to easily do this themselves. Accordingly, in the first
pilots, the users missed the structured content. As a result, a
national organization had to be established to standardize
the EHR.
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In addition, the different hospitals where the
implementation occurred represent different socio-political
and institutional contexts. The context, therefore, is
complex, interconnected, and politicized, as health political
decisions affect resources necessary to add affordances of,
and accommodation of the record. For example, in one
aspect it was quite easy to agree to centralize the IT
portfolio in a regional version from the previous 11
hospitals. However, an emerging crucial question was who
should run and control the daily operation (the regional ICT
governance) and who should decide the functionality and
use patterns. The university hospital took for granted that it
should have this responsibility, but some of the smaller
hospitals found this unacceptable. As a solution, in 2014 the
University Hospital of North Norway (UNN) suggested a
fragmented governance model in which each health trust,
meaning each of the eleven hospitals in the region, should
be responsible for regulating areas of the ICT portfolio on
behalf of the others, meaning that one health trust would
govern the EHR: One would regulate the laboratories,
another radiology, and so on [21].
In addition, the historical process accounts for the
dynamic and interwoven characteristic of the context and
intervention. In 2011, contracts for the program had been
signed, showing the different industrial actors involved. The
web page presented some of the milestones: In 2011, Helse
Nord Regional Trust signed a contract with Sectra, Tieto,
and DIPS. In 2013, Helse Nord Trust signed a contract with
CompuGroup Medical Norge (CGM), and Infodoc. In
addition, the pathology systems in two major hospitals
merged. In 2015, Helse Nord Trust signed a contract with
Hove Medical Systems [7]. The assumptions for the conduct
of an RCT, a controlled, measurable, and relatively stable
reality, are not reflected in the empirical features of the
context/intervention. Instead, the multiple and mutually
dependent actors and interests depict a reality under
development and flux, depending on negotiations, shifting
political conditions, and resources.
B. Assumption Two: A Clear Demarcation and Definition
of the Intervention
On the FIKS web page and Facebook page, the goal is
described as the ambition that the people of the north will
have their clinical history assembled in one patient record
and that the practice of sending records between hospitals
will end. An ambition refers to a work process, not to a
defined and fixed intervention as assumed in RCTs. The
notion rather refers to assumptions of a creative process as
in “Design Thinking”. One of the first features of the
intervention was described in 2013: “Moving the databases
of the hospitals in health region to one central common
database, is an important condition for the implementation
of common patient administration and treatment systems
and one common electronic record for the individual
hospitals in North Norway” [7].

New components were added to the service. Events were
planned as an ongoing deployment process, and the program
was described in terms of technical and operational events:
the connection of the Narvik medical center to the Health
Nords regional solution for electronic requisitioning of
laboratory services (11/25/2015), the connection of the
Leirfjord medical office to the Health Nord regional
solution for electronic requisitioning of laboratory services
(11/25/2015), the connection of the Nordreisa medical
office to the Health Nords regional solution for electronic
requisitioning of laboratory services (11/24/2015), the
connection of Træna medical office to the Health Nords
regional solution for electronic requisitioning of laboratory
services 11/24/2015), and the connection of the Skjervøy
medical office to the Health Nords regional solution for
electronic requisitioning of laboratory services [22].
By distinguishing events this way, the foundation is laid
for RCTs of each part of the process, but the resources
needed for this endeavor would be vast. There are also
connections between the parts, and therefore, it is difficult to
single out clearly demarcated interventions. For example,
the different hospitals had older versions of DIPS (DIPS
classic) in play, as well as existing systems for other areas,
such as the laboratory and radiology. The implementation of
the new portfolio cannot be achieved without taking into
account foreseen and unforeseen constraints (and
opportunities) in the existing systems.
Based on this, the senior management found it was
enormously risky to replace the existing portfolio in one
stroke and decided to pursue a stepwise strategy in which
different modules of the existing portfolio were replaced at a
time [23]. This made it essential that the new system had to
be compatible (data integration) with the old system since
they were supposed to work together over several years.
Since this also was a development project, it was easy for
the users to give feedback to the vendor on what worked and
what did not and how newer versions of the software should
be tailored to the users’ need. In this way, the
implementation was far from clear-cut but had to be adapted
based on existing practice, functionality in existing
technology, and users’ feedback.
Moreover, to make the software flexible to allow future
configurations, the EHR was developed in accordance with
the openEHR approach, which encourages users to make
changes to the software themselves. In this way, the EHR
will never be a finished product but will continue to grow
and transform after it has been put into daily operation.
Another process that affected the implementation of the
new EHR was another large-scale project that started in
2014. The goal of the project is to implement an electronic
medication management (EMMS) system in the health
region [24]. The EMMS and the new EHR are supposed to
be closely integrated, meaning that many adaptions have to
be made in both systems on what to integrate, when to
integrate, and how to integrate them. Since the EHR and the
EMMS are crucial systems for clinicians, and have much
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overlapping functionality, it is not obvious in both projects
how to establish the integration.
Currently, there is an ongoing discussion about which one
of the two systems that should archive the master data (true
version) of overlapping and integrated data. One example is
information that a patient is allergic to certain medications
or food, which is crucial information for the EMMS and the
EHR.
When it comes to the affordances of FIKS, the web page
states that the next-generation patient record is under
development and is being tested in the region. Some
milestones on the path to one common medical record were
listed in 2016: There is one common medical record at the
hospitals in Hammerfest and Kirkenes, the UNN employs
regional radiology solutions, including a common radiology
archive, and the hospitals in Helgeland, Mo I Rana,
Mosjøen, and Sandnessjøen employ one common medical
record (DIPS) [7].
This information tells us that the contexts and the
intervention consist of multiple, developing, and mutually
dependent components and processes.
C.

Assumption Three: Implementation as a Linear and
Controlled Operation
The notion “roll out new ICT services before pilots are
fully evaluated”
involves
the
assumption that
implementation is a linear, top-down, and controlled process
of a ready-made intervention. In addition, it involves an
assumption that implementation can be distinguished from
context and socio-political or human processes. The
description of the implementation of FIKS, however, clearly
points to an ongoing and changing process where different
components should be aligned. This is how it is expressed
on Facebook: The FIKS program in Helse Nord consists of
six projects intended to develop and implement joint
electronic record systems at the hospitals in Northern
Norway: one joint electronic record (DIPS), new features of
the electronic record (DIPS Arena), a laboratory information
system, radiology systems (Sectra, RIS, and PACS), joint
pathology system in Tromsø and Bodø, and electronic
requisition of laboratory services [22].
In 2011, DIPS decided to use the openEHR framework to
develop its next-generation EHR for the hospital market [5].
This involves negotiations on development directions. The
role of interaction between different participants in the
process is a collegial and interpersonal process, enacted as
different meetings for dialogue and negotiations:
11.26.2015, Workshop (EHR Development), Theater nurse
meeting, Planning and booking DIPS Arena; 11.26.2015,
Workshop (EHR Development), Theater nurse meeting,
meeting with clinicians; 11/26/2015, Workshop (EHR
Development), Decisions in psychiatry, new module in
DIPS Arena; and 11/12/2015: Operation Planning (EHR
Development) and meeting with clinicians at University
Hospital of North Norway [7]. This process adds to the

previously documented process of negotiating contracts
with producers and vendors.
FIKS also designates and educates super-users and states
that employees’ competencies are crucial for the
development of good record systems: “Close to 190 super
users at Nordlandssykehuset are ready to be educated on use
and routines of the new electronic record and become
leading DIPS experts” [7].
The description of the implementation shows a multitude
of inter-related operational, interactional, and relational
processes. Thus far, the roll-out process has been far from
linear, pre-defined, and controlled. It has, instead, been
characterized by continuous interaction, discussions, and
tensions between different users and between users and
developers. In turn, this has transformed how the vendor
collects requirements for functionality, how new
functionality should be tested, and how and whom to
include in the various steps of the design and
implementation process.
For example, at the beginning of the project, the vendor
invited users to define their requirements through user
stories that were small descriptions (three to four lines) of
work situations. The developers then used these stories as a
basis when developing the new functionality. However, this
appeared to be very problematic because due to the
heterogeneous user group, it was difficult for the vendor to
find coherence in the many (and diverging) user stories [25].
As an alternative, the vendor had to change the method for
communicating with users.
The users now had to define steps of, for instance,
surgery planning in a several-page document, and the
process revealed that the steps were performed by different
professionals: sub-specialized physicians, nurses, and
secretaries. This diversity implied that the developers had to
broaden their perspective to look beyond the physician’s
role. Even so, it became increasingly clear that the
developers needed more contextual data, and therefore, they
decided to spend more time in the hospital departments in
order to identify what was needed of the new EHR in
specific work situations [25].
The first pilot of a smaller segment of the new EHR
conducted in a smaller hospital in southern Norway also
revealed that there was a clear gap between the functionality
offered in the system and what was needed in clinical
practice. This gap underscored that users had to be even
more involved in experimentation and testing of new
functionality before it was put into action.
A crucial project management issue was that after four
years of development, the UNN stated that it had spent too
much user resources on the project and therefore wanted
more in return from the vendor. It was difficult to come to
an agreement on this, and a hospital in western Norway
replaced the university hospital as the key collaborating
partner in the development of the new EHR.
A linear, pre-defined, and controlled roll-out process is
not present, as assumed in order for an ICT to be performed
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and produce generalizable knowledge about the effects of an
implemented intervention.
D. Summary and Discussion
Among the challenges in applying a HTA framework for
the study of effects of an electronic patient record is that
HTA tools form a coherent approach and draw on common
basic assumptions. As shown in the accounts of FIKS, the
assumptions differ from the empirical features. The basic
assumptions of a stable reality where generalizable effects
of a pre-defined intervention can be transferred to other
settings via an operational and linear implementation
process, fail to address the empirical features described.
This issue has been discussed in different HTA bodies,
related to innovation research. As mentioned in the
introduction, two different models or approaches are
described in the core model. The first of these is the linear
diffusion model, which perceives new technology as an
external stable entity that is brought to a (health care)
system and induces change [26].
A competing paradigm, the translation model is also
embedded in the core model. Within this model, technology
is perceived to undergo changes as it interacts with the
environment in which it is used. Hence, the final impact will
not depend on the original technology only [26]. In the case
of FIKS, both the technology, the health-care setting or
environment, and the implementation process seem to be in
a state of mutual translation. The findings, therefore,
encourage openness to even more complexity than the two
different models denote, in assumptions governing
assessments. The empirical features of the applications and
services connected to the record, are highly diverse and
constantly in flux within the shifting social and
organizational contexts.
Challenges were connected to the discrepancies between
the RCT assumptions and the features of the context or
reality within which the electronic record is embedded, the
intervention itself, and the implementation process. In the
next section, approaches that build on other assumptions are
briefly addressed.
IV.

COMPLEMENTARY ASSUMPTIONS: THE
CONSTRUCTIVIST UMBRELLA

Challenges concerning the validity of evidence in the face
of the involvement of different stakeholders have been
articulated within the HTA tradition, which is looking to
overcome such challenges. One HTA tool is consensus
conferences with different stakeholders [26]. Such
conferences have been investigated, and the following
assertion strengthens the argument of a shifting social
reality and the need to consider social relations as drivers
for intended and unintended outcome:
“Consensus development programs are not immune to the
economic, political, and social forces that often serve as
barriers or threats to evidence-based processes.

Organizations that sponsor consensus development
conferences may do so because they have certain
expectations for the findings of these processes, and may
find themselves at odds with evidence-based findings. Other
stakeholders, including from industry, biomedical research
institutions, health professions, patient groups, and
politicians seeking to align themselves with certain groups,
may seek to pressure consensus development panelists or
even denounce a panel’s findings in order to render desired
results, the evidence notwithstanding” [27]. This is a long
quotation, which we have chosen to cite because it
illustrates the fact that HTA institutions are highly up to
date on the complexity of evidence production. The
importance of addressing social and political interests and
processes are clearly recommended in order to understand
the way evidence can be produced and affect the results of
ICT use in health services.
In contrast to assumptions in RCTs about a stable and
objective reality, a fixed intervention, and a linear and
controlled implementation process, constructivist traditions
assume that flux occurs. This comprise that reality is under
development, the interventions are subject to change, and
implementation is partly unpredictable and depends on, for
instance, resource allocation. Implementation is considered
an ongoing process where certain types of support or lack of
support strongly influence the outcome. Therefore, it is not
considered possible to generalize evidence-based outcomes
to repeat good results in new or future settings. Within such
traditions, a formative idea exists. It implies to feed
assessment results, which are produced along with the
development processes, back into a pragmatic and political
process of deciding priorities and allocating resources to
pursue them.
In this perspective, validation is obtained through
negotiations between the context, the researchers, the
intervention, and other stakeholders. Context is considered
by involving different stakeholders’ interests, and validity is
addressed by asking what the study is valid for [28].
Such assumptions and resulting approaches may have
particular strengths when the goal is to develop good ehealth services, to the confidence of users, professionals,
policy makers, and payers, and as a leading market in
Europe. Thus, obtaining a balance between different validity
claims is a huge challenge.
In a paper building on discussions in the annual meeting
in 2016 within HTAi, the topic of changing HTA paradigms
was addressed [29]. The new HTA paradigm is
characterized by a more agile and adaptive HTA process
across the life cycle of technologies, reacting quickly to new
and real life data when they become available or when
changes in the technology life cycle emerge; assessment
methods and language that go beyond incremental costeffectiveness ratios, incorporating meaningful results for
clinicians and patients; where information on what the
health system and patients need from innovation, and what
the health system may need to do to get value from it, is
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discussed through the lens of health services delivery and
product lifecycle; through multi-lateral stakeholder dialog
and collaboration that addresses health needs and product
conceptualization; through development, evaluation,
introduction, and appropriate use in a changing landscape as
other developments come on stream.
As the last point in this discussion, we focus on research
networks and institutions where assessments and
evaluations have been carried out, explored, and
substantiated over more than three decades. We briefly
introduce several papers and highlight basic assumptions.
The point is to highlight shared basic assumptions to
comment on a discussion of the need to unite networks to
develop more operational approaches to assessments of ehealth, as well as to unite forces.
What seems to characterize some of the research
networks, is that papers have been produced periodically.
Constructive technology assessment (CTA) was introduced
in the 1990s [30]. It shifts the focus away from assessing
impacts of new technologies to broadening design. This
approach in general, assumes that design and assessments
are co-producers of innovations, a dynamic and processual
view of the context, intervention, and implementation
processes [31]. Numerous papers were published around the
start of the 1990s. Around 2005, a new wave of papers were
published on the subject; see, for instance, Genus, who
discusses assumptions of stakeholders and democratic
processes as foci important for assessing added value [32].
Since 2013, papers and books have addressed pragmatic
evaluations, and different institutions seem to share basic
assumptions of dynamics and the use of real life data.
Monitoring data is, for instance, a fast-growing option for
knowledge production that invites collaboration between
different assessment networks and units [33]. This point has
been promoted by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). Scholars have also
recently argued for the need to unify the efforts of different
evaluation and assessment networks; see, for instance, [34].
What is suggested for a new paradigm in HTA seems to
reflect a combination of two broad traditions, the positivist
as in RCTs and the constructivist as briefly outlined. To
bridge the gaps between the assumptions of the two
traditions, the positivist and the constructivist, should be
important to produce valuable e-health assessments. This
point was also noted by Ammenwerth et al. [35]. One goal
should be to open the borders between traditions and
identify how evaluators may draw on the benefits the
different ones have to offer.
The different networks and institutions briefly introduced
in this section are the Science and Technology Studies
network (STS) and the Medical Informatics network.
Another research environment to consider is various social
science networks, which have a long tradition for
theoretically advanced assessment approaches. In this short
introduction, we mention the book by Guba and Lincoln
called “Fourth Generation Evaluation” [36]. The book was

followed by a number of discussions on “naturalistic
inquiry”. Fourth Generation Evaluation moves beyond
science to include the myriad human, political, social,
cultural, and contextual elements that are involved in
processes of change. Based upon relativism, a unity between
knower and known, and a subjective epistemology, the
authors show how the concept fourth generation evaluation
unites the evaluator and the stakeholders in interaction to
co-create the product of the evaluation.
All these networks are highly present communities in
assessments of e-health and telemedicine. Their work
should be considered, as well as initiatives within the OECD
domain. We also introduced the MethoTelemed Team [20].
As a follow-up of the work in [20], this team is currently
embarking on a review to assess telemedicine and e-health
assessments, the methodologies used, as well as the review
author’s conclusions. This work should provide additional
clues about how different traditions have developed
concerning assumptions and approaches. This work could
strengthen the knowledge base for discussing joint forces.
Answers to the question “Does it work?” to produce
evidence for universal truths need to be supplemented by a
whole range of answers to questions that reflect the
complexity of most e-health interventions: How does it
work? Who does it work for? What components are vital to
success, and which are redundant? Why does it work in this
context (and equally important not work)? Is this an
appropriate and acceptable way of tackling the problem?
How is quality produced and defined within certain
innovation processes? Who owns the definition of success?
This paper focused on the fluctuating character of
reality, interventions and implementation processes alon
with the development of FIKS. Nevertheless, the three
elements have some stable features. In process approaches,
investigations are directed toward the conditions included in
the development processes, to feed the results back into the
process for dialogue and improvements. The intervention is
shaped and adjusted in and through practices of
professional–social interaction between participants
(doctors, nurses, and patients) and the organizational,
economic, political, and ideological settings in which these
practices are embedded. This approach is formative. The
intervention also contributes to shaping these settings as the
approach pre-supposes that all entities are in a process of
mutual shaping. Influence and success are empirical
questions, in turn, potentially enacting different answers in
each situation assessed. Obtaining the power to control
conditions will be the crucial task for the future results of
innovations. Power may be based on participatory or topdown models. Process investigations may produce
knowledge to understand how successes are defined,
produced and maintained.
V.
in

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

The paper has substantiated empirical features of a reality
flux, an intervention under development, and
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implementation processes as ongoing negotiations for the
FIKS program. HTA assumptions of a stable reality, a fixed
intervention and a controlled implementation process were
not present. Steps to strengthen HTA use for ICT are timely
even if the HTA communities have not been extensively
attentive to e-health. E-health communities have also not
been attentive or interested in HTA. Steps to unite different
research networks and institutions that make profound
efforts to address the vast task of assessing ICTs in health
care are also timely. Approaches that take into consideration
dynamics and complexities in contexts, interventions, and
processes of implementation are discussed in all
communities. Knowledge about the conditions for large
processes with escalating costs is important, as conditions
built into the programs vastly influence the effects that
emerge and manifest.
Embedding assumptions of a world in flux where social,
technical, and clinical entities influence each other in
dynamic processes should increase the relevance of HTA of
ICT and affect real-time developments. We suggest further
exploration of assumptions that encourage participatory and
process assessment approaches. Such assumptions will
strengthen the knowledge base for future procurements, as
human interactions play important roles in the development.
We also recommend controlled studies of stable components
of e-health.
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Abstract—Today many software development companies are
restructuring their business model to enter the medical device
domain. The reason for this change is that significant
opportunities exist within the healthcare industry and
particularly in relation to the usage of software within this
domain. However, in order to become either a medical device
software supplier or manufacturer there are challenges to
overcome, and data protection regulations to abide by. This
paper describes a case study of an Irish software development
company that in 2014 decided to change their business model
to enable them to become a medical device software supplier,
and engaging with clients in the United States of America. The
paper provides an account of their journey from being an
automotive software supplier to securing software development
contracts from leading medical device manufacturers. This
involved them having to re-design and re-structure their
software development approach to meet both the demands of
medical device standards, data security regulations and
medical device multinational third party software selection
criteria.

had no regulatory requirements in place, in fact a key
question they asked at that stage was “what are the
standards we need to implement and in what order?”. This
paper presents how with the help of academic MD
researchers’ regulations were put in place through
®
undergoing an MDevSPICE assessment and outlining the
challenges that might arise in the near future.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the background of BBT and the current situation in
the MD industry. Section III outlines the challenges BBT
faced in order to become a MD software supplier. Section IV
describes the approaches followed to become a MD software
supplier. Section V outlines given that BBT have satisfied
the regulations they wish to further refine and improve their
software development processes to make them more
efficient. Section VI describes first steps taken in order to
improve their current lifecycle process and approach to
ensuring data security. Recommendations to the case
company are provided in Section VII. The final section of
the paper provides a conclusion and future work in Section
VIII.

®

Keywords-MDevSPICE Framework; Software Development
Process; Medical Device Software; Software Security; HIPAA;
Agile Software Development.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The enormous and seemingly ever-growing medical
device market value motivated the case company presented
in this paper to shift to a medical device software supplier
[1]. In 2015, the medical device (MD) global market was
“valued at $228 billion, up from $164 in 2010 and projected
to reach $440 billion by 2018” “at approximately 4.4%
compound annual growth rate per year” [2]. The leaders in
the MD market are the United States of America (USA)
having 38% of the global value of this market followed by
China with a market valued at $48 billion with western
Europe having almost 25% of the global market [2].
However, to become a MD supplier for the industry takes
significant time and resources as there are many obstacles
that need to be overcome.
This paper extends the paper presented in [1], which is
based on a case study of an Irish software development
company BlueBridge Technologies (BBT). Their journey
started in 2014 when BBT decided to embark upon
becoming a MD software supplier and at that moment they

II.

BACKGROUND OF THE COMPANY

BBT was founded in 2006 – initially formed upon the
closure of the Irish based development operations of Magna
Automotive, and today employs 19 people with 8 of them
working as software developers. BBT are currently working
on 7 different projects with 5 of them involving developing
the software component for another organization’s product.
Their current customers include pharmaceutical and
multinational MD companies.
The main reason why software development companies
wish to enter the MD domain is because of the expansion of
the MD industry in the past few years therefore providing
many opportunities for others to enter into this industry. The
MD industry is largely research and development driven.
Software increasingly performs an essential role in the
provision of healthcare services [3]. This is particularly
reflected in the importance that software now plays in
medical diagnoses and treatment [4]. The level of software
functionality in MDs and the complexity of that software
has substantially increased [5]. The MD regulatory
environment has been extended to include more focus on
software. For example, the latest amendment to the Medical
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Device Directive [6] recognizes that standalone software
can be classified as a MD in its own right. Consequently, a
significantly increased proportion of software applications
will now be classified as MDs and must be developed in a
regulatory compliant manner [7].
Medical records are increasingly being stored in
electronic form. The use of Electronic Medical Record
(EMR) systems in the USA by physicians increased from
18.2% in 2001 to 48.3% in 2010 [8]. The adoption of EMR
systems could produce efficiency and safety savings of $81
billion annually and improve prevention of medical diseases
[9]. Use of Mobile devices in health care is increasing. “By
2017, mobile technology will be a key enabler of healthcare
delivery reaching every corner of the globe” [10].
III.

CHALLENGES BBT NEEDED TO OVERCOME TO
BECOME A MD SOFTWARE SUPPLIER

To become a MD software supplier there were
regulations and standards that needed to be adhered to. This
required processes to be defined in accordance with these
standards and regulations and then for objective evidence to
be obtained demonstrating the implementation of the
defined processes. For BBT, the starting point was to gain
an understanding of three main standards and data
protection regulations in the US. The paragraph below
briefly outlines the standards that BBT familiarized
themselves with before starting to define their MD software
development processes.
A. ISO 13485:2006
“This International Standard specifies requirements for
a quality management system that can be used by an
organization for the design and development, production,
installation and servicing of medical devices, and the
design, development, and provision of related services”
[11].
ISO 13485 is in practice required by any MD company.
It details the requirements for the Quality Management
System (QMS) for MDs. The standard is broadly based on
ISO 9001, although the 2015 revision of the latter departs
significantly from the previous approach. ISO 13485 was
recently revised in 2016, resulting in a better alignment with
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations;
changes include explicit requirements for validation of
software infrastructures used by the company.
ISO 13485 is a “Harmonized Standard” for the EU and a
“General Consensus Standard” for the FDA.
Certification to ISO 13485 is achieved by independent
audit by a Notified Body of the Quality System of the
company. It involves yearly surveillance audits and recertification every 3 years.
B. IEC 62304
“This standard defines the life cycle requirements for
MEDICAL DEVICE SOFTWARE. The set of
PROCESSES, ACTIVITIES, and TASKS described in this

standard establishes a common framework for MEDICAL
DEVICE SOFTWARE life cycle PROCESSES” [11].
IEC 62304 covers the development process for medical
device software. This standard is harmonised with the
requirements of ISO 13485 and therefore complements it by
adding the specifics required for MD software.
Similarly to ISO 13485, IEC 62304 is a “Harmonized
Standard” for the EU and a “General Consensus Standard”
for the FDA.
However, IEC 62304 interfaces with ISO 13485 in two
areas: software inputs and system integration. The software
inputs are generated from the system (or subsystem) level
requirements, while IEC 62304 explicitly does not cover
system level activities, in particular design validation.
Although this is the gold standard for the development
of MD software, there is no such thing as accreditation or
certification to IEC 62304. Anyway company can request an
“independent certification” by a Notified Body and this is
particularly attractive to MD software suppliers.
C. ISO 14971:2009
“This International Standard was developed specifically
for medical device/system manufacturers using established
principles of risk management. For other manufacturers,
e.g., in other healthcare industries, this International
Standard could be used as informative guidance in
developing and maintaining a risk management system and
process”[13]. “This International Standard deals with
processes for managing risks, primarily to the patient, but
also to the operator, other persons, other equipment and the
environment” [13].
ISO 14971 is particularly important to any MD
manufacturer and supplier. Most decisions made during the
whole lifecycle of a device must be risk-based.
The area of regulatory standards and the recording of
documentation associated with their implementation was
new to BBT. Therefore, BBT engaged with both standards
consultants and an academic research group (the RSRC, our
research centre) specializing in MD software development
research. This assisted BBT to fast-track the initial steps to
becoming a MD software supplier.
D. Data Security Regulations: Protecting Health
Information
In the US, the law that outlines and standardizes the
protection of health information is HIPAA (Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) [29]. HIPAA
refers to health information as protected health information
(PHI) or electronic protected health information (EPHI).
PHI or EPHI includes health information and any
accompanying information that can be used to identify an
individual, such as, demographical information, that is
created, stored, transmitted or maintained when providing
health-related services [30].
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HIPAA mainly consists of four Rules that state what and
how data should be protected, which are [29]: the Privacy
Rule, Enforcement Rule and the Breach Notification Rule,
Security Rule. The Privacy Rule outlines the standard
expected for the protection of personal health or medical
information. In the event of violations, for example,
inappropriately protecting PHI, the provisions on penalties
and related procedures are outlined in the Enforcement
Rule. Provisions for the required course of action in case of
any breach on protected health information is outlined in the
Breach Notification Rule. The Security Rule outlines
safeguards that are needed to secure EPHI/PHI that is either
created, stored or transmitted.
IV.

APPROACH TO BECOME A MD SOFTWARE COMPANY

When BBT reached out to the RSRC, we knew that this
was an ideal company to become involved with in regards to
performing research into how software companies could
make the transition to becoming MD software suppliers.
®

A. Embark on MDevSpice assessment
First of all, it was essential to understand BBT’s current
position in regards to their software development processes.
®
We decided to perform an MDevSPICE [14] assessment.
®
MDevSPICE is a framework assessment model where all
MD software standards and processes are brought together
into one place with software engineering best practices.
®
MDevSPICE was developed in the RSRC. Then, this
framework assessment model was utilized in BBT to assess
the current situation.
Below we describe what happened next in regards to both
the assessment and BBT’s subsequent journey to becoming a
MD software supplier.
®
A) Assessment conducted: Given that MDevSPICE
consists of 23 processes we selected the most appropriate 10
®
processes from the MDevSPICE model to assess BBT
against (see Table I).
It was agreed upon discussion with BBT that only the
most foundational processes would be assessed. Therefore,
the following 10 out of the 23 MDevSPICE® processes were
chosen to be assessed over 2 onsite days in BBT.
The order of the processes assessed was important as it is
important to follow the medical device software
development lifecycle. Therefore, systems requirements
were a very natural place to start. Below is outlined the
process assessment schedule: we assessed 5 processes on
each day (see Table II).
®
Each process was assessed by 2 MDevSPICE assessors
in an interview with at least 2 members of BBT being
present in each interview. Prior to the interviews both the
schedule and the names of the BBT staff members that
would be involved in each process interview was agreed. It
was very important to ensure that access was provided to the
most relevant staff for each interview session as otherwise
the assessment would not have been as accurate as possible.

TABLE I.
MD System
Lifecycle Processes
Project Planning

MD Software
Lifecycle Processes

MD Support
Processes

Software Dev.
Planning

Project Assessment
and Control

Software Req.
Analysis

Risk Mgmt.
Stakeholder

Software
Architectural Design

Req. Definition

Software Detailed
Design

System Req.
Analysis
System Architectural
Design
System Integration
System Qualification
Testing
Software Installation
Software Acceptance
Support

TABLE II.

PROCESSES OF MDEVSPICE®

Software Unit
Implementation. and
Verification
Software Integration
and Integration
Testing

Configuration
Management
Software Release
Software
Problem
Resolution
Software Change
Request
Management
Software
Maintenance

Software System
Testing
Software Risk Mgmt.

DAY 1 AND DAY 2 OF ASSESSMENT PROCESS

Onsite Assessment Day 1
System Requirements Analysis
Software Development Planning
Software Requirements Analysis
Software Architectural Design
Software Detailed Design
Onsite Assessment Day 2
Software Unit Implementation & Verification
Software Integration & Integration Testing
Software System Testing
Software Risk Management
Software Configuration Management

Each of the 10 interviews lasted approximately 1 hour
and involved one assessor asking BBT staff a set of scripted
questions related to that process area. The second assessor
used a tool to record detailed responses from the
interviewees with both assessors using the tool to enable
each question to be scored as “Fully Achieved”, “Partially
Achieved” or “Not Achieved”. In addition to the usage of
predefined scripted questions additional questions were also
asked that were specific to BBT.
®
B) Findings produced: The MDevSPICE assessors at
the end of Day 2 returned back to the RSRC and went
through each process together, discusssing the observations
and notes from the assessment. As a result of performing the
assessment we provided BBT with a set of strengths, issues
and recommendations to address those issues across each of
®
the assessed processes. The MDevSPICE assessment
provided coverage over a number of different MD software
related standards. Figure 1 shows a breakdown of the
coverage provided for each of the different standards from
®
assessing 10 of the 23 MDevSPICE processes. As one of
the goals of BBT Management was to gain an understanding
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in relation to the state of their current development
processes against IEC 62304, as this is the main MD
software process standard, processes were selected from
®
MDevSPICE that featured heavily in IEC 62304. The
exception to this was System Requirements Analysis but
this was deemed to be a critical process to examine as BBT
would be performing software development for an overall
MD system. Therefore, it is essential that they have an
efficient process in place for System Requirements Analysis
as otherwise everything that occurs afterwards within the
development lifecycle will be impacted.
From looking at Figure 1 it can be seen that the 10
processes assessed provided: 59% coverage of IEC 62304;
2% of ISO 80002-1 [15] (this technical report relates to how
ISO 14971 may be applied within software); 16% of the
FDA’s Guidance for off the shelf software [16]; 1% of the
FDA’s Guidance for premarket submissions [17]; 20% of
the FDA’s Guidance for validation of software [18]; 1% of
ISO 13485 and 1% of software engineering best practice
standards.

Figure 1. Scope of the BBT Assessment

C) Implementing the recommendations: In order to assist
BBT to implement the recommendations in a timely manner
BBT took the following steps:
a) Brought in consultants to assist with the
implementation of QMS 13485.
b) Recruited an engineer from a leading MD
manufacturer who possessed considerable experience in
developing MD software development and in particular MD
risk management expertise to put in place a risk
management strategy in line with ISO 14971.
c) Engaged with a notified body organisation to
prepare them for an official audit in IEC 62304 and
subsequently perform the audit. This enabled an successful
IEC 62304 audit to be achieved in a timely manner.
D) Actions taken by BBT:
a) Gained Certification to ISO 13485

b) Gained Independent Certification in IEC 62304.
c) The IEC 62304 audit was performed against one
project using a plan driven approach.
d) BBT have the MD standards that MDs maufacturers
request software suppliers to have in place.
The main criteria MD manufacturers use for selecting a
MD software supplier is that organizations should have IEC
62304 in place. At this stage BBT now have not only
satisfied this criteria but surpassed it in that they not only
adopted IEC 62304 but were certified against it and also
have adopted IEC 13485, ISO 14971, 21 CFR 820 and the
FDA Guidance documentation for: Off the shelf software,
Premarket Submissions and Validation of MD software.
Therefore, at this stage BBT were ready to obtain contracts
as a MD software supplier company.
E) Addressing HIPAA Safeguards
We are currently working with BBT to ensure that their
software meets HIPAA requirements. In order to so, we are
using the international medical device security technical
report IEC/TR 80001-2-8 [31] to identify security controls
that can be implemented in order to address the HIPAA
safeguards.
IEC/TR 80001-2-8 provides a guidance “for the
selection and implementation of management, operational,
administrative and technical security controls to protect the
confidentiality, integrity, availability and accountability of
data and systems during development, operation and
disposal.” [31].
IEC/TR 80001-2-8 extends another security standard
IEC/TR 80001-2-2 [32], which lists 19 security capabilities
that are needed to ensure data security. IEC/TR 80001-2-8
extends IEC/TR 80001-2-2 by outlining a list of security
controls for each of the security capabilities. The
capabilities are broad and range from technical capabilities,
e.g., “Automatic logoff” [31,32], to those that can be traced
to documentation or policies, e.g., “Security guides”
[31,32].
The mapping of security controls to security capabilities
in IEC/TR 80001-2-8 is based on an extensive review of
security controls outlined in the following security related
standards and guidelines: NIST SP 800-53 (Revision 4)
[33], ISO/IEC 15408-2:2008 [34], ISO/IEC 15408-3:2008
[35], IEC 62443-3-3:2013 [36] and ISO IEC 27002:2013
[37].
IEC/TR 80001-2-8 can be used to support the decisionmaking process when selecting security controls in order to
achieve security capabilities for medical device software.
The standard aims to help companies with identifying and
implementing appropriate security controls to help “protect
the confidentiality, integrity, availability and accountability
of data and systems during development, operation and
disposal.” [31].
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V.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE CASE COMPANY: LESSONS
AND CHALLENGES

First, once BBT became a MD software supplier they
noticed the significant attention within the MD field. MD
software manufacturers started to get in contact and invite
tenders for various projects. In fact, to date they have
worked on a number of MD software development projects
for different types and sizes of manufacturers. Therefore,
the overhead required to implement the necessary standards
was starting to pay dividends. However, now that the
opportunities clearly are out there it is noticeable that BBT
now want to move to the next phase of their MD software
development journey and not only develop software in line
with the MD standards but their ambition is now to increase
the efficiency of their MD software development. Therefore,
they wish to improve their software development processes
even further and implement more regulatory standards in
relation to security etc. The key driver to take a step further
is that BBT now are undertaking challenging projects and
are developing MD software for multinational MD
companies they have much more to achieve in their journey.
BBT have agreed to work with researchers from the RSRC
to introduce MD software development best practices that
will increase the efficiency of their MD software
development.
Second, BBT realized the increased attention to data
security by the regulatory bodies and their USA clients. The
increased awareness and value placed on data security by
their clients means that implementing strong data protection
mechanisms is now a competitive advantage. In addition, if
appropriate security controls are not implemented as
outlined by HIPAA, it can result in penalties [30, 38]. This
can be detrimental to their business and stifle their growth
and profits.
A. Challenges for such large projects
However, as with every new project there are associated
challenges and this is increased when embarking upon a
fixed price project, therefore if the project is delayed or runs
into some other difficulties, BTT is liable in relation to the
budget. Another challenge is the tight timeframe where
strict milestones have to be achieved in addition to the
achievement of appropriate documentation to satisfy
regulatory deliverables. Additionally, BBT would also like
to excel in being able to facilitate change during the
lifecycle of the project as this is something that is
challenging in traditional MD software development. A very
positive aspect of BBT’s current approach is that they
engage in regular interaction with their customers.
Therefore, receiving feedback and making sure that the right
MD software is developed from the very start of the
development.

B. What is the current status of BBT development process
lifecycle?
Currently BBT is developing software in a plan driven
way through using the V-model [19]. When following a Vmodel the testing is planned in parallel with the
corresponding development phase and the planning for
verification and validation of the product is emphasized
from the very beginning. Even though V-model has been
used by BBT successfully and it has been proven to be the
best fit when developing MD software in compliance with
the regulations [20]. However, in order to improve the
efficiency of their software development new software
practices should be explored that have proven successful in
the development of safety-critical software in association
with researchers from the RSRC.
Before introducing a new lifecycle it is crucial to
perform an assessment in order to establish how the current
software development process should be improved/changed.
VI.

ASSESSMENT PROCESS AND RESULTS

The following subsections will describe the high-level
assessment process completed in BBT in 2016 and those in
progress in 2017.
A) Software Development Process Assessment
The assessment carried out in 2016 was focused on the
software development processes.
The Software development process assessment was
performed at BBT before deciding what new practices
would be most suitable for BBT. We met up with the CEO
of the company, project manager/developer (who had has
experience of agile software development), and a developer
who specialized in Android software development. The
meeting was also attended by the R&D manager/Systems
Risk engineer and the QMS manager. The assessment was
based on previously scripted open-ended questions that
related to many different areas of the company as well as the
software development process.
Results for the Software Development Process
Assessment:
a) Currently BBT have several standards in place, such
as IEC 62304, ISO 13485, ISO 9001 and ISO 14971. In
their software development process they make use of
various tools in areas such as project management, testing
and integration. One of their main drivers for adopting new
best practice software development methods is to streamline
even further their already succcessful practices for
interacting with customers. BBT view this as being key to
delivering safe regulatory compliant software that fully
meets the customer requirements and works within the
intended environment, thereby decreasing the chances of
expensive rework, particularly on fixed price projects.
b) Additionally, they wish to develop metrics such as
problem tracking, code coverage, defects found, defects
closed etc.
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c) In the past BBT was open to changes and customers
able to introduce them whenever they wanted without
consequences to the overall budget, time. However, today
the process has become more structured. BBT now ensures
that a formal change document is in place specifying what
happens if a change occurs within a previously signed
project.
d) BBT at the moment is not making use of any
principle software design techniques however, they plan to
introduce architecture diagrams and design patterns.

implemented and no alternative implemented”. For each
response further explanation will be captured to get details
of what security control is implemented and how it
isimplemented, or alternatively provide an explanation as to
why no security control is implemented for a particular
safeguard. An example is shown in Figure 2. The HIPAA
safeguard shown in the example in Figure 2, “Access
Control” is from the HIPAA Security Rule, under the
Technical Safeguards.

e) BBT previously have developed software in a plan
driven manner and lately they have decided to integrate
some agile practices into their development process..
f) At the moment almost 80% of a testing is automated
and 20% is done manually. If the percentage of manual
testing could be decreased further – the overall development
process could be faster. Automation of tests can prove
challenging when components such as Bluetooth or Wifi are
involved.
g) One of the team members mentioned that due to the
new lifecycle approach where agile practices are introduced,
there could be a challenges regarding integrating the QMS
with the development process and achieving the necessary
regulatory documentations.
h) At present their current process incorporates only
two agile practices, they are: short iterations (every 2
weeks) and continuous integration.
i) BBT is also planning to provide their team with the
training needed in order to work in an environment where
MD software is developed in an agile way. The team will be
provided with training in regards to MD software, agile
practices and mobile app development.
j) Some team members will be provided with support
to change towards adopting a more agile software
development process.
B) Data Protection and Regulation Assessment
This section describes the high-level assessment process
currently in progress at BBT in 2017.
BBT currently implements security controls to ensure
data security. However, they need to ensure that their
controls are inline with the safeguards outlined by HIPAA
in order to continue working with their clients in the US.
Strengthening data security will have the added advantage
of enhancing their competitive advantage, avoid any
regulatory risks in the future, and improve longevity within
the MD software market. We are first assessing how well
BBT’s security controls for their software align with
HIPAA safeguards. The focus is on the HIPAA safeguards
outlined in the Security Rule. We are using a web-based tool
to capture whether a particular HIPAA safeguard is either
“fully implemented”, or “alternative/partial security
measure implemented to achieve the same purpose” or “not

Figure 2. Assessment against HIPAA Safeguards
The next step will be data analysis and workshop with
the developers at BBT to discuss gaps between the HIPAA
safeguards and the security controls currently implemented.
We will then use IEC/TR 80001-2-8 as a guide for selecting
appropriate security controls for BBT to implement in order
to address any HIPAA safeguards that are not well
addressed. Relevant security risks will be taken into
consideration during the process.
VII.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A) Agility of Software Development Processes
Our advice to BBT is to integrate more agile practices
into their current MD software development so that the
software is developed efficiently in regular iterations and
can be presented to the customer on a regular basis and
facilitate change. Based upon a mini-literature review
performed, the following agile practices have been cited as
being used to develop software successfully for safety
critical/medical domains:
a) Acceptance test-driven development (ATDD) [21].
b) Automated Tests/Automated unit testing [22].
c) Code Reviews / Peer Reviews [23].
d) Coding Standards [21], [24].
e) Continuous integration (CI) [21], [24], [25].
f)

Open Workspace [21], [26].

g) Scrum [27].
h) Test-driven development (TDD) [21], [28]
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Technical and Physical Safeguards part of the Security Rule.

B) Data Security: Adhering to HIPAA During Software
Development
The safeguards for EPHI/PHI that can be traced to
development work are outlined within the Security Rule
[39]. They are outlined under the Technical and Physical
Safeguards parts of the Security Rule [39].
The Security Rule has one other part, Administrative
Safeguards, but this contains management processes, policies
and planning, e.g., risk management and analysis procedures.
The Safeguards in the Technical and Physical parts of the
Security Rule are either labeled as ``required'' or
``addressable'' [29, 39]. Those labeled as ``required'' must be
implemented. They must be included within the requirement
specification document just to make sure that they are
considered during design, implementation and the
verification and validation phases of the software. The
safeguards labeled as ``addressable'' can be implemented
depending on how reasonable and appropriate they are given
a particular context, e.g., the software and how it can be
used. Alternatively, a different safeguard can be
implemented if there are one or more safeguards that would
achieve the same or better level of security, and are
reasonable and appropriate. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the
steps that we propose for addressing the safeguards in the

Figure 4. Implementing Addressable Safeguards
It is important to note that each of the security
capabilities in the international standard IEC/TR 80001-2-8
comes with many security controls. But it is not practical or
feasible to implement all of the security controls in a
software product. This is because some of the security
controls many not be relevant given the context or type of
software security concerns for the software system. This is
why, as suggested by the standard IEC/TR 80001-2-8, the
selection of the controls should be based on risk or threat
identification and assessment, and most importantly, both
patient safety and protection of health information. It is also

Identify Safeguards

List Required
Safeguards

List Addressable
Safeguards

FOR EACH REQUIRED SAFEGUARD

FOR EACH ADDRESSABLE SAFEGUARD

Map each Required
Safeguard to
security controls in
place

Map each Addressable
Safeguard to security
controls currently in
place

Are all
Required
Safeguards in
place?

YES

Are all
Addressable
Safeguards in
place?

YES

NO

FOR EACH NOT IN PLACE

NO
NO

Is it Reasonable
and appropriate?

FOR EACH NOT IN PLACE
NO

Implement
safeguards

Is Alternative
Reasonable and
appropriate?

YES

YES

Implement Alternative
Safeguard(s)

Implemented appropriate
Safeguard(s)

Documentation
(including reasons for not
implementing a
safeguard,
implementation approach
and rationale)

Figure 3. Proposed Approach for Addressing Security Controls for Technical and Physical Safeguards
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worth noting that a similar consideration when implementing
security controls is also advocated in the HIPAA Security
Rule.
Understanding security threats and security weaknesses
can help make an informed judgement in relation to the
appropriate security controls to implement. Hence, input
from a well detailed threat modeling approach will be very
useful during the selection process. An overview of threat
modeling is provided by The OWASP Foundation [40].
After implementation, maintenance of the safeguards,
which should include improvements, should be performed as
necessary in order to ensure continued protection of
EPHI/PHI. This is particularly important for evolving
software. The addition of new features or implementation of
defect-fixes, which is part and parcel of software evolution,
may affect the efficacy of the implemented safeguards.
Therefore, continuous maintenance is necessary to ensure the
implemented safeguards keep securing EPHI/PHI.
Our advice to BBT is to assign employees that
continuously check compliance with HIPAA regulatory
requirements, as well as on identifying and assessing
relevant security threats and vulnerabilities. The employees
responsibility will be to ensure that appropriate security
controls are implemented, not only to comply with data
security regulations, but also that relevant security concerns
are addressed. The employees should be involved early
within the development lifecycle, ideally from requirements
elicitation, and continue throughout the evolution of the
product. The identification and assessment of threats and
vulnerabilities, which is advocated in the HIPAA Security
Rule, can be done by following a threat modeling approach.
As an example of a threat modeling approach we show in
Figure 5 the one proposed by Oladimeji et al. [41]. More
details of their well detailed approach can be found in their
paper.
Security
Definition

Threat
Elicitation

Yes
No

Threat-SIG
Evaluation

Countermeasures
Adequate?

Threat
Decomposition

Threat
Prioritization

Threat
Mitigation

Severity/Cost
Assessment

Yes

No

The advantage for BBT, or any other company, of
having dedicated employees that continuously assess
compliance with data security regulations and assess threats
and vulnerabilities is that it ensures that there is a proactive
rather than a reactive process to addressing security
concerns. This significantly reduces the likelihood of costly
rework and implementing security patches late within the
development lifecycle.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes a case study of a journey taken by
an Irish software development company, moving from
developing automotive software to developing MD
software. We described how through adopting and
implementing MD standards they now have become a MD
software supplier. Since becoming a MD software supplier
many new opportunities have become available. However,
BBT now wish to further improve their software
development processes in order to become more efficient
and to be able to satisfy new challenges that could rise from
undertaking new multinational MD manufacturer’s projects.
They also need to take steps to ensure that their approach to
ensuring data security is in line with regulatory
requirements. Taking a software engineering approach, the
authors of this paper provide a list of agile practices that
have been cited to be well suitable for the safety
critical/medical domain. The authors have also outlined an
engineering approach to help with identifying and
implementing appropriate security controls when
developing software. The approach will help the company
to develop software that is compliant with data security
regulations.
In the future, we plan to investigate agile practices that
are applicable for the MD software industry in greater detail
by performing an extensive literature review and industry
survey. Further, we will work with BBT to integrate the
most applicable agile practices into their current software
development lifecycle. We also plan to assist BBT with
addressing data security concerns for the software that they
develop. In addition, we will guide them through the
process of ensuring that their software complies with
HIPAA data regulations, and appropriate security controls
are put in place. This is the first time that we are using a
web-based tool for the assessment of how well the case
company addresses HIPAA safeguards. We will use lessons
learned from the process to refine and improve the tool.
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More threat?

Figure 5. Threat modeling approach proposed by Oladimeji
et al. [41]
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Abstract—This paper describes a new application of the
previous defined Forest Status Quality Indicator in planning
policies of forest conservation. Starting from previous analysis
and conclusions about the importance of the forest plantations
for ecological restoration, new case studies confirm the
possibility of using this indicator to efficiently guide policy
makers and planners to choose the best position and extensions
of forest types/patches for restoration and connectivity. By
considering the present situation of the forest quality, we
propose a method to compute a predicted value of the indicator
by considering, in addition, the contribution of plantations,
once they will be naturalized in the territory under
consideration. The new, predicted value of the Forest Status
Quality Indicator is a function of the ecological components,
which are at the basis of the naturalistic approach of its
definition. The results are shown on ten important case studies
of plantations in the West Po Plain (North Italy). The method
of prediction can be used to measure the impact of plantations
on the quality of the forests and to define under which
hypothesis they can play an important role in biodiversity
conservation.

results were very promising in giving a realistic assessment
of the situation of forests quality in a given territory.
For this reason, the research has been carried further
along this direction. Here, we recall from the previous
contribution [1] some important aspects of FSQ indicator, in
order to appreciate the improvement of the ongoing
researches.
In literature, the most common approach to define
biodiversity indicators is to use separately the following
primary attributes of biodiversity: (1) species/composition,
(2) structure, and (3) function [4], or landscape metrics [5].
The main innovative feature of FSQ, with respect to
literature, is the joined evaluation of species composition
and structure and landscape metric. In fact, the biodiversity
components are: the stratification, the percentage of alien
species and the percentage of protected species.
Stratification can be easily depicted in four layers: tree, high
and low shrub, and herb layers (see Figure 1). Figure 2
shows some typical alien species in the territory under
investigation. On the other hand, often protected species
(see Figure 3) correspond to true forest species, such as
Anemone nemorosa, Campanula trachelium, Carex
elongata, Convallaria majalis, Listera ovata, Neottia nidusavis, and Primula vulgaris. The three components
characterize the different forest patches of the territory
under investigation of the ten case studies.
Furthermore, the FSQ indicator takes into account also a
landscape feature, i.e., the size of the forest patches.
Consequently, only patches greater than 10.000 square
meters are considered. In fact, patches smaller than 1 ha
generally show low species richness [6] and a scarce
floristic quality due to the edge effect which can increase
the abundance of weedy and alien species [7]-[9]. The
richness and floristic quality (due to true forest species) of
the forest patches can be influenced not only by their size,
but also by their shape. However, a correlation between the
shape and the species richness of forest patches can be
found when the patch size is sufficiently high. In fact,
Dzwonko and Loster [10][11] found a negative correlation
between the shape index of Patton [12] and the number of
shrubs and forest species. In that case, they worked with a
restricted dataset of only 27 forests, with varying patch size
from 0.03 to 1.6 ha. With such small patch sizes, it is
possible that the entire patch was subject to the edge effects
[13]. Honnay et al. [13] analyzed 234 forest patches varying

Keywords-biodiversity; environmental indicator; forest status
quality; Geographic Information Systems; conservation policy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is based on the authors’ work [1] and reports
the extension of their current research activity. Compared to
[1], nine more case studies are added; moreover, the present
paper provides the list of all the forest types found in the
studied locations, which was not possible in the previous
work. Finally, the theory about the ecological indicator,
called Forest Status Quality (FSQ), already reported in [1],
has been validated by showing a new application to the
definition of policies for forest management and
conservation.
The previous target, i.e., to propose and measure
indicators related to some specific aspects of biodiversity,
within a given territory, has been extended to show how an
indicator can be used to assess the efficacy of a policy of
forest conservation.
The naturalistic indicator FSQ has been introduced for
the first time in literature with an investigation about its
relationship with another ecological indicator, the land use
Anthropentropy Factor [2][3]. However, the preliminary
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Figure 1.

The layers of the stratification in a forest: tree, shrub (high
and low), and herb layers.

Figure 2.
Examples of some alien species in the territories under
investigation: Solidago gigantea, Robinia pseudoacaica, and Amorpha
fruticosa.

considered as punctual patches, do not represent core areas
hosting complex forest ecosystems (as the wide patches of
compact shape where the edge effect is reduced) important
for woody and herbaceous true forest species. However, they
can represent critical elements to connect core areas and
support the structure of a local/regional ecological network,
and the evaluation of their quality should be better
considered from the connectivity perspective. Therefore,
only forest patches with similar geometric characteristics
(wide size and compact shape) were considered, with the aim
to evaluate more homogenous elements and to have a more
realistic picture of the forest quality, which is useful for
conservation purposes.
Besides embedding the geometric characteristics in the
computation of the FSQ indicator, a second aspect has been
considered [1]: the evaluation of the importance of forest
plantations. This idea is at the basis of the new research
activity here reported. In fact, in the first elaboration of the
FSQ indicator [2][3], only natural forests were considered,
while plantations were excluded from the evaluation.
However, the Region Lombardy, in 2002, started and
financed an important project aimed to create ten new plain
forests, each of them with a size of about 40 ha and planted
with native trees and shrubs [14][15].
Actually, such forests have not still developed a typical
structure of mature wood and a typical nemoral herb layer,
which will require at least 20-30 years. Anyway, because of
their importance for the restoration of the Lombardy plain
and conservation purposes, the initial idea of considering
also such new forests give interesting preliminary results on
a first case study in the Municipality of Travacò Siccomario
(Province of Pavia).
After these preliminary results [1], in this paper we
extend the analysis on other nine great forest plantations of
the Region Lombardy, with an innovative approach to
predict the efficacy of these plantations in their contribution
to FSQ. This will be further explained in Section III. First, a
brief description of preliminary researches on the theory
about FSQ is given in Section II. Conclusion and future
work end the paper in Section IV.
II.

Figure 3.
Examples of some protected species in the territories under
investigation: Anemone nemorosa, Erythronium dens-canis, and
Convallaria majalis.

in size between 0.5 and 5216 ha and found a correlation
between the Patton shape index and the number of species in
edges and clearings, the number of woody species and lianas
and, as a consequence, with the total number of forest plant
species. For these reasons, in a second improved definition
of the FSQ indicator [1], also the shape of forest patches has
been taken into account.
Patches with linear shapes are excluded, applying an ad
hoc morphological operator on the image data set provided
by the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) of the project
(as explained in Section II.) Such linear patches, together
with those smaller than 10.000 square meters, that can be

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

In this section, a brief summary of the theory of FSQ
indicator is given. Moreover, preliminary results are reported
with more details in [1], in order to appreciate how the
research has been evolving to make improvements and new
contributions with respect to the state of the art.
A. Definition of the Forest Status Quality Indicator
The FSQ expresses the forest quality status as the value
of its ecological components, with particularly reference to
the biodiversity conservation. A set of sub-regions occupied
by natural forest Fi (i = 1, 2, n) was defined. Each of Fi may
have one or more occurrences, denoted by the index k, in
the territory (k = 1, 2, max(i)). The number of occurrences
may vary from a minimum of 1 to a maximum, which
depends on the forest type (max(i)). Each k-th occurrence is
characterized by: (a) an area Aki, expressed in square meters,
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for i = 1, 2,…n and k = 1, 2, … max(i), and (b) a type of T i,
derived from the GIS ERSAF Database “Map of the Forest
Types of Lombardy” [16]. For each forest T i, we found the
correspondence with one or more phytosociological tables
[17]. For each forest type T i, we defined a set of the
following indicator components (si, ai, pi): the stratification
(number of layers) of a forest type i (si), the percentage
frequency of alien species (ai) in the corresponding
phytosociological table/s, and the percentage frequency of
protected species (pi) (according to the Lombardy regional
law, L.R. 10/2008) in the corresponding phytosociological
table/s. The three components can assume only discrete
values, from 0 to 3, according to an if – then – else
algorithm described in [2] [3]. After determining the values
of the set of components for stratification, alien and
protected species, for each forest T i, it is possible to
compute the FSQ Indicator of a municipality of area S as
FSQ = iksi + ai + pi)*Aki/S

(1)

The FSQ definition is the weighted values of the
components, where the weights are the ratios between the
areas of the forest patches and the area of the territory under
investigation. By using the primitives of the open source
QGIS software [18], the values of Aki in the territory under
investigation have been computed, in order to estimate the
value of the FSQ indicator, according to (1), for all the
municipality of our case studies. Obviously, according to
(1), FSQ indicator is a real number in a limited range: the
minimum value is 0, which corresponds to the dramatic
situation where no forests are present in the territory with at
least one occurrence of area greater than 10.000 square
meters. The maximum possible value is 9, which is derived
by considering the unrealistic situation of a municipality
where no anthropic presence occurs, and the territory is
entirely occupied  Aki = S) by forests of very high
quality (set of components (si, ai, pi) = (3,3,3)).
TABLE I.
Class of forest
quality
1
Unsatisfactory

THE METRIC ON THE FSQ INDICATOR FOR FOREST
QUALITY.
Evaluation of Forest quality and policy
Intervals of FSQ

0 <= FSQ <= 0.9

2
Satisfactory but
improvable

0.9 < FSQ <= 1.8

3
Good
4
Optimum
5
Overbalanced

1.8 < FSQ <= 3.6
3.6 < FSQ <= 4.5
FSQ > 4.5

Suggested policy

Very low level forest quality.
A high-impact policy of
restoration
and/or
requalification of forest is
mandatory.
Sufficient forest quality but
improvable. A policy for
forest
biodiversity
preservation is preferable.
Good forest quality, the first
level of satisfactory situation.
The optimun situation, with a
high quality of forests.
The overbalanced situation,
forests overcoming other
ecosystems. A policy for
shrubland
and grassland
biodiversity preservation is
preferable.

We have defined a set of ranges for the FSQ indicator,
starting from an unsatisfactory forest quality, a satisfactory
but improvable situation, a good, an optimum situation and
overbalanced situation. In Table I, the metric for the FSQ
indicator and the suggested policy actions are shown.
B. The Erosion Operator
The introduction of the factor “shape” of the forest
patches in the computation of the FSQ slightly modify the
original definition in (1), where only the areas of forest
patches are considered and weighted by the naturalistic
components (si, ai, pi). The only limitation introduced on the
geographic data is still a quantitative one (the 10.000 square
meters as the minimum accepted size of the forest patch to
be evaluated). However, we decided to take into
consideration a characteristic that refers to the shape of a
patch, i.e., to reduce the edge effect, which, in turn, reduces
the floristic quality. This can be done by applying the
standard mathematical morphology operator of Erosion [19],
with a structural element of a circle of radius of 50 meters. In
fact, Erosion is a typical image processing operator that
allows to “erode” a connected area, starting from its
perimeter and proceeding inside, of an extent that
corresponds to the shape of the structural element. In our
case, the structural element is a circle of a given radius, in
order to reduce the areas of the forests to their real inner
shape, by excluding the areas near the boundary. If we use a
circle as structural element, the shape of the forest will be
remodeled in a symmetric way, all along the boundaries. The
diameter of the structural element determines the minimum
distance that a forest patch must have from its center to all
the points of its boundaries, in order to be considered in the
FSQ computation.
As a result of the Erosion, the forest patches with a linear
shape (a thin stripe less than 100 meters of amplitude)
disappear from the map, as it can be seen in the experimental
results reported in Section II.E. All the other patches are
reduced by the erosion, to minimize the “edge” effect. With
the introduction of the Erosion operator, we applied to each
area Aki the Erosion operator E[], thus leading to a new
expression of FSQ, denoted by FSQe:
FSQe = iksi + ai + pi)*E[Aki]/S

(2)

The new operator FSQe takes into consideration both the
quantitative (areas) and the qualitative (shapes) aspects of the
forest patches.
C. The hardware and software infrastructure
In order to compute the values of FSQ in (1) and (2), we
settled a software environment, capable of measuring the
areas
of the territories of the municipalities under
investigation, the areas of the forest patches, and to
implement
the
Erosion
operator.
The
same
hardware/software infrastructure has been used both for the
previous results [1][2][3], and for the new research activity
here presented.
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The hardware resource is a standard Workstation with a
64 bit Intel® CoreTM I7-3630QM microprocessor at 2.4
GHz, with 12 GB RAM with a Full HD resolution monitor,
for easily displaying details of the maps, and Windows 10
operating system.
The software equipment is based on QGIS software [18],
2.14 version, for visualizing, managing and processing
geospatial information. In fact, as in the previous
contribution [1][2][3], we have used a GIS map database
(ERSAF database), free available from the Region
Lombardy [16], in order to derive the useful description
about the distribution of the forest in the territory. In Figure
4, the visual map for a portion of the Municipality of the
preliminary case study [1] is shown. Different colors refer to
different types of forests. Particularly, the compact pink area
refers to the forest plantation. The other colors refer to
natural forests.
The second GIS map we used is provided by ISTAT, the
Italian National Institute of Statistics, for the administrative
boundaries of the municipalities [20]. By using the QGIS
primitives, it is possible to compute on this map the area of
the municipality under investigation, i.e., the value of S in
(1) and (2). By combining information of the two GIS maps
[16][20], it is possible to define exactly which of the Forests
Types of the ERASAF Database belongs to each
Municipality under investigation.
The Erosion operator (see Section II.B) has been
implemented by using the primitives of morphological
operators in Matlab environment [21] for image processing.
Finally, some ad hoc software has been developed for the
generation of the quantitative results of Section III and their
storing and management in a typical relational database, to
facilitate access and subsequent use in future researches.
D. The Study Area
The study area in the preliminary research [1] is the
Municipality of Travacò Siccomario. It is located in the
Lombardy plain at an average altitude above sea level of 66
meters, and is mainly characterized by agricultural fields and
urban areas. Natural forest areas are localized along
watercourses and channels, often as linear elements
dominated by mixed woody species as Salix alba, Populus
alba, Quercus robur, Ulmus minor and, very frequently, the
invasive Robinia pseudacacia. Wide forest patches are
limited and dominated by the woody species above
mentioned. As we consider only forest types that have at
least one occurrence in the territory of area greater than 1 ha,
only three types of natural forests survive these
requirements: the Salix alba communities, the Populus alba
communities, and Robinia pseudoacacia communities.
Moreover, in this study we want to include also
plantations in the FSQ computation. In 2003-2004, one of
the great plain forests of the Lombardy Region was realized
in this municipality. This project was entitled “The Great
Forest between the Two Rivers”, because it is at the join of
Ticino with Po River (see Figure 5). In particular, mesoxerophilous and meso-igrophilous forest patches were
realized on a surface of about 41 ha, planting native trees
(such Populus nigra, Ulmus minor, Acer campestre, Malus

sylvestris, Carpinus betulus, Quercus robur, Salix alba,
Alnus glutinosa, Populus alba, Prunus padus) and native
shrubs (such Crataegus monogyna, Corylus avellana,
Prunus spinosa, Sambucus nigra, Cornus sanguinea,
Frangula alnus, Viburnum opulus, Salix cinerea).
Considering the woody floristic composition, the new forest
can be considered as the forest type Oak-Elm wood (also
including the Black Alder variant) [22]. The value set of
components for stratification, alien and protected species is
3,2,2 for this plantation. In Table II, all the forest types, of
area greater than 1 ha, for the case study of Travacò
Siccomario are shown.
TABLE II.
Naturalistic
components
(si, ai, pi)
(1,1,0)
(3,1,0)
(2,1,0)
(3,2,2)

FOREST TYPES FOR THE PRELIMINARY CASE STUDY [1].
Description of forest types
and relative reference syntaxa
Willow wood of bank
White Poplar formation
Pure Robinia pseudoacacia wood
Plantation (Oak-Elm wood, also including the
Black Alder variant)

Travacò Siccomario, Pavia, Italy, satellite map
Figure 4.
The territory under investigation (Municipality of Travacò
Siccomario) in the preliminary case study [1]: the blocked colored areas
superimposed on the geographic map show the presence of the natural
forests (light greeen and light blue) and the plantation (pink).

Figure 5.
The “Great Forest between the Two Rivers” forest plantation
project: an overview of the territory where river Ticino joins the river Po.
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Suppose that, in a given municipality under investigation,
there is a plantation of area Ap, with its naturalistic
components (sp, ap, pp). For simplicity, we show the
discussion in the case of a single plantation, but the theory
can be easily extended to the case of more than one patches.
By reconsidering formula (1), we can separate the
contribution to the global value of FSQ in two distinct parts:
the first is due to the natural forest patches in the territory,
the second is due to the plantation only. A new definition of
FSQ is possible, which considers also the plantation
contribution. We denote this “new” FSQ with the symbols
FSQ’, and (1) becomes:
Travacò Siccomario, Pavia, Italy, satellite map

Figure 6.

The territory under investigation after the Erosion operator
applied to all the forest patches.

E.

Preliminary Experimental Results
By applying the erosion operator to compute the FSQe,
according to (2), we can compare the effect of the Erosion on
each forest types of Table II. Clearly, the erosion has reduced
the areas of the forest patch. However, the loss of the areas is
not equal for all the four forest types. In fact, the loss is
determined by the shapes of the patches, which are quite
different in the territory under examination. The loss
percentages are the following: 3.6% for the plantation,
35.2% for the Salix alba communities, 51.3% for the
Populus alba communities, and 61.2% for the Robinia
pseudoacacia communities. It is interesting to note that the
plantation is the forest type with the lowest loss; this means
that in the project the plantation patch has a shape, which is
very close to an ideal core area. Moreover, the Robinia
pseudoacacia communities have the highest loss, and it is a
positive aspect, because of the very low floristic quality, due
to the dominance of alien species in linear and fragmented
patches. In Figure 6, the map of the territory after the erosion
is shown. The reduction of the colored areas of the forests
types is evident, by comparing Figure 6 to Figure 4. In
Figure 7, the areas of the forests (Y axis) before and after the
erosion are plot, for each forest type of Table II.
III.

PLANNING CONSERVATION POLICIES USING THE FSQ
INDICATOR

In the preliminary study [1], we have evaluated the
naturalistic components of the plantation in the municipality
of Travacò Siccomario. This initial idea can be further
investigated by directly explaining the contribution of
plantations in the definition of the FSQ indicator. This
operation is computed starting from the original formula (1)
of FSQ, without the erosion operator, because, according to
the results reported in Section II, the Erosion operator is
quite irrelevant on the plantations (Figure 7), due to their
compact shapes.

FSQ’ = iksi + ai + pi)*Aki/S + sp + ap + pp)*Ap/S (3)
Usually, a plantation have not still developed a typical
structure of mature wood; moreover its naturalistic
component can be only estimated, in its actual value of the
triplet (as in the first case study of Travacò Siccomario,
wheresp, ap, pp) has been set to (3,2,2)), but we have no
assurance that these values will be the same after 20-30
years, when the plantation will become, presumably, a new
mature and “natural” forest. For this reason, it is interesting
to study the variation of FSQ’ in (3), for each possible values
of the triplet sp, ap, pp). This analyses can express the
strength of the naturalistic components in rising (or
lowering) the FSQ’ indicator. By analyzing (3), we can
observe that the sum of the three naturalistic components sp,
ap, pp) is a linear, multiplicative coefficient of the second
term. In order to reduce the complexity of the study
(actually, in (3) there are four independent variables, i.e., the
area of the plantation Ap and the three components sp, ap,
pp), we can substitute in (3) one variable x defined as
x = sp + ap + pp

(4)

where x can assume only discrete values, in the range [1,9].
By observing that in (3) the first term corresponds to the
FSQ value, computed without plantations according to (1),
by substituting the value of FSQ (1) and x (4) in (3), we can
write
FSQ’ = FSQ + x*Ap/S

(5)

where FSQ’ is the new value of the FSQ indicator, which
includes plantations too, FSQ is the original value, which
excludes plantation, according to the initial hypothesis [2],
[3], x is the independent variable and Ap is the area of the
plantation. The new definition of FSQ’ can be used to reach
two different goals: (a) if the plantation is already present in
the territory, by varying x, we can compute the minimum
and maximum gain of the FSQ value; (b) if the plantation is
not still present, but it is the object of a planned, future
project of a policy for forest conservation, it is possible to
study as the indicator can improve, from its actual value of
FSQ to the new value, i.e., FSQ’, and consequently we can
also determine to what extent the class of forest quality of
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Area (mq)

Figure 7. The areas (in square meters, on Y-axis) for each the forest types (on the X-axis), before and after the Erosion.

the territory may improve (according to Table I). The two
cases will be analysed in details in Section III.A and Section
III.B, respectively.
A. Ten case studies of existing plantations
We consider ten case studies, which are part of the
project, “Ten Great Forests for the Plain”, in Region
Lombardy, in the North part of Italy (Figure 8). The project
is the result of two years of intensive work toward a goal
strongly shared by Regions, Provinces, Municipalities,
ERSAF "Regional Agency for Services to Agriculture and
Forests" and several other organizations and associations in
the area. At present, eight forests have been funded, and
seven have been completed. By careful analysing the ERSAF
GIS database [16], we have identified further three great
plantations in Region Lombardy. Therefore, we consider ten
case studies, listed in Table III. Their positions in Region
Lombardy are depicted in Figure 9. For completeness, in
Table IV, a list of the natural forest types located in the
territories of the ten case studies is provided, together with
their reference syntaxa and the values of the triplets of
naturalistic components. The Type Lab field in the Table is a
label, which refers to the ERSAF database [16] used as input
data source, and it is reported to help any comparative
analysis and reference to the database. Moreover, in Table V,
the membership of each forest type to each case study is
reported.
By using the primitives of the open source QGIS
software [18] on the GIS ERSAF data set [16], for each
municipality of the ten case studies, we have computed the
following values:



in terms of its naturalistic components of stratification, alien
and protected species.

Figure 8. The geographic position of Region Lombardy in the North West
part of Italy.

the FSQ value (according to (1)) ;
the areas of all the plantations (the term Ap in (5)).

At this point of the analysis, we can obtain a first
important set of results: for each case study, it is possible to
plot FSQ’, according to (5), as a function of x (see(4)), i.e.,
as a function of the forest quality of the plantation, expressed
Figure 9. The ten case studies in the Region Lombardy.
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TABLE III.

THE TEN CASE STUDIES OF EXISTING PLANTATIONS:
DENOMINATION AND GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES.

Case
study
1

Name of the
Municipality
Travacò
Siccomario
San Gervasio
Bresciano

2

45°16'22.29"N
45° 8'25.53"N
45° 9'38.92"N

10°11'29.93"E
10° 1'55.86"E
10° 7'19.31"E

6

Gerre De’
Caprioli
Casalmaggiore
Bigarello
Carbonara di Po
Pioltello

45° 5'26.18"N

10° 2'7.59"E

44°59'17.91"N
45°10'55.20"N
45° 2'16.78"N
45°29'22.90"N

10°25'10.63"E
10°54'44.63"E
11°13'26.36"E
9°19'34.25"E

Type
Laba
1

14-15

177

183
188
189

10° 8'54.31"E

Milzano
Cremona
Gadesco-Pieve
Delmona

TABLE IV.

173

45°18'22.41"N

3
4
5

7
8
9
10

172

Geographic Position
Latitude
Longitude
45° 9'7.58"N
9° 9'42.82"E

FOREST TYPES IN THE TEN CASE STUDIES: REFERENCE
SYNTAXA AND NATURALISTIC COMPONENTS.

Description of forest types
Naturalistic
and relative reference syntaxa
components
(si, ai, pi)
3,2,3
Oak-Hornbeam wood of the lowlands
Syntaxa:
Polygonato
multiflori-Quercetum
roboris subass. carpinetosum and anemonetosum
Sartori 1984; Quercus robur, Carpinus betulus
and Physospermum cornubiense community;
Quercus robur, Carpinus betulus and Holcus
mollis community
3,2,2
Oak-Elm wood (also including the Black Alder
variant)
Syntaxa:
Polygonato multiflori-Quercetum
roboris subass. ulmetosum Sartori 1984
3,3,1
Black Alder wood of gulley
Syntaxa: Alnus glutinosa, Populus alba and
Ulmus minor community
2,3,2
Typical Black Alder wood
Syntaxa: Osmundo regalis-Alnetum glutinosae
Vanden Berghen 1971; Carici elongataeAlnetum glutinosae W. Koch 1926 et R. Tx.
1931; Carici acutiformis-Alnetum glutinosae
Scamoni 1935
1,1,0
Willow wood of bank
Syntaxa: Salix alba community; Salicetum albae
Issler 1926
3,1,0
White Poplar formation
Syntaxa: Populus alba community
2,1,0
Pure Robinia pseudoacacia wood
Syntaxa: Robinia pseudoacacia community
3,2,0
Mixed Robinia pseudoacacia wood
Syntaxa:Robinia pseudoacacia, Quercus robur
and Ulmus minor community
a. According to ERSAF database [16]

The fundamental question is: what is the improvement of
the forest quality due to the presence of the plantation,
expressed by the indicator FSQ’, if compared to the situation
where plantations are not present or considered (FSQ value)?

To find the answer, it is convenient to plot the absolute
gain of FSQ’ over FSQ, as a function of x. By considering
(5), we can express the absolute gain as
FSQ’/FSQ = 1 + x *Ap/[S*FSQ]

(6)

In Figures 10 and 11, the absolute gain in (6), expressed
as a percentage, is plot as a function of x, for the ten case
studies. They are grouped in two sets: the first one (Figure
10) refers to the municipalities that show a modest increment
of the FSQ’ (low increasing cases), if compared to FSQ (less
than 5%). The second set shows very interesting gains (high
increasing cases), up to 90%. Obviously, Equation (6) is a
straight line, where the slope is directly proportional to the
area of the plantation (Ap) and inversely proportional to the
area of the municipality. For this reason, case studies where
the area of the plantation is considerably less that the area of
the municipality show less values of gain.
The case study #8, Bigarello, suggests important
considerations about policy of forest conservation. In fact, as
it can be inferred from Table V, in the municipality of case
study # 8 there are not natural forests of areas greater than 1
ha; therefore, the value of FSQ is zero. For this reason, this
case study does not appear in Figure 10 and 11, because the
absolute gain is numerically, equal to infinite (FSQ = 0 in
(6)).
The plots of Figures 10 and 11 are very interesting
because they show a potential very impressive gain in the
Forest Status quality Indicator, if we choose carefully the
area of the plantation and also the forest types involved, i.e.,
their naturalistic components, expressed by the cumulative
variable x.
For this reason, we have analysed the projects of the
plantations and, considering the planted species, we have
defined the corresponding forest types (see Table VI) with
their current value of the triplet (sp, ap, pp) for each case
study, as follows:
Case Study
Case Study
Case Study
Case Study
Case Study
Case Study
Case Study
Case Study
Case Study
Case Study

#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:
#5:
#6:
#7:
#8:
#9:
#10:

sp = 3; ap = 2; pp = 2
sp = 3; ap = 3; pp = 3
sp = 3; ap = 3; pp = 3
sp = 3; ap = 2; pp = 2
sp = 3; ap = 2; pp = 2
sp = 3; ap = 2; pp = 2
sp = 3; ap = 2; pp = 2
sp = 3; ap = 3; pp = 3
sp = 3; ap = 3; pp = 3
sp = 3; ap = 2; pp = 3

(7)

By substituting (4) and (7) in (6), we can obtain the
absolute gain of the forest plantation, for each case study.
The final results are summarized in Table VII. Some of them
are noteworthy: for example case study # 8 goes from an
initial dramatic situation (FSQ = 0, i. e., no forests) to a
limited but interesting little improvement (FSQ’ = 0.13).
Furthermore, in the case study #6, thanks to the new
plantation, the municipality is able to improve its class of
forest quality, from class 1 (FSQ = 0,014784877, thus < 0.9,
See Table I), to class 2 (FSQ’ = 0,925521). In the other
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cases, the increasing in the FSQ’ is not sufficient to
determine also an improving in the forest quality class.
However, the absolute gain (expressed in percentage in
Table VII) can be relevant, as in the case studies #2, #7, and
#10 and, presumably, an enlargement of the plantation will
be sufficient to improve the forest quality class.
TABLE V.
Type Laba
1
14-15
172
173
177
183
188
189

Moreover, the enlargement is the only option, because
the forest types corresponding to the plantations are coherent
with the natural potentiality of the territories and cannot be
changed.

FOREST TYPES IN THE TEN CASE STUDIES.

Forest Types
1
Oak-Hornbeam wood of the lowlands
Oak-Elm wood (also including the Black Alder variant)
Black Alder wood of gulley
Typical Black Alder wood
Willow wood of bank
White Poplar formation
Pure Robinia pseudoacacia wood
Mixed Robinia pseudoacacia wood

2

4

Case Study
5
6
7

*

*

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

3
*

8

9

10

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

a. According to ERSAF database [16]

Figure 10. The absolute gain of FSQ’ over FSQ, for low-increasing cases.

Figure 11. The absolute gain of FSQ’ over FSQ, for high-increasing cases.
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Figure 12. The map of the FSQ indicator on the Region Lombardy.

B. The use of FSQ’indicator for conservation policies
Developing biodiversity conservation planning tools is
a big challenge for scientists [23][24]. The two main
points a conservation policy should focus on are [25]:



to identify what are the sites where a quantitative
target for biodiversity conservation has to be
achieved and
to measure the contribution that these sites make to
biodiversity conservation.

We think that the new formulation of the Forest Status
Quality Indicator, i.e., the expression of FSQ’ (according
to (3)) can be a valid help in the achievement of these
goals. First of all, the term quantitative target is well

expressed by an indicator of type B [26], or performance
indicator, such as the FSQ’ is. In fact, the FSQ’ indicator,
compares the current conditions of the forest status quality
to a specific set of reference conditions (the metric of
Table I, which is the same for the original definition of
FSQ and for FSQ’).
In order to identify the sites where high-impact policy
of restoration and/or requalification of forest are
preferable, we can use the value of FSQ in order to
identify the municipality, i.e., the sites, where the project
and realization of plantation can be a valid response to
conservation issues. For this purpose, we can consider the
municipalities whose FSQ value (according to (1)) is in the
class 1 (unsatisfactory, see Table I), i.e., the FSQ value is
less than the first range threshold of 0.9. We have
computed the values of FSQ for all the 1544 municipalities
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of Region Lombardy (we recall that this value is computed
without the plantation contribution, only natural forest are
considered.)
In Figure 12, we have shown the visual map of Region
Lombardy; besides the five classes, the first class is split
in two colors: in black, to highlight the municipalities of
class 1 with FSQ = 0, and in red, the municipalities of
class 1 but FSQ > 0. By looking to the map, conservation
policy maker should best individuate sites for plantation
restoration. The situation in Lombardy is very worrying: a
percentage of 54,3% of the municipalities are of class 1,
with almost 13% of the municipalities has a FSQ value
equal to zero. The distributions of the municipalities for
each class of forest quality (according to Table I) is shown
in Figure 13.
TABLE VI.

THE FOREST TYPES FOR THE TEN CASE STUDIES.

Case
study

Forest
type
corresponding to the
plantation

1
2

Oak-Elm wood
Mix between Oak-Elm
wood,
Oak-Hornbeam
wood of the lowland,
eastern variant, and OakEl wood, variant with
shrubs
Mix between Oak-Elm
wood,
Oak-Hornbeam
wood, eastern variant,
and
Oak-El
wood,
shrubby variant
Oak-Elm wood
Oak-Elm wood
Oak-Elm wood
Oak-Elm wood
Oak-Hornbeam wood of
the lowland, eastern
variant
Oak-Hornbeam wood of
the lowland, eastern
variant
Oak-Hornbeam of the
lowland

3

4
5
6
7
8

9

10

TABLE VII.
Case
study
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Area of
the forest
plantation
(in ha)
42
37

Once we have individuated the sites where
conservation policy should be realized, we can measure
the effect of the gain of the forest status quality due to new
plantations by computing the corresponding value of
FSQ’, exactly as we have shown for the ten case studies.
The absolute gain according to (6) is a good indicator of
the efficacy of the conservation policy, as it expresses the
improvement of forest quality due to the new plantation
realized in the territory under investigation.
Suppose, for example, that a municipality has a current
value of FSQ below the first threshold, and we want to
reach at least the class number 2. By applying the
definition of the metric, this means that FSQ’ must be at
least greater than 0.9. Supposing to choose a high quality
forest for plantation, namely a forest showing the highest
value for the naturalistic components (3,3,3), by
substituting FSQ’ = 0.9 and x = 9 in (6):
0.9/FSQ = 1 + 9 *Ap/[S*FSQ]

we can derive the minimum area of the forest plantation
Ap to reach the goal:
Ap = S *(0.9-FSQ)/9

3

93
4
100
246
40

15

14

(8)

(9)

In this way, we can use the naturalistic components,
the FSQ and FSQ’ indicators to help policy makers to
determine where and how perform a possible policy of
forest requalification by new plantation settlements.
However, the choice of the forest type in the area of
plantation cannot primarily follow the criterion of the
highest value for the triplet of the naturalistic components,
but the one of the coherence of the forest type with the
natural potentiality and ecological conditions of such area.
Subsequently, the area of the plantation sufficient to reach
our goal will be calculated, as in (9). To better understand
this concept of coherence, we can consider the example of
the plain rivers, where forests will not reach the highest
values for the naturalistic component, due to the human
and natural disturbance. For this reason, policy makers
have to be aware of the necessity of choosing wide areas
for the plantations.

THE GAIN OF THE PLANTATION, FOR EACH CASE
STUDY.

FSQ
(without
plantation)
0.056634801
0,022777227
0,138502546
0,060074294
0,011700202
0,014784877
0,003876087
0
0,024306075
0.003438496

FSQ’
(with
plantation)
0.228433
0,336234
0,163295
0,151868
0,02501
0,925521
0,271513
0,135032936
0,113267
0.0775

Absolute gain
(formula (6))
4.03%
14.8%
1.18%
2.53%
2.14%
62.6%
70.05%
NaN
4.66%
22.54%

Figure 13. The distribution of all the municipalities of Region
Lombardy, in each class of forest quality, according to the metric (See
Table I).
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IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an application of the innovative indicator
for forest quality assessment has been proposed with the
aim to support planning policies for forest conservation.
Despite the fact that it is an experimental research model,
the results suggest that it could be used in real world
purposes and cases. Actually, the analysed case studies
confirm that our methodological approach is realistic in
evaluating the forest quality. Moreover, it can give useful
information about (a) the choice of forest types to enhance
and (b) the surfaces necessary to plantations, if at least a
satisfactory level of forest quality is pursued. The
computation of such indicator on the territory of Region
Lombardy is particularly challenging due to the following
features: Region Lombardy ranks first in Italy for the
population and for the number of local municipalities,
second for population density, and fourth for area. It is
also the most invaded Region by non-native species,
which represent the 16.9% of the total vascular flora [27].
Furthermore, in Lombardy more than 800 municipalities
show an unsatisfactory level of forest quality, and they are
more concentrated in the Po Plain. Such Plain is a very
polluted area, with values of PM2.5 (mg/cubic meter)
between 26 and 35, and its greatest city, Milan, showing
values between 36 and 69 [28]. Here, we firmly believe
that serious policies of forest restoration are crucial, not
only for biodiversity conservation, but also for the human
health, due to the important role of forests in pollution
control [29].
The present application of the FSQ, together with the
previous contributions on the same topic [1][2][3],
highlights the strength of the synergy between the
botanical and computer science competences in addressing
problems about environmental topics and in providing
indicator based solutions for policy makers and planners.
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Abstract— Analysis of biomechanics is frequently used in both
clinical and sporting practice in order to assess human motion
and their performance of defined tasks. Whilst camera-based
motion capture systems have long been regarded as the ‘Goldstandard’ for quantitative movement-based analysis, their
application is not without limitations as regards potential
sources of variability in measurements, high cost, and
practicality of use for larger patient/subject groups. Another
more practical approach, which presents itself as a viable
solution to biomechanical motion capture and monitoring in
sporting and patient groups, is through the use of small-size lowcost wearable Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems (MEMs)based inertial sensors. The clinical aim of the present work is to
evaluate rehabilitation progress following knee injuries,
identifying a number of metrics measured via a wireless inertial
sensing system. Several metrics in the time-domain have been
considered to be reliable for measuring and quantifying patient
progress across multiple exercises in different activities. This
system was developed at the Tyndall National Institute and is
able to provide a complete and accurate biomechanics
assessment without the constraints of a motion capture
laboratory. The results show that inertial sensors can be used
for a quantitative assessment of knee joint mobility, providing
valuable information to clinical experts as regards the trend of
patient progress over the course of rehabilitation.
Keywords- Inertial Sensors; Wearable Microsystems; Signal
Processing; Data Analytics; Lower-Limb Rehabilitation; Motor
Performance.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extended presentation of [1], a study on
the qualitative assessment of progress during rehabilitation via
wearable inertial sensors, first published at Global Health
2016.
Biomechanics is the science related to the study of the
internal and external forces acting on the human body and the
effects produced by them [2]. In particular, one aspect of
biomechanics analysis is the study of human locomotion and
of the forces causing movement and human kinetics.
This analysis is frequently used in both clinical and
sporting practice by clinicians and can play a crucial role in
athletes’ performance enhancement, injury prevention, and
effective rehabilitation. More specifically, in the latter case, it
is essential to track patient progress, and consequently to tailor

patients-oriented rehabilitation programs, through the
accurate assessment of human motion during the performance
of clinically defined tasks.
A common example of the technology regarded as being
the ‘Gold-standard’ of quantitative movement analysis is
shown by camera-based motion analysis systems (such as the
ones provided by Vicon [3], Optitrack [4], or Codamotion [5])
which, during formal gait analysis by rehabilitation
professionals, can help to ascertain measurements of
Temporal (Time) and Spatial (Distance) characteristics
associated with gait parameters. This enables clinicians to
identify gait deviations in paediatric and amputee populations,
in screening elderly people at risk of falling, to objectively
monitor a patient’s progress, and to help determine the
efficacy of surgical and therapy interventions [6-9].
While camera-based motion capture systems achieve very
high performance, their application is not without limitations
as regards potential sources of variability in measurements,
relatively high costs of instrumentation including access to
specialist motion labs, as well as practicality of application
for larger patient/subject groups, as discussed by Chau et al.
in [10]. Similar drawbacks have been demonstrated for other
accurate, clinical grade, gold-standard measurement systems,
such as marker less video [11], instrumented treadmills [12],
walkway contact mats [13], or force platforms [14].
From a clinical perspective, observational forms of
clinical gait analysis frequently forms the corner stone of
patient knee joint assessment, and is typically used in parallel
with manual clinical assessment techniques. These include
stress-testing evaluation of joint laxity, range of movement
(ROM), and manual and/or isokinetic strength assessment, as
well as contextual subjective patient questionnaires, such as
Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS),
Oxford Knee Score (OKS), Tegner Lysholm Knee Scoring
Scale, International Knee Documentation Committee
(IKDC), and Western Ontario & McMaster Universities
Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) [15][16], which employ a
high degree of patient involvement.
However, the use of observational gait analysis (nonempirical assessments), even when utilised by experienced
clinicians, may not be adequate or sensitive enough to detect
subtle clinical pathological changes in movement following
knee surgery [8] [9].
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An alternative approach, which has been explored as a
more practical and viable solution to biomechanical motion
capture and monitoring in sporting and patient groups,
involves the use of small-size low-cost wearable inertial
sensors [17].
There has been a wide variety of work presented in
literature on inertial sensors applied to biomechanics. These
have been typically adopted for monitoring the lower-limbs
during rehabilitation or tele-rehabilitation and used to
objectively assess the performance of impaired subjects
throughout the process, in particular following knee injuries.
However, most of those investigations were focused on a
one-time assessment rather than a longitudinal evaluation
over several weeks looking at change in gait over longer
periods.
The aim of the present work is to evaluate motor
performance during lower-limb rehabilitation targeting
activities normally assigned by clinicians for at-home
rehabilitation. The work also addresses the assessment of the
performance of body-worn kinematic sensors in a
rehabilitative context, given their well-known potential in
accurately extracting parameters that inform qualitatively and
quantitatively movement parameters.
Informed by clinical partners involved in the
development and validation of the system, the study
investigates and derives a number of features and metrics,
related to gait and kinematic characteristics and statistical
analysis. These data sets will be analysed to establish which
of them are the most sensitive and helpful to determine
changes in motor capacity over a longitudinal study of nine
months. The data sets acquired will help develop, in future
works, better models for objectively estimating the
conditions and the motor performance of adults involved in
lower-limb at-home rehabilitation following knee injuries.
The derived outcome of this model will be analyzed by
clinicians and sport scientists to gain a comprehensive picture
of patients’ condition and provide more targeted medical
feedback.
The analysis is carried out by using a wearable inertial
sensing system developed at the Tyndall National Institute,
consisting of two sensors per limb, which is able to provide a
complete biomechanics assessment for a series of scripted
activities, based on best clinical practice.
The present work is organized as follows. Relevant recent
works are discussed in Section II while the description of the
hardware and of the test protocol used during the data
collection are described in Section III. The methodology
behind the feature selection is illustrated in Section IV. The
obtained results are shown in Section V and exhaustively
analyzed and discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the
last section.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Inertial sensors are generally used in devices to measure
velocity, orientation, and gravitational force, and are used in

a great number of applications. These include industry quality
control, robotics, navigation systems, sports, augmented
reality systems, and so on [18-21]. Biomechanics, in
particular, has achieved significant progress from the
adoption of this technology [22].
More specifically, with regards to gait analysis,
accelerometers and gyroscopes have been used worn on the
lower-limbs to obtain gait parameters [23-26], which can be
derived by the integration of linear acceleration or angular
velocity, after the correct identification of the beginning and
the end of each gait cycle. Interesting innovations have been
proposed in [27] by L. Atallah et al. in the development of
an ear-worn sensor for gait monitoring, or by S. Kobashi et
al. [28] who included magnetic sensors in combination with
inertial sensing to estimate knee joint angle in three
dimensions.
This technology has not only been taken into account for
healthy subjects. Such systems have also been used for the
detection of pathologic conditions, discriminating clinical
indications between symptomatic and asymptomatic subjects
in a number of diseases. Conditions which have been
investigated in this way include cerebral palsy [29],
hemiplegia [30-31], Parkinson’s [32], dementia [33], old age
[34], and Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) injury [35].
In recent years, researchers have increasingly been
investigating the use of inertial sensors in gait rehabilitation.
Most of the studies in this area focused on the implementation
of a lower-limb monitoring system for remote rehabilitation
or tele-rehabilitation [36-38], or in the performance
assessment of specific rehabilitation exercises [39-46]. In the
latter case, machine learning techniques are adopted to
discriminate between the correct and incorrect execution of
recommended exercises. The most advanced techniques can
also highlight if multiple incorrect postures are present while
performing the test. Typically, a number of body-worn
sensors are used for the classification. However, there is a
significant body of research in the investigation of the
efficacy of the adoption of only one sensor [47-50]. This can
be obtained also through the adoption of specific
biomechanical models related to particular exercises.
Immersive virtual reality, computer games, or
visualization tools are recently being developed in order to
enhance patients’ adherence to the rehabilitation program and
enhance motivation [51-53]. The accuracy and reliability of
those inertial sensors and biofeedback-based rehabilitation
systems have been shown in [54-55].
To date, however, few studies considered the quantitative
assessment of patients’ lower-limb performance via bodyworn sensors during the complete rehabilitation process. This
task is particularly challenging as it consists of isolating the
gradual changes in movements due to recovery and
improvement despite the presence of a multitude of sources
of variability. The temporal and spatial sources of intra- and
inter-variability (e.g., dissimilarities in repetitions of an
exercise when performed by one subject, and dissimilarities
between different subjects, respectively) are already evident
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in healthy subjects, given the different characteristics of
gender, age, height, and weight, etc…, and are even more
significant in patients following rehabilitation, due to
different levels of pain, fatigue, and possible compensations.
For instance, Lin et al. [56] estimated the joint angles with
a novel extended Kalman filter on 14 exercises performed by
a cohort of elderly patients monitored from the first day of
admission until discharge, with the average patient’s
treatment lasting 5.7 days.
Similarly, Field et al. [57] investigated the gradual
changes of motion with new proposed metrics, by monitoring
the symmetry between the left and right sides of the body for
14 subjects over repeated rehabilitation exercises in a period
of 12 weeks. However, despite the completeness of the
method, the study required the patient to wear a motion
capture suit consisting of 17 sensors, which is cumbersome
and not feasible for at-home rehabilitation.
Finally, in [58], a novel machine learning technique has
been proposed that estimates the continuous measurement of
patient improvement which is capable of handling a variety
of rehabilitative exercises. The approach was tested by
adopting two wearables sensors on thigh and shank on
clinical data collected on 18 elderly patients involved in
rehabilitation following hip and knee replacements for a
range of 4-12 days.
However, the main limitations of those studies are related
to the short period for data collection which explores only the
initial part of the rehabilitative process without considering
the long-term effects or the pre-surgery conditions. Another
limitation is the need of a large and specific initial dataset on
which the machine learning method has to be trained. Finally,
the lack of definition of the variation of the selected features
throughout the analysis period and their impact on the final
outcome is a constraint in using this approach.
The present study, as an extended version of [1], will
analyze the data collected from a patient in pre/post-surgery
conditions for an overall period over nine months, with the
twofold aim of:
1. investigating, through body-worn inertial sensing,
the effects of rehabilitation over different periods,
also in the long-term, monitoring patient’s progress,
2. understanding which parameters, taken from a wide
range of features described in literature, and
informed by clinical inputs, can be the most
beneficial and sensitive for clinicians when
monitoring patients in the course of lower-limb
rehabilitation.
III.

HARDWARE AND PROTOCOL FOR DATA COLLECTION

The biomechanical monitoring system consists of two
Tyndall Wireless Inertial Measurement Units (WIMUs) [59]
per leg, each one with 3D accelerometer and gyroscope (@
250 Hz) and Bluetooth Low-Energy for wireless
communication (Figure 1). WIMUs have been attached to the
anterior tibia, 10 cm below the tibial tuberosity, and to the

lateral thigh, 15 cm above the tibial tuberosity using surgical
adhesive tape.

Figure 1. Tyndall Wireless Inertial Measurement Unit (WIMU)

The rehabilitation exercises (or scenarios) considered are
walking, half squat, hamstring curl, and flexion/extension –
defined by physiotherapists as good indicators of
rehabilitation progress. These are described as follows:


In the walking scenario, the subject walks on a treadmill,
which is operated at defined speeds (3-4-6 km/h) for
approximately one minute per test.



In the half squat scenario, the subject stands with the feet
shoulder’s distance apart and arms crossed on the chest.
Keeping the chest lifted, the hips are lowered about 10
inches, planting the weight in the heels. The body is then
brought back up to standing by pushing through the
heels.



In the hamstring curl scenario, the subject stands and
bends the knee raising the heel toward the ceiling as far
as possible without pain, relaxing the leg after each
repetition. This is repeated on both legs.



In the flexion/extension scenario, the subject lies supine
on the floor and bends the knee raising it toward the chest
as far as possible without pain, relaxing the leg after each
repetition. This is repeated on both legs.

The system has been tested with an impaired subject. The
impaired subject is a female athlete, age: 44, height: 161 cm,
and weight: 52 kg, with good general health status, with a
history of knee injuries and surgery (reconstructed anterior
cruciate ligament in the left leg following a sporting injury).
The tests were carried out during the course of the
rehabilitation program, e.g., starting 1 month before surgery
and finishing 7 months after surgery. Overall, the subject has
been evaluated through three periods: once in pre-surgery
conditions (e.g., 1 month before surgery), then 6 times in a
range of 20 weeks starting one month after surgery (namely
short-term post-surgery), and finally once 3 months after the
last data capture (e.g., during long-term post-surgery period).
A number of repetitions has been collected for each
scenario, so as to provide an accurate picture of the overall
conditions, and each scenario was evaluated during almost
every data capture. The hamstring curl scenario as well as the
walking test at 3 and 4 km/h was performed at every session.
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Similarly, the flexion/extension test was always recorded
except in the pre-surgery session due to subject’s impairment
of movement. For the same reason, half squat and walking at
6 km/h were not recorded in the first 2 sessions of the shortterm post-surgery period.
IV. FEATURES SELECTION
The metrics taken into account for the patient’s assessment
are divided into three main categories: statistical metrics, gait
characteristics, and time-domain kinematic measurements.
i.
Statistical Features
This category takes into account various well-known
statistical features extrapolated from the time-domain. Those
variables are applied on every segmented walking
stride/exercise repetition for both legs performed during the
sessions. The selected features are described below:
o Mean, standard deviation, variance, skew, kurtosis, root
mean square, signal magnitude area, energy (given by
the integration over the repetition of the squared absolute
signal) of the acceleration and angular velocity
magnitudes;
o Mean, minimum, maximum, median, standard deviation,
coefficient of variation (CV), peak-to-peak (PP)
amplitude, and root mean square of the x-, y-, and z-axis
of the acceleration and angular rate signals;
o Autocorrelation on the x-, y-, and z-axis of the
acceleration and angular rate signals measured taking
into account all the repetitions/strides in a session as a
whole and not separately.
All those features are calculated for each of the 4 sensors
used for data collection.
ii.
Gait Characteristics
Well-known gait measures [1] are calculated from the data
recorded by the inertial sensors attached on the shanks as
follows:
o Gait cycle time (GCT), which is the time-interval
between two consecutive toe-offs of the same leg;
o Stance phase, defined as the weight-bearing phase of the
GCT in which the body is supported, and is expressed by
the difference between a heel-strike and the following
toe-off of the same leg;
o Relative stance phase, the ratio between stance phase and
GCT;
o Swing phase, which is the non-weight bearing phase of
GCT, and is expressed by the difference between a heelstrike and the previous toe-off of the same leg;
o Relative swing phase, the ratio between the swing phase
and the GCT;

o
o

o
o

Double support, the time-interval when both feet are in
ground contact;
Stride length, indicated as the distance between two
successive placements of the same foot, computed as the
total trajectory on the sagittal plane made by the sensor
attached to the shank. The approach is based on a double
integration of inertial data collected in a stride. The
integration process is reset at the end of each stride;
Stride speed, computed by the ratio between stride length
and GCT;
Clearance, defined as the maximum height reached by
the sensor during the swing phase and obtained by the
vertical displacement calculated to establish the stride
length during the swing phase.

For each variable, also the related CV has been
extrapolated, and consequently, also the associated
symmetry, defined for each specific parameter as

(1)
where stride _ speed  is the average of the measured stride
speed for that specific session.
Moreover, the Balance Index (B.I.), as shown in [31],
expressed as the absolute ratio between the difference of the
left and right leg’s values of a specific gait parameter and
their sum, was obtained for all the variables.
This information is obtained for both legs for the walking
scenario only.
iii.
Kinematic Variables
Finally, the third category is related to kinematic metrics,
occasionally adopted for gait analysis, but that can provide
useful information on the movement analysis, and have been
proposed in recent works in literature. Those metrics are as
follows:
o Knee Range of Motion (ROM), defined as the peak-topeak amplitude of the knee joint angle during a
repetition;
o Regularity [60], e.g., the ratio between the unbiased
autocorrelation coefficient at the first dominant period
and the coefficient at the second dominant period, both
measured taking into account all the repetitions within
the same analyzed scenario;
o Range of Angular Velocity (RANG) [61-62]: the
difference between the minimum and the maximal value
of the angular velocity magnitude within each repetition;
o Jerk-based smoothness measures, where the jerk is the
rate of change of the acceleration in a repetition. Several
jerk-based metrics have been proposed, including
integrated squared jerk (ISJ), mean squared jerk (MSJ),
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o

o

o

o

o

cumulative square jerk (CSJ), root mean square jerk
(RMSJ), mean square jerk normalized by peak speed
(N_MSJ), integrated absolute jerk (IAJ), mean absolute
jerk normalized by peak speed (N_MAJ), and
dimensionless square jerk, whose mathematical
definitions are shown in [63];
Vertical acceleration [64], defined as the maximum
value over a repetition of the difference between the
acceleration magnitude (filtered with a 2nd order
Butterworth low-pass filter with cut-off frequency 3 Hz)
and the gravitational force;
Vertical velocity [64], defined as the integration over a
repetition of the difference between the acceleration
magnitude (filtered with a 2nd order Butterworth lowpass filter with cut-off frequency 3 Hz) and the
gravitational force;
Fluency [64], e.g., the integration over a repetition of the
absolute difference between the raw and the filtered x, y,
and z-axis acceleration signals. Again the filter used is a
2nd order Butterworth low-pass filter with cut-off
frequency 3 Hz;
Stability [65], defined as the dynamic time warping of
the x-, y-, and z-axis of the acceleration and angular rate
signals measured at two consecutive repetitions/strides,
then averaged based on all the repetitions present in a test
session;
Kinetic Value (KV) [66], defined as the squared integral
of the magnitude of the acceleration signal over a
repetition, multiplied by m/2, where m is the subject’s
body weight.

All those features in this class are calculated for each of
the 4 sensors used for data collection.
The data analysis is implemented off-line over the data
collected using a commercial software package (MATLAB
R2015a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2015) [67]. Each
repetition/stride was visually segmented.
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In each session, each scenario was divided in two separate
tests (both logged for 60 sec), and in each of the two tests a
series of repetitions have been carried out by the subject. The
overall number of repetitions recorded for all the sessions was:
184 hamstring curls (92 left and 92 right), 134
flexion/extensions (67 left and 67 right), 66 half squats, 478
strides for both legs when walking at 3 km/h, and similarly
544 strides when walking at 4 km/h, and 512 strides when
walking at 6 km/h. For each test, the features described in
Section IV were extrapolated and compared among the
different sessions, in order to provide a clear understanding of
which metrics can be more valuable during rehabilitation. The
results are summarized in different tables (collected in the

Appendix, which is available as a PDF file at the following
link: https://www.tyndall.ie/contentfiles/Tables_IARIA.pdf )
where each table consists of 9 columns given by all the
sessions in which the test were carried out. Each session is
divided in three sub-columns: one for indicating the results for
the left leg, one for the right leg, and the last one for the mean
difference (expressed in percentage) between left/right values
(considering the right leg values as references), the Pearson’s
r coefficient and the p-value between the left/right leg results,
calculated when appropriate. The sub-columns related to left
and right results are merged in case of gait metrics which in
their calculation takes into account aspects from both legs.
Due to the fact that the subject could not perform all the
scenarios during each session, not all the columns in the tables
are filled. Moreover, owing to malfunctioning issues during
data recording, results from the right leg in the hamstring curl
scenario on the first session are not available.
Given the number of tables extrapolated from the data,
only a small subset of those tables are included in this paper
for clarification, while full details are shown in the Appendix.
The mean difference, in particular, is an important
estimator of the dissimilarities between the two legs which, in
an ideal case, should be close to zero in any case for a healthy
unimpaired subject. Given its definition, negative values of
the mean difference indicate that results for the right leg are
larger compared to the left one, and vice versa for positive
values.
Finally, in order to have the same reference system for
both WIMUs worn on the same leg, the method proposed by
Seel et al. [68] has been adopted to virtually rotate around an
axis the raw inertial data recorded on the shank. As a result,
for all the WIMUs involved, the x-axis represents the mediolateral axis, the y-axis is the anteroposterior one, while the zaxis is the vertical axis. Thus, the plane y-z represents the
sagittal plane.
Results from data analysis, divided in three categories, are
described below.
i.
Gait Metrics
The analysis performed on the gait characteristics is
summarized in Tables I-II-III available in the Appendix and
in this paper, which represents the walking test at 3, 4, and 6
km/h, respectively. All the gait features are indicated in those
tables, with B.I. and symmetry calculated for each metrics
and shown together in the same row.
Considering the gait results at 3 km/h, there are several
metrics which may be beneficial for showing the patient’s
progress during rehabilitation. As an example, even though
the p-value related to the GCT in all sessions is above 0.05
(e.g., there is no statistical difference between the two legs),
the calculated mean difference between left/right for this
parameter has a clear convergence to zero during the
monitoring phase, and the same trends are evident also for the
mean difference of the CV, B.I., and symmetry associated to
GCT. Similar considerations can be observed in the results
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provided by the CV obtained for the stance phase, swing
phase, and double support. In particular, the mean difference
associated to the CV of the stance phase shows a convergence
after the second session, as it is evident a clear increase of the
mean difference between the first two sessions (the presurgery session, and the first test after surgery), due to the
early stage of the recovery process post-surgery.
Again, even though the p-values for the stride length is
constantly below 0.05 in the different sessions (e.g., there is
always a significant difference between the two legs), the
Pearson’s coefficient continuously increases, while the mean
difference tends to zero. The mean difference of the CV and
the B.I. of the stride length shows a comparable convergence
as well, also for what concerns the dissimilarities between the
pre-surgery session and the first post-surgery one. Similar
considerations may be drawn for the stride speed, also
explained by the uniformity of the results given by the GCT.
The gait scenario at 4 km/h shows similar trends for the
GCT-related parameters, and the mean difference of the CV
related to the stance phase and double support, with an
evident convergence towards zero and a strong disparity in
the first two sessions. However, no particular correlation is
clear for the stride length values. On the other hand, clearance
may highlight some significant information. P-values are
always lower than the statistical threshold (0.05), except that
in the last session recorded seven months after surgery, and
its mean difference and the B.I. measure show a clear
convergence toward zero during the rehabilitation
assessment, indicating, thus, a certain gained equivalence
between the two legs.
Finally, gait results at 6 km/h show significant trends only
for what concerns the mean difference of the CV of the
double support and clearance-related parameters.
In summary, it is evident how, at slow speed, temporal
parameters (especially indicated through their CV) and the
stride length values should be considered for assessing
differences between left and right legs during rehabilitation,
whereas, increasing the speed, clearance seems to gain higher
priority than time-related parameters. Only the mean
difference of the CV of the double support shows a similar
trend at all the tested speeds. Some of the discussed results
are illustrated in Figures 2-4. The markers in the figures
indicate the mean value obtained for a specific session, while
the green line is a reference for zero.
ii.
Statistical Features
The statistical features described in Section IV has been
calculated for each repetition/stride for all the four WIMUs
adopted and for both acceleration and angular rate signals.
Results are summarized for all the scenarios in the tables in
the Appendix and discussed below.
In the hamstring curl scenario, for example, the thigh is
not significantly involved in the movement. Indeed, there are
no specific variables showing improvements. Conversely, the

shank is more informative. Standard deviation, variance,
calculated on the acceleration magnitude, and standard
deviation, CV, and peak-to-peak amplitude obtained from the
z-axis acceleration all show clear convergences. Moreover,
those trends are even more evident from metrics obtained by
the angular rate collected on the shank. For instance, mean,
standard deviation, variance, level of skew, signal magnitude
area calculated from the magnitude signal, and minimum,
maximum, standard deviation, and peak-to-peak amplitude
on the three axis are all significant variables (Figure 5).

Figure 2. Mean difference for different gait parameters at 3 km/h showing
the trends of progress during rehabilitation. CV GCT/stance phase/swing
phase are shown

Figure 3. Mean difference and balance index for different gait parameters
at 4 km/h showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation. Clearance
CV GCT, and B.I. clearance are shown. Each variable is normalized
according to its mean value for visualization purposes

In the flexion/extension scenario, the movement requires
a higher involvement of the thigh compared to the curl which,
thus, present several metrics useful for progress monitoring
(Figure 6). Examples are the mean, standard deviation,
variance, skewness, kurtosis, signal magnitude area, and
energy obtained from the angular rate magnitude, minumum,
standard deviation CV, and peak-to-peak amplitude from the
acceleration vertical axis, and minimum, maximum, standard
deviation, and peak-to-peak amplitude from the angular rate
collected around the sagittal axis. There are also numerous
metrics related to the shank, such as the mean, standard
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deviation, variance, skewness, signal magnitude area, and
energy obtained from the acceleration and angular rate
magnitude, and a number of variables obtained from the
single axis of the inertial sensors and associated to the sagittal
plane. This higher number of metrics is due to the intrinsic
movement as defined by the exercise which occurs almost
completely on the sagittal plane and, thus, the information is
highlighted around the rotation axis and not divided along the
three axes. Indeed, this characteristic is not present in the
remaining scenarios.

Figure 6. Mean difference for different statistical parameters in the
flexion/extension scenario showing the trends of progress during
rehabilitation. Minimum/st dev/PP amplitude for the acceleration thigh zaxis are shown

Figure 4. Mean difference and symmetry for different gait parameters at 6
km/h showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation. Clearance,
symmetry stride speed, and CV double support are shown. Each variable is
normalized according to its mean value for visualization purposes

Figure 7. Mean difference for different statistical parameters in the half
squat scenario showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation.
Mean/skewness/energy for the gyro shank magnitude are shown

Figure 5. Mean difference for different statistical parameters in the curl
scenario showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation. Mean/St.
dev/skewness for the gyro shank magnitude are shown

In the half squat scenario only a few metrics are evident
on separate axes. For example, the maximum and peak-topeak value of the acceleration on the y-, z-axis measured on
the thigh and shank, and the standard deviation, CV, and
peak-to-peak amplitude measured along the sagittal axis on
the angular rate of the lower-limbs illustrate a reasonable
progress during the rehabilitation period, while the metrics
(mean, level of skew, area, energy) calculated from the
magnitude of the inertial data on the shank are more
informative (Figure 7).

Similar considerations are evident on the gait test (Figures
8-10). The level of thigh movement, in this scenario, is not
particularly informative, except for a reduced number of
variables. Examples of these parameters are the root mean
square calculated on the gyro magnitude and the standard
deviation of the gyro around the vertical axis (when walking
at 3 km/h), the CV of the acceleration/angular rate around the
z-axis, and the maximum of the angular rate around the
mediolateral axis (when walking at 4 km/h), and mean/peakto-peak amplitude over the gyro x-axis, and the minimum of
the gyro z-axis (when walking at 6 km/h). A higher number
of helpful metrics is instead detected in the inertial data
collected on the shank consistently for all the speeds. For
instance, variables obtained from the acceleration magnitude
can reliably show patient’s progress over the rehabilitation
course still highlighting the difference between left and right
leg. Some parameters can be the mean, standard deviation,
variance, level of skew, signal magnitude area, and energy
when walking at slow speed, while increasing the speed may
reduce the number of metrics to the standard deviation and
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TABLE I.

GAIT METRICS (3 KM/H)
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TABLE II.

GAIT METRICS (4 KM/H)
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TABLE III.

GAIT METRICS (6 KM/H)
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TABLE IV.

KINEMATICS METRICS - R ANGE OF MOTION
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variance (at 4 km/h), and level of skew and energy (at 6
km/h). Analyzing the decomposed acceleration around the
three components, other useful metrics are provided by the
peak-to-peak amplitude/CV around the vertical axis (for both
3-4 km/h), standard deviation over the sagittal plane (at 3
km/h), mean around the x-axis (at 4 km/h), and the peak-topeak amplitude over the x-axis, and the y-axis maximum (at
6 km/h). Finally, also the angular rate over its three
components shows some trends. For example, the peak-topeak amplitude over the sagittal axis is present at every speed,
along with the y-axis standard deviation and PP at 4 km/h.
The minimum over the x-axis is a parameter showing specific
trends at every speed as well, together with the x-axis
maximum/y-axis minimum at 3 km/h.
It is also evident how some of those features present a
monotonic trend after the second session, showing a relevant
performance gap between the first two sessions, due to the
impact of the surgery event on the patient’s mobility.

Figure 8. Mean difference for different statistical parameters in the gait
scenario (3 km/h) showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation.
Mean/skewness/energy for the acceleration thigh magnitude are shown

Figure 9. Mean difference for different statistical parameters in the gait
scenario (4 km/h) showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation.
Mean/CV for the acceleration shank x-, z-axis are shown

Figure 10. Mean difference for different statistical parameters in the gait
scenario (6 km/h) showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation.
Skewness/energy for the acceleration shank magnitude are shown

Figure 11. Mean difference for autocorrelation values in different scenarios
showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation. X-axis thigh
acceleration/y-axis shank acceleration for the hamstring curl/flexionextension are shown

Finally, biased autocorrelation (e.g., the amplitude of the
first dominant) has also been considered for all the scenarios
(Figure 11). It has been calculated on both acceleration and
angular rate from thigh and shank, but the computation has
not been carried out on the single repetitions/strides but on
the whole recorded session. In the hamstring curl test,
autocorrelation on the x-axis of both acceleration and angular
rate signals shows specific trends. On the other side, only yaxis autocorrelation for the shank acceleration was helpful in
the flexion/extension scenario. Moreover, x-, z-axis
autocorrelation in the shank acceleration and y-, z-axis
autocorrelation in the thigh angular rate presented an
observable trend in the half squat test. Eventually, in the
walking scenario, the z-axis autocorrelation in the
acceleration (at 3-4 km/h) was detected as for the thigh, while
the x-axis autocorrelation for the gyro (4 km/h) and the y-axis
autocorrelation in the acceleration (at 6 km/h) were noticed
on the shank.
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iii.
Kinematics Features
Finally, the kinematic features described in Section IV
have been calculated as well for each repetition/stride for all
the four WIMUs adopted and for both acceleration and
angular rate signals. Results are summarized for all the
scenarios in the tables in the Appendix and discussed below.
The table related to the ROM calculation is also integrated in
the paper as an example (Table IV).
In the hamstring curl scenario, most of the detected
features are present on the sagittal plane, given that the
movement is mostly performed on this plane. The ROM over
the x-axis is a clear example, while thigh and shank present
similar results related to all the jerk-measures along the yaxis, and the fluency metrics over the sagittal plane.
Moreover, the shank shows additional helpful parameters in
the RANG and the vertical acceleration feature.
Similar results are shown for the flexion/extension
scenario. X-axis ROM is one of the key metrics for
highlighting patient progress, together with RANG shared by
both thigh and shank. The thigh is also characterized by other
metrics (in particular, jerk-measures N_MSJ, IAJ, and
M_MAJ over both the x-, z-axis), while the metrics
associated to the shank can be reduced to most of the jerkmeasures and fluency both along the z-axis, as well as KV.
In the half squat test, again, ROM over the x-axis proved to
be a helpful metrics, together with all the jerk-measures over
the y-axis (z-axis) obtained from the thigh (shank).
Additional metrics were detected in the z-axis stability for the
thigh, and the RANG and vertical velocity for the shank.
Results for these three scenarios are illustrated in Figure 12.
Gait tests have been also analyzed by using the kinematics
variables. While ROM is not always showing particular
trends (except at high speed over the x- and z-axis), there is a
certain similarity among the feature detection at different
speeds. For example, all jerk-measures over the
anteroposterior axis on the thigh present clear convergence
trends for every speed, while RANG and fluency over the
thigh y-axis are more evident at 4-6 km/h, and stability is
instead highlighted at slower speeds (3-4 km/h). Likewise,
regarding the shank, jerk-measures are highly informative at
every speed, especially over the y-axis, even though N_MSJ
and N_MAJ trends are also clear over the x-axis. Finally,
whereas vertical velocity and z-axis fluency metrics show
clear indications at 6 km/h, KV is more impactful at slower
speeds (3-4 km/h). Some of the results for the walking
scenarios are illustrated in Figure 13.
Regularity measures have been also obtained for all the
scenarios (Figures 14-16). While y-axis regularity and x-axis
one were observed in the shank acceleration and angular rate,
respectively, during the hamstring curl, only the thigh y-axis
regularity over the gyroscope was reliable for the
flexion/extension. Regularity calculated in the squat scenario
provides indications when obtained from the thigh data, in
particular the y-axis acceleration, and the x-, y-axis of the

angular rate. Conversely, in the gait test, the regularity
obtained from the shank are more informative, in particular
the acceleration y-, z-axis (for walking at 3 and 6 km/h
respectively) and the gyro z-axis (when walking at 4km/h).

Figure 12. Mean difference for different kinematics variables in a number
of scenarios showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation.
ROM/Fluency/RANG on the shank/thigh for the hamstring curl are on the
top, RANG/NMSJ/KV on the shank/thigh for the flexion/extension in the
centre, IAJ/Stability/RANG on the shank/thigh for the squat on the bottom
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Figure 14. Mean difference for regularity variables in a number of
scenarios showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation. Y-axis on
the shank acceleration for hamstring curl, x-axis on the gyro shank for
hamstring curl, and y-axis on the gyro thigh for flexion/extension are
shown. Each variable is normalized according to its mean value for
visualization purposes

Figure 15. Mean difference for regularity variables for half squat scenario
showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation. Y-axis on the thigh
acceleration, x-axis on the gyro thigh, and y-axis on the gyro thigh are
shown. Each variable is normalized according to its mean value for
visualization purposes

Figure 13. Mean difference for different kinematics variables in a number
of scenarios showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation.
Stability/NMSJ/KV on the shank/thigh for 3 km/h gait are on the top,
Fluency/RMSJ/KV on the shank/thigh for 4 km/h gait in the centre,
ROM/Fluency/NMAJ on the shank/thigh for 6 km/h on the bottom

Figure 16. Mean difference for regularity variables for gait scenario
showing the trends of progress during rehabilitation. Y-axis on the shank
acceleration, z-axis on the gyro shank, and z-axis on the shank acceleration
are shown. Each variable is normalized according to its mean value for
visualization purposes
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To summarize, this work analyzed the body-worn
inertial data collected from a patient over the course of
rehabilitation defining which features and metrics are the
most sensitive for better understanding and monitoring
patient’s progress in several test. As per gait metrics,
temporal variables (and, in particular their CV) can be useful
at slower speeds, while clearance-related parameters have
higher impact at faster speeds. However, those metrics cannot
be adopted for other types of movements which, in turn, can
be described through statistical and kinematics variables.
Given the movement typically performed on a 2D plane,
hamstring curl and flexion/extension show a number of
usable metrics obtained from both acceleration and angular
rate of the shank and thigh, while the squat is characterized
by less features. Probably, this can be due to the fact that the
squat test, differently from the other exercises, requires a
simultaneous movement of both legs which may involve
some compensation between the injured and uninjured limbs
not evident when only one leg is involved in the test. Gait can
be also illustrated through metrics extrapolated from the
inertial data collected on the shank, especially when
associated to the sagittal plane. Finally, kinematics variables,
in particular ROM, RANG, jerk-based measures, fluency,
KV and stability, have proved their sensitivity for a different
number of scenarios.
Even though this paper reviewed a large number of
features, there remain opportunities for further analysis. This
work has not considered frequency-domain, entropy-based,
or informatics-theoretic parameters. These parameters should
be also evaluated in future studies with the aim of developing
a complete framework for collecting data and monitoring
patients’ progress over the course of rehabilitation.
Moreover, as only one subject has been studied for the
present proof of concept study, an enhanced number of
athletes, with homogeneous characteristics, will also be
tested in future so as to have a more robust base for the study
and further validate the drawn conclusions in statistical terms.
Additional clinical trials are, thus, currently being planned.

conclusions in statistical terms. Additional clinical trials are,
thus, currently being planned.
However, the present study proved that inertial-based
time-domain features can be used for a quantitative
biomechanics monitoring and assessment of lower-limbs in
different tests over the course of a nine month rehabilitation
program, also defining which of those features should be
taken into account by clinicians during their analysis.
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Abstract—In advanced countries, populations are getting older.
Cognitive disorder is a large problem in the countries. To
understand the cognitive disorder with aging, we need to have a
whole image of the development and the aging of our cognitive
functions. We need to measure the performance of brain
functions with the process of development and aging. For
synchronizing with other motion, we need to feel the other
motion, to recognize, to memorize, and to generate the
synchronizing motion. We need many kinds of brain functions
to make synchronizing movement. The authors proposed the
cooperative visual synchronization task, its measuring method,
implementation and experiments to measure and evaluate the
performance of motor control function. The new task and the
measuring method enable to measure the precise movements
and evaluate the performance of motor control function easily
in a short period. The proposed method is safe, because there is
no need to attach the device to a subject nor to make exaggerated
motions. This paper presents the results of experiments about
primary school pupil, high-school students, young students,
manhood people and elderly people. In addition, the authors
show the overview of development and aging process of motor
control function from objective measurement of cooperative
movement in both hands.
Keywords-aging; development; aging process; motor control
function; measurement; evaluation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Our brain function starts its development from the age of
infant, keeps its performance in manhood, and deteriorates
with aging. There is no overview about our brain performance
from infant to elderly people in single measure. IQ test can be
applied to wide range of ages. However, the IQ test needs
much time. The IQ test is not the same in all range of ages.
The IQ test for an infant is not same with the one for a young
adult.
With aging, our physical function deteriorates, and also
our brain functions [1]. In advanced countries, the populations
are getting older. Our physical deteriorations are measured
easily. Also, we need to measure the deterioration of brain
functions. There are tests to measure the memory functions
and the cognition disorders.
A cooperative movement with other movements is more
difficult than simple movements. For instance, clapping hands
is easy. However, clapping hands synchronizing with other
people is difficult. Synchronizing movement is the base of
cooperative movement. For synchronizing with another
motion, we need to feel the other motion, to recognize, to

memorize, and to generate the synchronizing motion. We may
estimate the performance of total brain function observing the
process of synchronizing movement. Because of it, we need
to work many brain functions to complete the synchronizing
movement.
Many motor tasks measure the performance of human
motor function. They are the Purdue pegboard task, a seal
affixation task, a tray-carrying task, etc. [2] - [4]. These tasks
estimate the performance of human motor function based on
the results from the tasks. There is no observation on the
process of completing the tasks. Some synchronization tasks
measure motor function of a human. One example is a
synchronization of ﬁnger taps with periodically ﬂashing visual
stimuli and synchronization with an auditory metronome. In
these tasks, the timing between the stimuli and the tapping is
measured. There is no observation about the process of the
tapping [5] - [11].
Recently, many cheap and easy measurement methods for
the movements of a human body have been developed. For
instance, some of these sensors include Kinect sensor, and
Leap motion sensor [12] [13]. Many applications use these
sensors to control computers. For example, many video games
use these sensors to control avatars in the games [14].
Using the new motion sensor, we can measure the motion
of hands easily and precisely. The human hands are the parts
of a body that can make the most complex movements. We
have proposed a method that measures the precise movements
of hands synchronizing the movements of hands on a display.
The synchronization needs visual perception of the displayed
hands’ images and precise control over the arm muscles. The
resulting measure is very sensitive. With this measure, we can
observe the performance of the motor function precisely [15].
This paper proposes the overview of development and
aging process of our brain with a new estimation method to
evaluate the performance of a brain function by the
measurement of a motion control function in cooperative
synchronizing movements. To draw the outline of the
development and the aging process, this paper needs many age
groups that spans from infant to elderly people. This paper
includes the experiments about primary school pupil, high
school students, young, manhood, and elderly people. In this
paper, there is no infant and junior high school student.
However, this paper can show the outline of development and
aging of brain function in a single measure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses a task to synchronize hands’ movements with visual
presentation. Next, we discuss the experimental setup in
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II.

VISUAL SYNCHRONIZATION TASK

A. Task and Brain Function
Many motor tasks intend to measure the performance of
the motor function of a human [2] - [4]. Motor function is not
a strength of muscles. The strength of muscles is one measure
of our body performance. We may have problems of our
muscles in the case that we cannot have a good performance
of motor functions. For the people with healthy body, their
brain performance decides the performance on motor tasks.
Those motor tasks measure the performance of some motions.
However, most of these tasks measure the results from the
tasks. They do not measure the process of motions directly.
Some tasks measure the synchronization between a finger
tap and stimuli [5] - [11]. With human observations, it is
difficult to measure the process of synchronizing movements.
Classical works measure the timing of pushing a switch. Now,
we can use a Kinect sensor and a Leap Motion sensor. These
sensors measure the three-dimensional movements of a
human body. With these sensors, we can measure the precise
movements of a human body.
We can synchronize our movements with each other. For
instance, when dancing in groups, dancers can synchronize
their movements with each other. A synchronization of
movement is a more difficult work than a simple imitation of
movement. To generate synchronizing movements, we need
to observe the motion synchronized. We need to generate the
motion to be similar to the motion synchronized. We need to
observe the generated motion synchronizing the original
motion. We need to estimate the divergence between the

B. Stimuli of Visual Synchronization Task
For the motor task, the authors select the rotation of both
hands. Rotation is a difficult movement with a hand. For
analyzing the synchronization easily, the authors make the
stimuli that rotation angles follow a precise sine curve. Fig. 2
shows the example of a pure sine curve. If stimuli form precise
sine curves, we easily evaluate the observed motion
comparing with the pure sine curve.
Our stimuli are a displayed video of both hands’ rotation.
Fig. 3 shows some frames of a hands’ rotation video for the
visual synchronization task. In a real world, it is difficult to
control precisely the motion of hands to follow the pure sine
curve. If the stimuli images do not follow the pure sine curve,
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Section III, and show our experimental results in Section IV.
Finally, we conclude this work in Section V.

original motion synchronized and the motion synchronizing
the original motion. We need to control the speed of the
motion synchronizing. These functions form a feedback loop.
However, there is a delay in our processing. To compensate
our brain’s processing delay, we need to estimate the delay
itself and make a proper amount of feedforward. Therefore,
our brain functions have a feedback loop and a feedforward
loop.
This processing loop is shown in Fig. 1. For estimating the
total brain function, we need to include all the functions of the
brain. In this paper, we call the task that a subject synchronizes
one's movement to the displayed movement, as the visual
synchronization task. The visual synchronization task includes
vision and motor functions. The vision includes not only the
static sight, but also the dynamic sight.
The visual synchronization task is more difficult than
audio synchronization. Therefore, we observe the wider brain
functions with the visual synchronization tasks than the audio
synchronization tasks.
Our proposed visual synchronization task is the
synchronization between the pose of stimuli on a display and
the pose of the hands. Our synchronization task is not the
synchronization between the timing of the stimuli and the
timing of the action. The measurement of timing gets only one
scalar value in a cycle of stimuli. In our proposed
synchronization task, the measuring result is a sequence of the
triples of the pose of subject’s hands in a duration of stimuli.
For instance, we have 100 triples of floating numbers in a
second.

-1
-1.5
Figure 2. An example of a pure sine curve.
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it is also difficult to evaluate the synchronization between the
stimuli images and the motions of hands. We can use many
measures. For instance, the square error of the poses between
stimuli and hands can work as the performance measure of the
observed hands’ movements. However, the square error
changes in the scale of movements of hands. This paper needs
the method to measure the performance of the motor control
function. The flexibility of our arms must not affect the
performance measure. Therefore, square error is not fit for our
purpose. Using a pure sine curve as stimuli, we can estimate
the performance of our hands’ movements with invoking a
signal-to-noise ratio based on the communication theory. This
proposes a strict base to the proposed measuring method for
the performance of the control function.
C.

Implementation
Fig. 3 shows the sequence of stimuli examples. The total
sequence of stimuli includes 67 images. The images are
proposed on a display with a constant interval from top to
bottom. Then, they are proposed from bottom to top. These
two sequences make one cycle of the stimuli of hands’ motion.
In the stimuli images, the right hand and the left hand are the
same pose. The right one is the mirror image of the left one.
The authors propose the stimuli generation method that
displays a proper image at the precise timing. The authors
recorded the motion of hand’s rotation with a camera and the
Leap-motion sensor simultaneously using a PC. The records
include the precise time stumps. From the recorded images
and measured rotation angles, we constructed the sequence of
images that rotations follow a pure sine curve.
In displaying images on a display, there is some delay or
progress of a timing. Our implementation controls the timing
of displaying each frame with selecting the best-fit frame at
the timing. As a result, our implementation displays smooth
transition between successive frames.
Our implementation has two sub-processes. The one subprocess displays the stimuli images. The other sub-process
measures the pose of hands. With this multi-processing, our
implementation enables to show the stimuli and to measure
the reaction of a subject in the best performance.
In the following experiments, one cycle of hands’ rotation
is completed in a second. We can rotate our hands 1.5 cycle at
a second. However, 1.5 cycle at a second is too fast for many
subjects in our previous experiments.
We can rotate our hands much more slowly. However, in
slow rotations, we can easily follow the position of displayed
hands’ image. In the case, we do not synchronize our
movements to the displayed hands’ movements. We only
imitate the poses of the displayed hands. There is no
synchronization of movements. Therefore, we cannot use
much slower movements.
We measure the pose of hands with the leap-motion sensor
[13]. The sensor measures the poses of hands 100 times for a
second. As a result, we have two measurements of the poses
of hands in each cycle of hands’ rotation. The leap-motion
sensor measures the three-dimensional pose of a hand. We use
only the rotations around forearms.

Figure 3. Stimuli Images.
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D. Motion synchronization measure
We define the synchronization measure using Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) results of the measured rotations of poses of
both hands in each cycle [16]. If a subject makes complete
synchronization to the stimuli, the resulting poses of both
hands follow a pure sine curve. As a result, at every cycle of
the rotation of hands, the result of FFT has a zero value at the
second term or higher terms. We define the measure
representing the noise-to-signal ratio as (1). This measure
increases with increasing the difference from ideal sine curve.
/

𝑁𝑆𝑀 = (

𝑚 ) 𝑚

(1)

In (1), t is the number of terms. 𝑚 is the absolute value of
the 𝑥-th term of the result of FFT. 𝑚 is the power of the
lowest frequency. This represents one cycle of a hand’s
rotation. If the rotation of a hand follows the stimuli images
precisely, 𝑚 carries all powers of the hand’s rotation. Other
terms carry no power. In that case, the measure in (1) is zero.
The result FFT has much higher terms from t/4+1 to t. The t/2
or higher terms are mirrored of lower terms. Therefore, we
need only treat a t/2 or lower terms. Under t/2 terms, there are
many noises in upper terms. In a normal processing of FFT,
we use window function to decrease the noises in observations.
However, the authors define the measure at each cycle.
Therefore, it is difficult to use window function. Therefore,
the authors use only lower half of the all terms. If we can have
100 measurements in a cycle, we use 25 terms. They represent
the motion at every 1/50 seconds. This is enough precise for
observing our brain control loop.
𝑚 is a value that represents the average of poses. This is
not included in (1). As a result, this measure does not depend
on the absolute poses of hands.
Some people rotate their hands largely. Others do not. (1)
is the ratio between a signal and a noise. Therefore, the scale
of rotations does not affect the measure. We call this measure
as Non-Smoothness-Measure (NSM). This measure may span
from zero to infinity.
Our proposed system observes two hands. Therefore, at
every cycle, we have a pair of NSMs.
E. Phase
The NSM is the measure of the difference of a motion from
the displayed motion. However, there is a difference of timing
between the displayed motion and a user’s motion. The
tapping test measures the difference between a stimulus and
the response of a user. In the proposed synchronization task,
the difference in timing is the difference of phases.
In the result of FFT, there are phases of all frequencies. 0th term carries a constant pose. Therefore, it has not a phase.
The first term represents the signal of the stimuli. Therefore,
the authors use the phase of the first-term to estimate the phase
of the motion of a hand.
In our experiments, these are from 1 Hz to 50 Hz of terms
of FFT. The signal of 1 Hz represents the ideal motion based
on the proposed example motion. Therefore, we use the phase
of the signal of 1 Hz for evaluating the timing of the motion.

III.

EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Experiments Setup
1) Precise type
From the pre-experiments, the speed of the hands’ rotation
is best at one cycle per second. Subjects need about three
cycles to synchronize their movements of hands to the
proposed motion images and remember the motion. For
measuring a stable result, we need at least three cycles. As a
result, one trial of an experiment needs six cycles at least.
However, there may be some error measurements. For stable
measurements, we need some redundancy. The authors decide
10 cycles to measure the hands’ movements synchronizing the
displayed stimuli images. After the stimuli images disappear,
the authors want to observe the decay of the motion memory.
Therefore, the authors observe the motion of hands in fifteen
seconds. There is no ground about the length of observation.
However, a subject feels 30 seconds of a trial to be very long.
For getting reliable results, we decide that the length of a trial
is 25 cycles of rotations. This means that one trial needs 25 S.
Fig. 4 shows the relations among parts, cycles, and sections in
a trial. A cycle is one flip of hands. There are two parts in a
trial. One part is an example displaying part. The other is noexample displaying part. The sections are periods to analyze
measured data. The first section shows the status of a subject
in the motion example displaying part. The second section
does the status just after the disappearance of the motion
example. The third section shows the status at some seconds
after the example motion disappears. Before starting a trial,
we instruct subjects to synchronize their hands to the
displayed hands’ images and continue to move the hands after
the example motion disappears.
2) Simple type
In a large-scale measurement, the precise type
measurements is too long. It needs at least 25 sends to
complete. Moreover, there are many error measurements.
Because, many subjects cannot keep their hands’ movements

Figure 4. Structure of precise measurement.
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after the displayed hands’ movements disappear. In a largescale measurement, the total length of measurements must be
long. In a long term, there must be some changes of
environment. In the case, the ratio of error measurement
increases. However, the authors hope to have a valid trial with
some error measurements. Therefore, the authors define the
trial that includes only the example displayed part. The authors
increase the length of the example displaying part increase to
fifteen seconds. This is a simple type trial.
Our simple type of visual synchronization task has no
measurements of poses of hands without displayed hands’
movements. To measure enough valid data, the length of
measurement is 15 cycles of hands’ rotations. A trial needs
only 15 seconds. It is 10 seconds shorter than the precise type
measurement. With longer displayed hands’ movement
images, many subjects succeed to keep their hands
synchronizing to the displayed hands’ movements. With some
error measurements’ cycles, we can have enough valid
measurements. Therefore, we have a large success ratio of
trials.
B. Experiment
1) People in primary school ages
We obtained about 400 trials with whole pupils in a normal
public primary school in Japan. Their ages span from 7 years
old to 13 years old. The pupils with heavy healthy problems
attend special support schools. Therefore, the pupils in a
normal primary school are healthy. The pupils in a first grade
in a primary school have difficulties to follow the instructions
of the precise type measurement. The precise type
measurement needs 1.7 times as much time as the simple type
measurement. We cannot withstand this increase of
measurement time. The measurement type must be the simple
one.
2) Hight school Students
There are 35 subjects. However, there are many error trials.
We have 24 valid measurements. They are third grade of high
school. They are 17 or 18 years old. They are 21 male students
and 3 female students. The authors made VST trials for the
high-school students in voluntary basis. Therefore, the authors
selected the simple type measurements.
3) Young people (University Students)
We obtained 232 trials with five healthy male students,
with ages between 22 - 24 years old. The measurement type is
the precise one.
4) Manhood people
We performed experiments with manhood people. They
are 3 females and 12 males. They are from 25 years old to 63
years old. Their average age is 44 years old. They are all
healthy. They made 168 trials. The measurement type is the
simple one.
5) Elderly people
We performed experiments with elderly people, 75 years
old in average. They are from 66 years old to be 82 years old.
They are all healthy in their ages. In our observation, one
female has a difficulty about walking. Therefore, we have 14
healthy elderly people, 4 males and 10 females.

The measurement type is precise one. Each person made
two trials. Therefore, we have the 28 trials. One trial had a
failure in measurement. We obtained 27 valid measurements
of the trials.
6) Performance measure for a trial
a) Precise type measurement
At each trial, we have 25 pairs of NSMs and 25 pairs of
phases at most. In many cases, a subject could not move his
hands as the displayed hands at the first cycle. The NSM
shows the difference of the motion of subject’s hands from the
proposed example motion at each cycle. The phase represents
the difference of the timing between the proposed example
motion and the motion made by a subject.
In a single cycle, measured movements of hands may
match the proposed example movements accidentally. We
estimate the performance of the motion control function with
the average motions in three continuous cycles. In addition,
we estimate the performance of a subject in a trial with the
best movements in the averages of three continuous cycles.
Equation (2) defines the performance of a hand in a trial.
NSMHp = min 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑁𝑆𝑀 , 𝑁𝑆𝑀
,

, 𝑁𝑆𝑀

)

(2)

NSMHp is the performance of a hand in a trial in precise
type. 𝑁𝑆𝑀 is the NSM at i-th cycle defined as (1). We have
two NSMHps in a trial. They represent the performances of
both hands.
We define the performance measure in a trial as (3).
(3)

NSMTp = min(𝑁𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑝 , 𝑁𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑝 )

In (3), NSMTp is the performance measure in a trial.
𝑁𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑝 is the NSMHp of the left hand. 𝑁𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑝 is the
NSMHp of the right hand. This NSMTp represents the
performance of a subject in a trial. Our previous experiments
show that the difference between both hands is small.
However, we select a better one for the measure of motor
control function. A subject shows a difference of the
performance between a left hand and a right hand. This paper
uses the better performance.
b) Simple type measurements
At each simple type measurement, there are 15 cycles of
hands’ movements. At this type of measurement, the author
uses all 15 cycles to estimate the performance.
Equation (4) defines the performance of a hand in a trial.
NSMHs = min 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑁𝑆𝑀 , 𝑁𝑆𝑀
,

, 𝑁𝑆𝑀

)

(4)

NSMHs is the performance of a hand in a trial. 𝑁𝑆𝑀 is
the NSM at i-th cycle defined as (1). We have two NSMHs in
a trial. They represent the performances of both hands.
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(5)

NSMTs = min(𝑁𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑠 , 𝑁𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑠 )

In (5), NSMTs is the performance measure in a trial.
𝑁𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑠 is the NSMHs of the left hand. 𝑁𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑠 is the
NSMHs of the right hand. The NSMTs represents the
performance of a subject in a trial. However, we select a better
one for the measure of motor control function. A subject
shows a difference of the performance between a left hand and
a right hand. This paper uses the better performance.
There is a difference between the definition of NSMTp and
the definition of NSMTs. However, in most trials, around fifth
cycle, both of NSMHs and NSMHp show the least value.
Therefore, we can treat NSMTp and NSMTs in a same manner.
In the precise type measurements, we have multiple
measurements of a subject. The precise measurements are well
controlled.

We summarize the measurements with subjects’ age. Fig.
5 shows the distribution of all measurements in a primary
school. In Fig. 5, x-axis is the months from birth. The y-axis
is NSMTs. A linear approximation of the distribution is shown
(6).
Table I shows the averages and the standard derivations in
each school year. With the progress of school year, the average
NSMTs decreases. We can estimate linear approximation of
the distribution. (6) shows the linear approximation. In a
month, a pupil in a primary school shows 0.0021 decrease of
NSMTs.
(6)

NSMT = −0.0021M + 0.539

In (6), M is the month from birth of a subject.
The difference of 0.0021 is difficult to be measured.
However, VST can distinguish the change of 0.002 NSMT.
VST can measure the development in three months.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
A. NSMs
1) Pupil in Primary school
The rotation of hands can be achieved from the five years
old. In Japan, pupils in primary school are from six years old
to twelve years old. In these ages, the performance of a brain
represented as motor control function are developing. The
authors have a chance to measure the NSMs of all pupils in a
primary school.

Table I. MEAN AND STD OF NSMTS AT EACH SCHOOL YEAR IN A
PRIMARY SCHOOL.
School year
Average
STD
1
0.501
0.353
2
0.381
0.122
3
0.348
0.117
4
0.301
0.064
5
0.297
0.065
6
0.273
0.063
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Figure 5. Age-NSMT Relation of Pupils in a primary school.
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In the range from seven years old to 13 years old, (7)
represents the estimated developmental age of pupils.

M=−

NSMT
+ 257
0.0021

(7)

In (7), M is the estimated developmental age by months
from birth.
There is a large number of subjects of pupils in a primary
school. We can estimate the quadratic approximation of the
distribution. (8) is the quadratic approximation of the
distribution of all subjects in a primary school.
NSMT =
0.00001145𝑀 − 0.004658𝑀 + .6781

(8)

(8) estimates the distribution of NSMT from 75 months
old to 147 months old. If we assume that the tendency
represented in (8) continues, the development takes the peak
at 17 years old. It is difficult to conclude that the performance
of motor control function measured by VST takes its peak at
17 years old. However, this represents the tendency of
slowdown of the development of our motor control function.
2) Students in high schools
In Japan, students in a high school are from 15 years old
to 18 years old. However, all subjects in this category are 17
or 18 years old. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of all trials. In
fig. 6, x-axis represents subject id and y-axis does NSMT. The
average NSMT is 0.251.
Using (8), the estimated age of the 0.251 of NSMT is 139
months. Using (7), the estimated age of the 0.251 of NSMT is
137 months. This is same as the sixth grade of a primary
school. The total measurements in a primary school and the
measurements of 31 high-school students concludes that the
motor control function of our brain completes its development
at 12 years old. Of course, there are wide personal derivations.

3) Comparison between Primary Pupils and High School
Students
This paper has no subject in a junior high school. The
range of ages in junior high school in Japan is from 13 years
old to 15 years old. This paper compares the last grade of a
primary school and the high school students. In the last grade,
we have 66 subjects. However, four measurements have to
many errors. Therefore, we reject four measurements, and we
have 62 valid measurements in the last grade in a primary
school. We have 31 valid measurements of high school
students. Table II shows the result of t-test between the pupils
in sixth grade of a primary school and the students of high
schools. The NSMT of pupils is larger than the one of high
schools. However, the probability of both-side in the t-test is
0.26. Therefore, the t-test shows no difference of distributions.
The number of subjects in this group is small. We must have
much larger scale of measurements of VST.
4) Young people (University Students)
There are 231 trials. However, there are 18 error
measurements. As a result, we have 213 valid measurements.
Table III summarizes the NSMs at each cycle in young people.
At the first cycle, a subject tries to synchronize his hands’
motions with the displayed example motion. The average
NSM of the first cycle is larger than other cycles. After three
cycles, a subject completes the synchronization of his hands
to the displayed motions. The NSMs at cycle 3 to cycle 10 are
low. At the start of the cycle 11, the example hands image
disappears. The NSM at the cycle 11 increases a little. The
differences among cycles are small. Fig. 7 shows the average
of NSMs in each cycle.
In our experiments, the memory related to simple motion
is good in the first five seconds from the disappearance of the
proposed example motion shown in Fig. 7. After five seconds,
there is a little loss in motion precision.
We computed the difference between the distribution of
the NSMs at the cycle 10 and the distribution of other cycles
after the cycle 10.
We confirm that they have the same distributions using ttest. Table IV shows the probability of sameness of the
distributions from the one of the cycle 10. Fig. 8 shows the
probabilities. From cycle 13 to cycle 19, the probabilities are
decreasing. This shows that the short-term memory of motor

0.4
0.35
0.3

TABLE II. T-TEST BETWEEN NSMTS OF PRIMARY SCHOOL’S

0.25

SIXTH GRADE AND HIGH SCHOOL

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-5

5

15

25

35

Figure 6. Distribution of NSMTs of High school students.

Average
Distribution
#samples
Freedom
t
P(T<=t)
t
P(T<=t) Both
t both

6th grade
0.264074945
0.002604565
62
59
1.124543755
0.132668386
1.671093032
0.265336772
2.000995378
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function decrease rapidly. After cycle 20, the subjects lost the
memory about the motion, and their hands’ motions became
more randomly.
With NSMTs, we estimate the performance of the younger
people in synchronizing their hands’ movement to the
displayed hands’ movement. Fig. 9 shows the total
distribution of NSMTs in all trials. In Fig. 9, the x-axis
represents the trial number. The y-axis is a NSMT. In average,
NSMT is 0.217, and the standard derivation is 0.0321. Fig. 10
shows the distribution of NSMTs of younger subjects. The

TABLE III. NSMS OF YOUNG PEOPLE
Cycle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Example
motion
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Average

Standard derivation

0.390
0.266
0.267
0.253
0.256
0.255
0.257
0.252
0.252
0.248
0.265
0.261
0.265
0.267
0.269
0.270
0.290
0.306
0.299
0.284
0.351
0.316
0.378
0.405
0.315

0.153
0.058
0.060
0.054
0.062
0.061
0.103
0.056
0.062
0.059
0.070
0.074
0.078
0.068
0.076
0.083
0.135
0.185
0.151
0.147
0.771
0.355
1.086
1.468
0.156

Figure 7. NSMs of each cycle in young people.

NSMTs concentrate around 0.2. Young men show their peak
of physical development in twenties [17].
5) Comparison between high school students and young
people
Between the distribution of NSMTs of high school
students and the one of the young people, t-test shows the
result of Table V. The both-side probability is only 0.004.
There is a difference between the result of t-test confirms that
the distribution of NSMTs of high school students and the one
of young people. The performance of brain function estimated
from the VST increases from 18 years old to 24 years old.
However, the number of subjects of primary school ages are
large and nearly complete in a region. The number of subjects
of high school ages are small and selected from total ager’s
assemblage. The subjects of young people are also selected
from total ager’s assemblage. The young people are students

TABLE IV. PROBABILITIES OF SAMENESS OF NSM
TO THE CYCLE 10.
Cycle
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Probability of sameness
0.0219
0.1287
0.0305
0.0091
0.0070
0.0060
0.0005
0.0002
0.0001
0.0053
0.0966
0.0194
0.1365

Figure 8. Probabilities of the sameness of the NSMs distributions to the
cycle 10.
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TABLE V. T-TEST BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AND YOUNG
PEOPLE.
High school

Young

Average

0.25684

0.218143

Distribution

0.004508

0.000902

#samples

31

68

Freedom

36

t

3.071974

P(T<=t)

0.002018

t

1.688298

P(T<=t) Both

0.004036

t both

2.028094

of a university. Therefore, the intellectual abilities of our
subjects of the young people are better than one of total ager’s
assemblage.
The difference between high school ages and young
people may represent the difference of their brain performance
between different populations.
The decrease of NSMT per month is 0.000645 from high
school to young people. This is under one-third of the rate of
primary school subjects.
In many fields, developments of human functions show
growth curve type. The development of brain function
measured with VST must show the growth curve also.
6) Comparison between primary school pupil and young
people
There is about 10-years difference between sixth grade of
a primary school and young people. Table VI shows the result
of t-test between 6th grade of a primary school and young
people. The t-test confirms that the distribution of 6th grade of
a primary school differs from one of the young people.
Using (2), 0.217 of NSMT leads 153.7 months from birth
as the estimated age. This is one-year difference from the 6th
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

20

40

60

Figure 10. Distribution of NSMTs of young people.

grade of a primary school. This confirms that the motor
control function of our brain slowdown its development over
12 years old.
7) Manhood people
Fig. 11 shows the distribution of measurements of all trials.
In fig. 11, x-axis is the age of a subject and y-axis is the NSMT.
We cannot find the relation between age and NSMTs. The
average NSMT is 0.31886. In the distribution, there are some
error measurements. Therefore, the author rejects the
measurements over 0.6 NSMTs. Over 0.6 NSMT, subjects
have some healthy problems. In the case, the average of under
0.6 NSMTs is 0.296. This is also a little worth than the
students of high schools. The number of subjects is not large
enough to estimate the change of the performance of VST with
aging.
With stability in standing posture, we can find the effect of
aging after 60 years old [18]. The result of this paper shows
same tendency.
8) Elderly people
Table VII summarizes the NSMs at each cycle in elderly
people. At the first cycle, an elderly subject synchronizes his
hands’ motions to the displayed example motion. The average
NSM of the first cycle is larger than other cycles. After six
cycles, a subject finishes to synchronize his hands to the
displayed motions. The NSMs at cycle 4 to cycle 10 are low.
At the start of the cycle 11, the displayed example hands image
disappears. The NSM increases from cycle 11 to cycle 14. The
differences between cycles are not large. Fig. 12 shows the
average of NSMs in each cycle.

Figure 9. Distribution of NSMTs of Young People.
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TABLE VII. NSMS.OF ELDERLY PEOPLE

0.5

Cycle

0.4
0.3
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0
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Figure 11. Age-NSMT relation of Manhood people.

Table VI. T-TEST BETWEEN NSMTS OF 6TH GRADE AND YOUNG
PEOPLES

6th grade
0.246935
0.002862
70
109
3.912838
7.95E-05
1.658953
0.000159
1.981967

Average
Distribution
#samples
Freedom
t
P(T<=t)
t
P(T<=t) Both
t both

Young
0.218143
0.000902
68

We have 158 NSMTs of young people and 27 NSMTs of
elderly people. On average, the NSMTs of young people are

1.400

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Example
motion
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Average

Standard derivation

1.474
1.057
0.887
0.800
0.645
0.490
0.511
0.575
0.438
0.433
0.723
0.921
0.600
0.787
0.711
0.549
0.508
0.588
0.700
0.648
0.753
0.773
0.644
0.559
0.565

0.953
1.212
1.069
1.044
1.016
0.393
0.376
0.654
0.218
0.221
0.637
1.263
0.580
0.997
0.667
0.471
0.396
0.500
0.567
0.551
0.703
0.737
0.509
0.512
0.125

smaller than the NSMTs of elderly people. However, we need
to check the reliability. We make t-test with these two groups
of NSMTs. Table VIII shows the result of the t-test. The
probability of being the same is less than 10-9. The deference
between young people and elderly people is significant. This
implies that NSMT can measure the deterioration because of
the aging process. There is an apparent difference between
NSMs of young people and ones of elderly people, as shown
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 12.
In elderly people, the deterioration of motor control
function increases with the aging process. Fig. 13 shows the
relation between the age and the NSMT of each elderly person.
The correlation coefficient between the age and the NSMT of

1.200
1.000
0.800

TABLE VIII. T-TEST BETWEEN NSMTS OF YOUNG AND
ELDERLY PEOPLE

0.600
0.400
0.200
0.000
1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15 17 19

21

Cycle
Figure
NSMsinin
each
cycleonon
elderlypeople.
people.
Figure
12. 6.
NSMs
each
cycle
elderly

23

25

Average
Distribution
#samples
Freedom
t
P(T<=t)
t
P(T<=t) Both
t both

Elder
0.395186
0.009645
27
27
9.487605
2.17E-10
1.703288
4.33E-10
2.051831
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elderly people is 0.467. There is a linear relation between the
age and the NSMT. The linear approximation is (9).

0.600

(9)

NSMT = 0.0088a − 0.26

0.700

0.500

In (9), NSMT is the performance measure of motor control
function. a is the years from birth of a subject. The age ranges
from 66 years old to 83 years old.
From (9), we have (10) that estimates the age from NSMT.

0.400
0.300
0.200

(10)

NSMA = 114NSMT + 29.5

y = 0.0088x - 0.26
R² = 0.2179

0.100

In (10), NSMA is an aging years of motor control function.
NSMT is a measured NSM at a trial. This shows the
measurement of motor control function can estimate the aging
of a brain function of elderly people.
The average of NSMTs is about 0.22 in young people. If
the deterioration of motor control function shows a linear
relation with the years from birth of a subject from the start of
the deterioration, we can estimate the motor control function
age with (10) over 53 years old people.
The average of NSMTs is about 0.30 in manhood people.
If the deterioration of motor control function shows a linear
relation. From (10), we have 63.7 years old as the age starting
the deterioration with aging process. About 64 years old
agrees the starting age of deterioration of aging discussed in
[18].
9) Comparison between manhood people and elderly
people
The average NSMT of manhood people is 0.296. With
(10), the 0.296 of NSMT relates to the estimated age 63.2
years old. Of course, the number of subjects is not enough.
The estimation of the starting point of aging is not 63 years
old. There are some personal differences of NSMT. Using the
normal distribution of NSMTs in manhood people, we have
the distribution of starting point of aging. The distribution of

0.000
60

65

70

75

80

85

Age
Figure 13. Age-NSMTs relation of elderly people.

manhood people is 0.0632. This leads seven years’
distribution from the average 63.2 years old. The effects of
aging about VST start from 56 years old to 70 years old.
Therefore, we need much more subjects in this range of aging.
10) Total tendency of development and deterioration with
aging
From the age of a primary school to elderly people, the
outline of the development of motor control function and the
deterioration is observed from many experiments shown
before. We can summarize the experiments into a total view
of development and deterioration of motor control function
measured with VST. Fig. 14 shows the total tendency. In Fig.
14, some parts do not relate the ages of subjects. However,
they are high school students and young people. High school
students are 18 years old. The young peoples are from 22 to
24 years old. The average of the ages of young people is 23
years old.

0.7
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0.5

High school

young people

0.4
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0
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Figure 14. Total tendency of development and deterioration with aging.
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In Fig. 14, x-axis is the age of a subject or the average ages
of the subjects’ group. In the figure, the range of manhood
includes small number of subjects. However, the total view of
Fig. 14 shows the outline of the development and the
deterioration of the performance measured with VST.
Fig. 14 clearly shows the development and the
deterioration with aging. Over 65 years old, a subjects show
the NSMT under 0.2. These subjects keep their performance
of motor control function in their ages.
In Fig. 14, we can see the outline of the development and
the deterioration of a motor control function measured by VST.
The tendency shown in Fig. 14 agrees the tendency of
development in [17] and the tendency of deterioration of aging
in [18].
B. Phases
The phase of the measured motion represents the timing of
motion. In precise measurements, phases show apparent
difference between the first period where the example motion
is displayed and the second period where the example is not
displayed in a trial. In the part from cycle 1 to cycle 10, the
phases keep a similar value. From cycle 11, the phases change
gradually. This represents the difference between the speed of
the example motion and one of the memorized motions. From
this phase change, we can measure the difference of timings
between the example motion and the memorized motion.
There is no precise measurement about subjects in a
primary school and manhood people.
1) Pupil in Primary school
In a primary school, we have only simple type
measurements. In simple type measurement, we cannot have
the phase change after the displayed hands’ images
disappeared. However, we can have the phase stability.
Table IX shows the average phase change between
adjacent cycles. Fig. 15 shows the average phase changes of

first grade, third grade and sixth grade. In Fig. 15, full line
represents the first grade in a primary school. A chain line does
the third grade. And, another line does the sixth grade. In Fig.
15, there is an apparent decrease of the average phase changes
between adjacent cycles with growth. The phase changes
between adjacent cycles decrease with getting older. In Table
IX, we can find the development of motor control function.
However, phases in VST have large distributions among
subjects. Therefore, personal analysis of a subject is difficult.
Fig. 16 shows the average phase changes among grades in
a primary school. We can see an apparent progress of motor
control function with getting older in Fig. 16.
2) High School Students
High-school students made simple type measurements.
Fig. 17 shows the phase changes of high-school students and
the sixth grade of a primary school. In Fig. 17, the phase
changes of high-school students is less than ones of sixthgrade pupils in a primary school. In averages, phase change of
high-school students is 0.227. The average phase change of
sixth-grade pupils in a primary school is 0.274. The average
phase change of high-school student is 18% smaller than one
of the sixth-grade pupils in a primary school. This shows the
development of motor control function as NSMTs.
3) Young people
We assume that the phase change in the first part of a trial
is smaller than the phase change in the second part of the trial.
We divided all cycles into three sections. To confirm this
assumption, we calculate the linear approximation of the
phases in each section. The first section starts from cycle 4,
and ends at cycle10. The second section starts from cycle 11,
and ends at cycle 17. The third section starts from cycle 17,
and ends at cycle 23, as shown in Fig. 4. In 158 valid trials,
there are delay and advance in phases. We evaluate phase
change in absolute value.
Table X shows the averages of the slant of each section.
The average absolute slant of phases in the first section is
smaller than the one in the second section and the third section.
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Figure 15. Average phase changes between adjacent cycles.
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Figure 16. Average phase changes of each grade in a primary school.
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Figure 17. Average phase changes of high school students and sixth
grade pupil of a primary school between adjacent cycles.
Figure 18. Phase changes in cycles.

Fig. 18 shows this relation. In Fig. 18, there is an apparent
increase of phase changes in second and third sections.
Statistically, the first section and the second section have
difference bases. Calculation of the t-test confirms that the
difference is significant. The t-measure between these two
sections is over 12. The probability is under 10-26. The tmeasure between the second section and the third section is
0.18. The probability is over 0.85. This confirms that the
second and the third sections have a same base. This result
means that the memory about the timing of motion remains
for at least 15 seconds.
4) Manhood peple
In manhood people, we have only the simple type
measurements. Fig. 19 shows the average phase changes
between adjacent cycles. In Fig. 19, the full line represents the
average of manhood people. The dashed line does one of the
high-school students.
The average of manhood people is larger than one of the
high-school students. In average, the phase change is 0.272.
This is nearly same as the average of sixth-grade pupil of a
primary school. These are 20% larger than the average phase
change of high-school students.

5) Elderly people
We also calculate the linear approximation of the phases.
Table XI shows the average absolute slant of phase’s change
in each section.
There are apparent differences of the phase changes
between young people and elderly people. Elderly people have
some difficulties to keep the pace of flipping their hands. In
phases, it is difficult to find the proper scale representing an
aging process.
C. Discussion
With the NSMs, there is no apparent change between with
and without a displayed motion example. Before 15 seconds,

TABLE X. PHASE CHANGES IN SECTIONS OF YOUNG PEOPLE.
Section
1
2
3

Cycles
4-10
11-17
17-23

Slant of phase change
0.022
0.111
0.113

Table IX. AVERAGE PHASE CHANGES BETWEEN ADJACENT CYCLES.
Cycle/
Grade

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1

0.637

0.497

0.437

0.378

0.393

0.398

0.477

0.361

0.385

0.376

0.306

0.261

0.353

0.739

2

0.626

0.572

0.338

0.318

0.356

0.375

0.306

0.330

0.293

0.292

0.240

0.297

0.267

0.679

3

0.635

0.463

0.307

0.300

0.285

0.278

0.273

0.218

0.224

0.243

0.281

0.311

0.300

0.707

4

0.785

0.467

0.274

0.244

0.218

0.225

0.237

0.221

0.182

0.199

0.213

0.291

0.217

0.735

5

0.620

0.473

0.354

0.226

0.232

0.227

0.209

0.217

0.223

0.191

0.214

0.213

0.255

0.748

6

0.582

0.333

0.207

0.190

0.201

0.193

0.198

0.152

0.222

0.177

0.200

0.241

0.250

0.697
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there is little decay of the memory of motion. After 16 seconds,
Fig. 3 shows a little increase of the NSMs.
With the phases, there is an apparent difference between
with and without a displayed motion example. The changes of
measured phases represent an error in the timing of a measured
motion. Some trials show delay and others show advance. The
phase change shows the error about the memory of the timing.

TABLE XI. PHASE CHANGES IN SECTIONS OF ELDERLY
PEOPLE.
Section
1
2
3

Cycles
4-10
11-17
17-23

Slant of phase change
0.146
0.323
0.373

0.800
0.700

The proposed method measures the timing and the process of
movements. A classical tapping test measures the timing only.
However, in this experiment, the difference of 0.001 radian in
phase is the difference of 0.00016 seconds in time. The
proposed timing measure about motor function based on the
phase of the basic movement is very keen. The classical
tapping test can measure the difference of 0.0001 seconds now.
However, the mechanical features about a hand and a switch
make it difficult to measure the small difference of time.
Fig. 20 shows the average phase change between adjacent
cycles. Elderly peoples need seven cycles to synchronize their
hands’ movements to the displayed hands’ movement. The
average phase change between the third cycle and tenth cycle
is 0.37. This is about 0.1 larger than one of the manhood
people.
Elderly people has much difficulty about synchronizing
his hands’ movement to the displayed movement. The phase
changes between adjacent cycles may have the role to evaluate
the performance of motor control function. However, the
phase change can have large dependency to the NSM. In the
case, we can use only NSM.
V.
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Figure 19. Average phase changes of high school student and Manhood
people between adjacent cycles.
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CONCLUSION

This paper proposes the pair of the measurement and
evaluation method of motor control function to estimate whole
image of the development and the deterioration with an aging
process. The proposed method is implemented and tested in
experiments. The proposed visual synchronization task is easy
to perform. For instance, it needs only 25 seconds. The
proposed Non-Smoothness Measure has enough power of
discrimination of a motor control function. The phase changes
also have enough power to measure the very small error in
timing remembered.
The experimental results confirm that the proposed
method can measure and evaluate the development and
deterioration of a motor control function with an aging process
precisely. This paper proposed the total view of the
development and deterioration of the performance of motor
control function from six years old to 80 years old, and
developed a method to estimate the age according to the aging
process of the motor control function in some age groups. In
the age group over 65 years old, the estimated age from
NSMT helps to measure the deterioration of the brain function,
and it can detect the very first stage of cognitive impairment.
In the age group in a primary school, the estimated age from
NSMT may work for the index of developmental disorder.
Many experiments outlined the development and
deterioration of the performance of motor control function
with aging process. This helps the understanding of
developments and deteriorations of brain function with aging
process.
We will perform larger-scale experiments in the next step
for more precise understanding of developments and
deteriorations with aging process.

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23

Figure 20. Average phase changes between adjacent cycles of elderly
people.
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Abstract—This study focuses on collaborative activities that are
best accomplished by organized groups of healthcare practitioners within or among healthcare organizations with the objective
of accomplishing a specific task (a case of patient treatment).
In our previous work, we proposed an access control model
(work-based access control (WBAC)) that is suitable for collaborative healthcare systems in terms of addressing the issues of
information sharing and information security. The current study
extends on that work by demonstrating and implementing the
WBAC access policy for a collaborative healthcare environment
to support diverse domains of data authorization management
with various constraints. The implementation is based upon
using eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML)
with SunXACML. We explain the WBAC model for cooperative
healthcare systems, introduces a software structure for WBAC
implementation, implement the WBAC profile using XACML
2.0, specify permissions and define all authorization policies.
Also, we validate the model and compare it with the existing
solution to ensure that the model can fulfill and satisfy the
main intended objectives. The experimental results demonstrate
the efficiency and scalability of WBAC approach. It shows how
the WBAC model simplifies decentralized administrative tasks
(e.g., changing of team members and shifting responsibilities),
thus enhancing the practicability of access control in dynamic
collaboration environments.
Keywords–XACML; Access control; Access control policy; Collaboration environments; Healthcare.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Information flow concerns how the information should
proceed to authorized entities [1], to whom the information
should be propagated and what steps and methods should be
used to ensure information flow [2]. Secure information flow
comprises two related aspects: information confidentiality and
information integrity [3]. Information confidentiality involves
a set of rules that limits access or places restrictions on
certain types of information. Information integrity seeks to
prevent an accidental or malicious destruction of information.
Different systems have various confidentiality and integrity
requirements. For instance, a remote patient monitoring system
will have high confidentiality requirements where data must be
hidden from unauthorized entities as well as a high integrity
checking against random errors due to information sensitivities
[4]. Information confidentiality and integrity are increasingly
dependent on how the information should flow, to whom the
information should be propagated and what steps and methods
should be used to ensure information flow.
Access control policies play an important role in ensuring

that the information flow is controlled between authorized
entities while preserving resource security in the face of inappropriate access [5, 6]. Access control policies specify which
authorized entities (e.g., user or organization) can perform
what operations on specific resources (e.g., files on electronic
health records (EHRs) [7, 8]). In collaborative environments
such as healthcare, it is not easy for traditional authorization
mechanisms like role-based access control (RBAC) [9–11]
and attribute-based access control (ABAC) [12, 13] alone to
specify authorization constraints due to the complexity of a
continuously growing as well as changing number of users
and medical records. In addition to a lack of granularity, manageability and flexibility for the specification and maintenance
of policies [14, 15].
Moreover, inconsistencies between the access control policies of various individuals or organizations are a common
challenge [16]. Due to the dynamic nature of collaboration and
team work, it is important to understand to what extent and
under what conditions other parties are allowed access rights
[17, 18]. It is also necessary to employ access control policies
to control the way in which information or services are shared
between different parties [19, 20]. In distributed environments,
different participants (individuals or organizations) can play
several different roles at a given time (e.g., resource owner,
agent or consumer) [1, 21, 22]. Moreover, each participant
manages their own resources and defines their own access
control policies. Thus, participants collaborate with each other
in various ways, which requires appropriate access control
mechanisms in place to ensure that information is accessible
only to those authorized to have access [23].
In our previous work [1, 21, 22, 24–26], work-based access
control (WBAC) model was proposed. WBAC is extended with
the team role concept. A team role classification based on
Belbin team role theory [27, 28] was proposed [24]. The nine
different team roles that Belbin identified were rephrased and
classified into thought, action and management [24]. Role is
used in conjunction with team role to handle access control in
dynamic collaborative environments. Team member must be
assigned to one team role (determined by their professional
and/or technical knowledge) based on the goal, task and
contributes towards achieving the team’s objectives. The team
role determine the finer role and the extend of access of each
team member.
This study extends the previous work [1] to demonstrate
and implement WBAC access policy for a collaborative healthcare environment to support diverse domains of data authoriza-
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tion management with various constraints. The implementation
is built based on eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) [29]. The aim is to simplify decentralized administrative tasks and thus enhance the practicability of access
control in dynamic collaboration environments.
The remaining parts of this study are structured as follows: Section II presents usage scenarios of collaboration and
healthcare data sharing followed by a detailed description of
personal role, team role and resource classification. Section III
provides an overview of XACML, demonstrates the modeling
structures, authorization constraints, request model, policy
model, experiments and result. Section IV presents WBAC
authorization framework. Validation of the proposed WBAC
model and comparison summary with existing solutions are
presented in Section V. Discussion, conclusion and future work
recommendations are provided in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
This section starts with with a short usage scenarios to
better understand the collaborations in healthcare domain. This
is followed by a description of personnel categories (personal
roles, team roles) and the resources classification in WBAC.
A. Usage scenario: multiple healthcare practitioners cooperation among multiple healthcare organizations
As shown in Figure. 1, a patient named Alice is recently
diagnosed with gastric cancer. Surgical removal of the stomach
(gastrectomy) is the only curative treatment. For many patients,
chemotherapy and radiation therapy are given after surgery
to improve the chances of curing. Alice entered a cancertreatment center at her chosen hospital (e.g., hospital A ). Alice
has a primary care doctor (Dean) who she regularly visits.
Upon entering the hospital, Alice also sees an attending doctor
(Bob) from the hospital. Alice’s health condition has caused
some complications, so her attending doctor would like to seek
expert opinions and consultation regarding Alice’s treatment
from different hospitals (e.g., hospital B), including Alice’s
specific primary care doctor who is fully informed about
Alice’s medical history. Note that the invited practitioners
are specialized in different areas, where some are specialists
and others are general practitioners. Also, the final medical
report of Alice’s treatment should be signed by appropriate
practitioners using digital signatures [30, 31]. Alice should
be able to verify the authenticity of the consultation results
through the practitioner’s digital signature [22, 32].
In such group consultation, also so-called multidisciplinary
team consultation [33–35], it is noticeable that:
• Several healthcare professionals are involved in various roles to provide patient care. That includes primary care doctors, general physicians and specialists.
• The care team are formed dynamically and can be
readily changed. For example, when Alice’s health
condition causes some complications, her attending
doctor wishes to seek expert opinions and consult with
specialists. As a result of a request for a gastroenterology consultation, we assume a gastroenterologist
(Cara) will join the care team.
• Every participant needs to obtain the medical records
they request based on the health insurance portability and accountability act (HIPAA) [36, 37] minimal
disclosure principle [38, 39].

Dean

Bob

Patient (Alice)

Cara
Access to various
EHRs

Multidisciplinary
team

Alex
Group signature
Classified EHRs

Signed medical
report

..
1

2

..
n

Figure 1. An example scenario of collaboration and sharing of healthcare
data [26, p. 4]

•

Sharing and accessing healthcare records with efficient
coordination between healthcare practitioners is a critical function in access control models [40]. The main
concern regards losing control of sensitive healthcare
records while sharing them with multiple parties.

The act of managing the collaborative work in a given scenario
must be defined clearly. By default, only the main practitioner
(Dean) should be aware of the patient’s personal information.
The three other medical practitioners with supporting roles
receive information based on their contributing roles based
on “minimum necessary” standard to uses and disclosures
for treatment [41]. The minimum necessary standard requires
covered entities to evaluate their practices and enhance protection of health information as needed to limit unnecessary
or inappropriate access to and disclosure of protected health
information [41, 42].
B. Personnel categories: personal role
A role can be thought of as a set of permissions that a user
or set of users can perform within the context of an organization [11, 43]. Permissions are allocated to roles by a system
administrator. Such permissions include, for instance, the ability for a doctor to enter a diagnosis, prescribe medication, and
add a entry to a record of treatments performed on a patient.
Role can be organizational role in which participant has a
common set of permissions for performing the job function
associated by the name of the role. Example of hospital roles
are medical practitioners, nurses and administrators (Figure
2). Moreover, role can be personal roles which represent
an individual. They used to create a private workspaces for
individuals [18]. Examples of personal roles include pediatric
specialists, surgeons or pharmacists. As shown in Figure 3, the
role of a pharmacist includes the permissions to dispense but
not prescribe prescription drugs.
The role can be statically or dynamically assigned to
subject. Static roles are predefined by the organization and
manually assigned to users by system administrator, based on
a specific organization policy, thereby authorizing users to use
the roles’ permissions. Membership in a static role is also
revoked by a system administrator. The main issues with static
roles are how to assigned and revoke them to users and how
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Figure 2. Example of organizational hospital chart
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medicines
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Legend
Assignment Relation
SoD: Separation of Duties

Figure 3. Subject, role and permission relationships

to guarantee that subject are assigned to appropriate roles. An
appealing solution is to automatically assign/revoke users to
roles. The dynamic role assignment approach has been studied
by many researchers. Al-Kahtani and Sandhu [44] proposed
a model to dynamically assign users to roles based on a finite
set of rules defined by the organization. Moreover, Alshehri et
al. [45] proposed a model which uses a concept of pseudorole,
which is informally defined as a set of values of static attributes
of subject. Although these model tried to solve the problem
of assigning users into appropriate roles, it still inherit the
major limitation of RBAC, including the lack of granularity
and flexibility as well as dynamic adaptability specially in
collaborative environments.
The problem of assigning users to role is out of the scope of
this study. We assumed that the users within an organization
has a role regardless of whether the role has been assigned
statically or dynamically. We also believe that, WBAC model
can adapt both approaches; static and dynamic subject-role
assignments. In our modeling (Section III), we used static role
assignment, where we assumed all subject have their roles
assigned.
C. Personnel categories: proposed team role
Team is defined as a collection of subjects in specific roles
with the objective of accomplishing a specific work [46]. Each
team has a responsible team manager. Any of the subjects
joining a team shares a common goal and may share a default
set of permissions for their cooperative work. The notion of a
team role is used in this study to restrict access permissions to
those individuals who not only have the right organizational
roles but also are associated to the cooperative work via team
membership [24].

Regarding the process of collaboration and team work,
access control model must be able to provide an efficient
and secure platform for people to work together in a hospital
without being deterred by restrictive enforcement of access
control policies [17]. This can be a rather delicate situation
to handle, given the fact that the fluidity of teamwork within
the medical domain is often incongruent with technological
security. To demonstrate this notion, we consider a scenario
(Section II-A) involving four medical practitioners who are
working together on a patient’s case. For the sake of securing
the patient’s private (sensitive) data (e.g., mental illness records
[47], etc.) [48], the collaboration must be clearly defined.
By default, only the main practitioner should be aware of
the patient’s private information. The three other medical
practitioners with supporting roles are given information based
on their contributing roles. In order to achieve this, it is
imperative to determine the finer roles of each team member.
The team role of each member will subsequently determine the
extent of access given. The concept of team roles is something
that we see as integral to getting the team building process right
[33].
Hospital personnel roles are often simplistically split into
medical practitioners, nurses and administrators. However,
their roles in a team can be further categorized using the
team role theory (so-called also Belbin’s team roles) [27, 28].
A good collaboration depends on more than team of people
working together being enthusiastic and communicating well.
Between them, they need the right mix of skills, resources and
behaviors to serve the team, too [49, 50]. The Belbin’ team
role theory is a very useful for higher level team building
processes as it helps an experienced facilitator identify the
patterns that exist within any team and thus underpin their
strengths and weaknesses. Team role theory contains a total of
nine roles per group, which are classified into thought, action
and management [24] as illustrated in Figure 4.
Role

Thought

Management

Mediator

Coordinator

Networker

Thinker

Evaluator

Mentor

Action

Doer

Motivator

Checker

Figure 4. Taxonomy of team role [24, p. 217]

•

Thought denotes a role that is dominated mostly by
thinking, analyze problems and/or provide technical
expertise. To be a successful thought collaborator, the
person may need to understand the medical predicament in detail without necessarily knowing the patient.
A worker in this role could be involved in devising strategies to confront particular medical enigmas.
Thus, a cardiology specialist may offer his/her expertise regarding the best practices of performing a heart
transplant on a child without being involved in the
actual operation.
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•

•

Action, as the labeling suggests, signifies being involved in task-related collaboration, such as meeting
the patient for a medical check-up. Having an action
role usually implies close interaction with the patient.
Nevertheless, discretion is still feasible with care. For
instance, an anesthesiologist needs to only know the
patient’s physical characteristics to prepare anesthetic.
Who the patient is, or where the patient lives is not
relevant to completing this task (this assumption is
based on our review to [51] (preoperative evaluation
and preparation for anesthesia and surgery).
The management category comprises personnel who
are mostly involved in managing others (e.g., guide,
listen, delegate, and solve conflicts). These types of
collaborators are adept at coordinating teamwork that
is susceptible to social or psychological challenges.
For example, in conflict management, they may have
to resolve series of opposing diagnoses made by medical practitioners and that may otherwise escalate into
serious altercations. In this regard, such personnel’s
need for information is inwardly oriented. They have
a greater need to know personal information about
others working at the hospital rather than of patients.

D. Resource classification
Medical records contain a wide range of information, not
all of which may be shareable [52]. It could include personal
names, phone numbers, addresses, appointment schedules, to
do lists, as well as medical history and medical reports regarding patients, to name a few. Some elements of this information
may be confidential and sensitive; others may be open for
access. In an environment that supports resource sharing,
unwanted parties could retrieve the confidential information
causing information leakage and leading to the violation of
patient privacy. One method to assure that resource sharing will
prevent such confidential information leakage is to provide a
mechanism to classify all information resources by their degree
of share-ability [52, 53].
Medical records classification is infeasible and requires a
great deal of effort and skills to accomplish. This is due to
issues that, medical records include a variety of documentation
of patient’s history, diagnostic test results, and daily notes
of a patient’s progress and medications [54], to name a
few. Moreover, healthcare providers can not decide on what
appropriate information is really needed for treatment of a
patient case. The HIPAA Privacy Rule [37, 55] is a set of
standards to protect the privacy of patients’ medical records as
well as ensure how the health information is used, disclosed
and maintained by healthcare organization and health care
providers [56, 57]. Healthcare providers should inform and get
a patient’s permission (e.g., consent or authorization [1]) about
how the patient’s records are used or disclose? In general,
information sharing needed for treatment, therefore, healthcare
providers may use and disclose patient records for patient’s
treatment without a patient’s authorization. This could occur
during consultation between healthcare providers regarding a
patient and referral of a patient by one provider to another.
But in most cases when the healthcare providers are dealing
with a sensitive information regarding the patient, patient authorization is required for disclosure. For example, The HIPAA
Privacy Rule defines psychotherapy notes as “notes recorded

by a health care provider who is a mental health professional
documenting or analyzing the contents of a conversation during
a private counseling session or a group, joint, or family
counseling session and that are separate from the rest of the
patient’s medical record” [47]. Psychotherapy notes are treated
differently from other mental health information because they
contain particularly sensitive information and because they
are the personal notes of the therapist that typically are not
required or useful for treatment or health care operations
purposes, other than by the mental health professional who
created the notes. Therefore, with a few exceptions, healthcare
providers must obtain the patient’s authorization for any use
or disclosure of such an information [47].
Resource within the WBAC is divided into two types,
mainly protected and private resources. P rotected resources
can be shared within a collaborative work. For example,
consider scenario (Section II-A), we could say that protected
object contains resources related to Alice’s current case such
as past surgical history, date related to abdominal CT scan
(computed tomography scan) and gastroscopy data, to name
a few. Contrary to the former type, the private resources
are highly classified pieces of information (e.g., name, data
of birth, and address) within the medical records that would
be shared during the collaborative work (only if needed).
As such, the spreading of access control on the basis of
collaboration will not affect the private resources. It is meant
to safeguard certain confidential information from being leaked
out accidentally through collaborative means. In this study
we assumed that, personal information (e.g., name, phone
number, address, and /or IDs) and any medical records such
psychotherapy notes [47] and sexually transmitted diseases
(STD) records which are not related to the current medical
case are private resources.
III.

XACML P ROFILE FOR WBAC

In this section, we demonstrate and implement an WBAC
model for a collaborative healthcare environment to support diverse domains of data authorization management with various
constraints.
A. An overview of XACML
XACML is a standardized policy language by OASIS
[29]. It defines the architecture, policies and messages of an
access control system. XACML is a powerful and flexible
policy language for heterogeneous distributed systems and is
a general-purpose access control policy language [13, 58, 59].
According to the reference XACML architecture shown in
Figure 5, the XACML model contains the following main
entities [60, 61]:
•

The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) is an entity
that intercepts a user’s request to access a resource.
The PEP forwards the request to the PDP to obtain
the access decision (i.e., access to the resource is
permitted or denied). PEP then acts on the received
decision.

•

The Policy Decision Point (PDP) is used to evaluate access requests against authorization policies and
makes decisions according to the information contained in the request before issuing access decisions.
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Access Request

PEP

Access Permit
Resources

User
XACML
Request

XACML
Response
Policy
Store

PDP

PIP

(Indeterminate) or the discovery that the condition does not
apply to the request (Not Applicable).
PDP can use different rules, policies and policy sets to
make a decision for a specific request. Therefore, conflict
might occur between multiple policies when policies offer
different authorization decisions. Thus, XACML provides a
set of combining algorithms for combining rules and policies
to solve a decision conflict between multiple policies [61]. The
most commonly utilized combining algorithms are as follows:
1)

PRP

2)
PAP
Administrator

3)
Figure 5. XACML framework

•

•

•

The Policy Information Point (PIP) acts as the source
of attribute values, or the data required for policy
evaluation (i.e., a resource, subject, environment).
The Policy Retrieval Point (PRP) is an entity that
stores the XACML access authorization policies, typically in a database or filesystem.
The Policy Administration Point (PAP) manages the
access authorization policies.

The XACML core policy structure (Figure 6) consists of
three components: the rule, policy and policy set [61]. The rule
is a fundamental component of an XACML policy. The rule,
policy and policy set have a target that PDP uses to quickly find
the sub-policy parts applicable to making a decision regarding
an access request.
PolicySet

Target:

Rule
Policy

PolicySet applies if....

Target:

Target:
Rules applies if.....

Policy applies if.....

Algorithm
Algorithm

Policy

Effect:

4)

Deny-overrides algorithm: combines decisions in
such a way that if any rule or a policy evaluates
denial, then the decision is “deny”.
Permit-overrides algorithm: combines decisions such
that if any rule or a policy evaluates permission, then
the decision is “permit”.
First-applicable algorithm: combines decisions in
such a way that the final decision is made based on
the first rule or policy in the policy file.
Only-one-applicable algorithm: This combining algorithm exists only to combine policy sets and policies.
It cannot be used to combine rules. It returns the
effect of the unique policy in the policy set that
applies to the request; whether Deny or Permit [61].

Based on the combining algorithm used, PDP computes
the authorization decision corresponding to the given access
request. PDP evaluation is based on the rule, policy and policy
set, for which the PDP returns the authorization decision,
Permit, Deny, NotApplicable or Indeterminate. PDP returns
to PEP a sequence of actions called “obligation” that should
be performed in conjunction with enforcing the authorization
decision applied to the access request given.
B. Collaborative work and XACML policy
The work model for WBAC (Figure 7) postulates that the
entire nature of collaboration can be centralized by the work
concept. Here, each work is connected to three main components; personnel (Section II-B and II-C), patient and resource
(Section II-D). Managing the access control of collaborative
work is an interplay between these components.

if satisfied rules
returens permit/
deny

Rule

Team Role
Main

Implementation

Strategic

Management

Conditions:
Rules satisfied if..

PolicySet
Personnel

Figure 6. XACML policy structure
Work

The target contains a set of attributes and their values for
matching the subject, resource, action and environment, to
check if the given rule, policy and policy set are applicable to
a specific request. Several rules are grouped and encapsulated
into policies and policies are grouped into policy sets. A rule
consists of a condition and an effect that can be either a
permission or denial associated with the successful evaluation
of the rule. A condition represents an expression that refines
the applicability of the rule beyond the predicates implied by
its target. The correct evaluation of a condition returns the
effect of the rule, while incorrect evaluation results in an error

Patient

Resource

resource1

...

...

resource n

Figure 7. Work model for WBAC

Every resource in WBAC is considered a collaborative
entity when it is assigned a workID. The workID connects
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the resource to its corresponding work or project that is
cooperatively done. By default, a resource does not have a
workID. This implies that it is not a collaborative resource
and thus, cannot be shared. To clarify the idea of managing
security through a centralized work, consider the scenario
below (Figure 8). Three resources (resource1, resource2 and
resource3) are all tied to a certain work. As such, all of
them contain a workID to establish this connection. However,
resource4 is not connected to any work entity. Thus, it does
not contain a workID and can only be accessed through the
main policy.
Alice

Practitioners
Dean

Bob

Alex

Strategic

Management

Team Role
Main

Action

Personnel

Work

Linda

Cara

Cara

Patient
Alice

Resource

Work-1

Work-2

resource1

WorkID

WorkID
WorkID

resource1

...

resource n

WorkID
Medical
Information

resource 2

resource 3

Any action that a subject (e.g., healthcare provider) would
do on a resource (e.g., patient EHR) is defined entirely within
the policy. A dynamic policy with dual inclination is proposed
in WBAC [21, 24], whereby the normal policy of enforcing
access control is contained within the main policy. On the
other hand, any policy that mediates between resource sharing
and collaborative work is covered by the collaboration policy.
This way, better access control management is achievable.
The main policy depends on the roles of the personnel in
the organization (e.g., Dean is a general practitioner). PDP
only considers the main policy if the personnel possess roles.
The collaborative policy is dependent on team roles. In this
respect, even if personnel do not have the required roles, they
can still gain access upon invitation to collaborate. The team
role provides a demarcation between the roles of personnel
within a collaboration work and it restricts the role that each
team member can have. A person can have various team roles,
whereby each is tied to a different collaborative work.
C. Initiation of collaborative work
To begin, the initial situation for access control of which
a patient visits the hospital and registers herself. Here, access
is given to the physician that she comes in contact with, as
well as the nurses at the health institution. As shown in the
scenario patient name is Alice and her primary care doctor
named Dean.
In this case of collaborative work shown in case scenario
(Section II-A), the workflow of every healthcare practitioner
is as follows:
The primary care doctor (Dean) could not solve Alice’s case . He invites multidisciplinary team including
Bob, Cara and Alex to help. In this team consideration (Figure 9), Dean is the core physician of the

Personal
information

Figure 9. Scenario for team consideration

resource 4

Figure 8. Work and shared resources

•

...

collaborative work. He serves as the team leader. He is
responsible for initiating the work (treatment of Alice’s
case) and choosing the practitioners (group of doctors)
who may be required to attend Alice’s consultation
and treatment. This implies that he possesses the main
team role. In other words, he owns the collaborative
work initiated. Therefore, full access is given to Dean
with regard to the information related to the patient.
He can access the personal information of the patient
as well as the medical records (private and protected
resources). Moreover, the primary care doctor must
revoke the group upon completion of the patient’s
diagnosis consultation.
•

Bob helps Dean with the operational part of the case.
Operation refers to a series of responsibilities that
entail interaction with the patient. Bob needs to see
Alice on a face-to-face basis to perform various tasks
that are related to her recovery. In this respect, there
is a need for Bob to know personal and medical information about Alice to perform his duty effectively.
Bob is involved in the action part of the collaboration.
Therefore, his team role falls under the category of
action.

•

Cara has more of a strategy role. She is responsible
for helping Dean solve the medical case. There is no
need for Cara to meet Alice personally on a day-today basis. In fact, Cara is only required to analyze
the medical situation and suggest a possible solution.
Cara’s thought role within the team implies a rather
clear indication of the access that she needs. Since
Cara is predominantly preoccupied with diagnosing
the disease, there is no urgent need for her to know
the patient’s personal information. As such, she is only
given access to the patient’s medical information as
per her thought team role.
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•

With the increasing number of physicians working
on Alice’s case, their interaction can become more
complex. For instance, if there exists a competition
between conflicting diagnoses given by Bob and Cara,
which would gain priority? This is where Alex comes
in. He contributes to the team by coordinating the
interaction of the other members by taking on the team
management role. To work effectively, Alex does not
really need to know the patient’s personal information.
However, he must be aware of the patient’s medical
information to enable coordination. Furthermore, Alex
must also be informed of the work information related
to the physicians. In effect, access to certain staff and
medical information of the client are given to Alex.

In addition, Alice may have some historical health information (e.g., mental illness or sexually transmitted diseases
(STD), etc.), to which the group (or some of the group) of
specialists and practitioners do not have to have access. As
we assume in Section II-D that each resource in the system
are divided into type, mainly private and protected during the
collaborative work. Each shared resource is tied to the set of
collaborative roles or team roles that can access it. In effect,
the selected roles will determine the extent of collaborative
access.
D. Modeling structures
With the WBAC model, the policy is defined as a tree
structure that narrows the combination of attributes presented
in an access request. Access to a specific resource is granted
when the whole policy tree has found possible matches to the
request; the result from rule evaluation is then combined upwards to the outer-most policy using the combining algorithm
defined at that level. The result is then sent back to the PEP.
The XACML structure of our model is as follows:
1)

2)

Subjects, resources and actions are elements defined
by identifier/value pairs (Figure 10). Subjects (e.g.,
healthcare providers) are entities that send an access
request to perform an action (e.g., read or write) on
a resource (patient EHRs). The subject is modeled
based on the minimal number of attributes required
to make different decisions the policy is built to
handle. Examples of identifiers are role, employeeID,
hospitalID and/or patientID (a patient for whom the
physician is responsible), to name a few. For the
collaborative part, the information about the subject
also includes the team identifier for the current collaboration work. As shown in Figure 10(a), physician
Bob has been assigned the role of attending doctor
in the hospital to perform some tasks. He is invited
to a collaborative work (work No 1) and is assigned
the team role action to perform some tasks in Alice’s
treatment.
Collaboration members comprise a group of healthcare providers (specialists or general practitioners)
who are invited to a collaborative work (in our case
Alice’s treatment). Based on the given scenario, Dean
is responsible for initiating the work and choosing the
practitioners (team of doctors) who may be required
to attend Alice’s consultation and treatment.
Bob, Cara and Alex joined the team and are assigned
team roles based on the required job functions. Table I

presents the policy data used as an input for XACML.
An action represents the operation that a subject can
perform on a resource, e.g., read and write operations.
In our model, we also consider several resource
attribute as show in Figure 10(b). We also assume
the resource are classified into two categories private
and protected.
Subject (Meta)

Example of subject

Employee

Subject: Collaborator
id: ID
role: String
hospitalID:ID

Collaborator

employee: Employee
teamRole: String
hospitalID: Id
workID: Integer

employee = {
id = "Bob"
role = "attending doctor"
hospitalID= 123
}
teamRole = "Action"
hospitalID: "A"
workID = 1

(a) Example of subject attributes
Resource (Meta)

Example of resource

PatientMetaHealthcareRecords

id: WorkID
id: Physician
resourceClassification : String

Patient record resource

workID: 1
physician: "Bob"
resourceClassification: Protected

(b) Example of resource attributes
Figure 10. Subjects, resources and actions are elements defined by
identifier/value pairs

E. Authorization constraints
We describe the authorization constraints based on our
team role classification and our usage-scenario (Section II-A)
as follows:
•

•

•

The subject (healthcare provider) who is assigned
the primary doctor role can access both private and
protected resources of the patient for whom he/she is
responsible. Figure 11 shows a part of XACML policy
ensuring that the primary doctor has a clearance to
access medical records.
A collaborative work must be active, such that team
members can work on it. Assuming the value set
assigned to a work is its identifier, and if there is no
work, the field will not be present in a request.
Only a subject (healthcare providers) who is a member
of the care team and is assigned the action team role
can access private and protected resources, but only
if needed (inevitably). In this model, we assume the
healthcare provider who is assigned the action team
role needs to access private resources because he/she
needs to see a patient on a face-to-face basis to perform various tasks related to the patient’s recovery. In
this respect, there is a need for the healthcare provider
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TABLE I. Tabular structure of policy data
Subject
Dean
Bob
Cara
Alex

Job Function
Primary Doctor
General practitioner
Gastroenterologist
Medical coordinator

This XML file does not appear to have any style information associated
with it. The document tree is shown below.

Team Role
Main role
Action
thought
Management

<!‐ ‐
Policy ensuring that the primary physician has clearance to access medical records
‐‐>
<Policy PolicyId="team:manager:doctor:record:access:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId="
rule‐combining‐algorithm:permit‐ overrides">
<Target>
<Subjects>
<Subject>
<SubjectMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">doctor</AttributeValue>
<SubjectAttributeDesignator DataType="string" AttributeId="subject:role"/>
</SubjectM atch>
</Subject>
</Subjects>
</Target>
<Rule RuleId="is PrimaryDoctor" Effect="Pe rmit">
<Target/>
<Condition>
<Apply FunctionId=" string‐equal">
<Apply FunctionId=" string‐one‐and‐only">
<AttributeSelector
RequestContextPath="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/patient/physician"
DataType="string"/>
</Apply>
<Apply FunctionId=" string‐one‐and‐only">
<SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId="subject:id" DataType="string"/>
</Apply>
</Apply>
</Condition>
</Rule>
</Policy>

Figure 11. Policy structure for main team role

to know personal and medical information about the
patient to perform his/her duty effectively. Figure 12
presents part of XACML policy for action team role.
It can be seen that a team member who is assigned to
the action team role (e.g., Bob) is allowed access (read
only) on both the personal and medical information
of the patient (private and protected resources). Note
that in other scenarios, a healthcare provider who is
assigned the action team role might not need to know
private information about the patient.
•

•

Only a subject (healthcare providers) who is a member
of the care team and who is assigned to the thought
team role can access protected resources, which are
approved for collaboration works. This healthcare
provider is predominantly preoccupied with diagnosing the disease, and there is no urgent need for him/her
to know the patient’s personal information. In fact,
he/she is only required to analyze the medical situation
and suggest a possible solution. Figure 13 displays
a part of XACML policy structure for thought team
role. In our model (Figure 13), personnel assigned
the thought team role are permitted access only to
protected resources (e.g., any resources related to the
current case of the patient).
Healthcare providers who are assigned the management team role are responsible for coordinating
the other team members’ interaction by managing
meetings and resolving problems with conflicting diagnoses made by other team members. Figure 14
presents a part of XACML policy structure for man-

Object Type
Private and protected
Private and protected
Protected
Protected

Action
Read/write
Read
Read
Read

Permission
Permit
Permit
Permit
Permit

<Policy PolicyId="actioneer:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId="
rule‐combining‐algorithm:permit‐overrides">
<VariableDefinition VariableId="WorkID">...</VariableDefinition>
<Target>...</Target>
<Rule RuleId="pe rmitRead" Effect="Pe rmit">
<Target>
<Resources>
<!‐‐

Action collaborator. shall have access to protected journals of type:
{ personalInformation . medicalHistory . patientNote . treatmentSummary }
‐‐>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">personalInformation</AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
AttributeId="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/type"/>
</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">medicalHistory</AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
AttributeId="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/type"/>
</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">patientNote</AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
AttributeId="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/type"/>
</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">treatmentSummary</AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
AttributeId="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/type"/>
</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>
</Resources>
<Actions>
<Action>
<ActionMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">read</AttributeValue>
<ActionAttributeDesignator DataType="string" AttributeId="action‐ id"/>
</ActionMatch>
</Action></A
ctions>
</Target>
<Condition> <VariableReference VariableId="WorkID"/>
</Condition>
</Rule> </Policy>

Figure 12. Policy structure for action team role

agement team role. The healthcare provider does not
really need to know the patient’s personal information.
However, he/she must be aware of the patient’s medical information to enable coordination (Figure 14).
Similar to the thought team role, personnel assigned
the management team role are permitted access only
to protected resources. The difference between the
thought and management team roles is the need for
personnel assigned to the management team role to
have access to team member (healthcare provider)
records to be informed of specialist information related to the team members (physicians) in order to
coordinate the collaborative work effectively.
F. Request model
The XACML request contains the attributes related to
subject, resource and action with their corresponding values.
For example, in our case and as depicted in Figure 15, we
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collaborationXACML2.xml

<Policy PolicyId="thought:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId=" rule‐
combining‐algorithm:permit‐overrides">
<VariableDefinition VariableId="WorkID">...</VariableDefinition>
<Target>...</Target>
<RuleRuleId="protected:resource:rule"Effect="Permit">
<Target>
<Resources>
Thought collaborator shall have access to protected journals of
type: { medicalHistory . treatmentSummary }
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">medicalHistory</AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
AttributeId="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/type"/>
</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId="string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">treatmentSummary</AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
AttributeId="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/type"/>
</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>
</Resources>
<Actions>
<Action>
<ActionMatch MatchId="string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">read</AttributeValue>
<ActionAttributeDesignator DataType="string"AttributeId="action‐id"/>
</ActionMatch>
</Action>
</Actions>
<Environments>
<Environment>
<EnvironmentMatch MatchId="string-equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string"> Hospital.A.Domain </AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
</EnvironmentMatch>
</Environment>
</Environments>
</Target>
<Condition>
<VariableReference VariableId="WorkID"/>
</Condition>
</Rule>
</Policy>
9/19/2016

9/19/2016
exampleFigRequest.xml
values
are compared according to criteria
defined in the policy.

<Request>
<Subject>
<AttributeAttributeId="subject:id"DataType="string">
<AttributeValue>Bob</AttributeValue>
</Attribute>
<AttributeAttributeId="subject:role"DataType="string">
<AttributeValue>General practitioner</AttributeValue>
</Attribute>
<Attribute AttributeId="subject:collaboration:work" DataType="string">
<AttributeValue>1</AttributeValue>
</Attribute>
<Attribute AttributeId="subject:collaboration:role" DataType="string">
<AttributeValue>action</AttributeValue>
</Attribute>
</Subject>
<Resource>
<ResourceContent>
<record>
<patient>
<physician>Dean</physician>
<work>1</work>
</patient>
<classification>protected</classification>
</record>
</ResourceContent>
<AttributeAttributeId="resource‐id"DataType="string">
<AttributeValue>patientRecord</AttributeValue>
</Attribute>
</Resource>
<Action>
<AttributeAttributeId="action‐id"DataType="string">
<AttributeValue>write</AttributeValue>
</Attribute>
</Action>
</Request>

collaborationXACML2.xml

Figure 13. Policy structure for thought team role

Figure 15. Example of an XACML access request

<Policy PolicyId="Management:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId=" rule‐combining‐
algorithm:permit‐overrides">
<VariableDefinition VariableId="WorkID">...</VariableDefinition>
file:///C:/Users/Mohamed/Dropbox/PolicyCollab/ver2/collaborationXACML2.xml
1/2
<Target>
<Subjects>...</Subjects>
</Target>
<Rule RuleId="managment"Effect="Permit">
<Target>
<Resources>
<!‐‐
Management collaborator shall have access to protected journals of type:
{ medicalHistory . treatmentSummary, Doctors information }
‐‐>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">medicalHistory</AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
AttributeId="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/type"/>
</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>
<Resource>
<ResourceMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">treatmentSummary</AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
AttributeId="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/type"/>
</ResourceMatch>
</Resource>
</Resources>
<Actions>
<Action>
<ActionMatch MatchId=" string‐equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string">read</AttributeValue>
<ActionAttributeDesignator DataType="string"AttributeId=" action:action‐id"/>
</ActionMatch>
</Action>
</Actions>
</Target>
<Condition>
<VariableReferenceVariableId="WorkID"/>
</Condition>

G. Policies and policy sets model
The XACML collaboration model begins with a top-level
policy set containing one policy for handling a case where the
subject is the patient’s primary physician and a policy set for
the different collaboration cases as shown in Figure 16.
PolicySetId="patient‐collaboration"PolicyCombiningAlgId="
policy‐combining‐algorithm:first‐applicable">
<Target>...</Target>
<!‐‐
Policy ensuring that the primary physician has clearance to access medical records
‐‐>
<Policy PolicyId="team:manager:doctor:record:access:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId="
rule‐combining‐algorithm:permit‐overrides">...
</Policy>
<!‐‐ Collaboration Policies ‐‐>
<PolicySet PolicySetId="collaboration:policy:set" PolicyCombiningAlgId="
policy‐combining‐algorithm:deny‐override">
<PolicyDefaults>...</PolicyDefaults>
<Target>...</Target>
<Policy PolicyId="thought:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId=" rule‐
combining‐algorithm:permit‐overrides">...</Policy>
<Policy PolicyId="actioneer:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId=" rule‐
combining‐algorithm:permit‐overrides">...</Policy>
<Policy PolicyId="Management:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId=" rule‐
combining‐algorithm:permit‐overrides">...</Policy>
</PolicySet>
</PolicySet>

Figure 16. Screenshot of top-level policy set

</Rule>
</Policy>
</PolicySet>
</PolicySet>

Figure 14. Policy structure for management team role
file:///C:/Users/Mohamed/Dropbox/PolicyCollab/ver2/collaborationXACML2.xml

have attribute Subject:Role and its value General practitioner,
and attribute ResourceClassification and its value protected as
well as an action value write. This information is necessary
for authorization decision-making. When PDP evaluates the
request against the policy, the attribute names and attribute

1/2

The top-level policy combines the results based on first
applicability, meaning that if the requesting subject is the
patient’s primary doctor, he/she will get access to records
regardless of collaboration. PDP will receive all policies as
inputs, where each policy has an element known as “target”
(described in Section III-A). As depicted in Figure 17, the
target element’s attribute values (subject, resource, action and
environment) are matched with the incoming request (Figure
15) attribute values to decide whether a particular policy is
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applicable to a given request. If the request attributes match
the target’s attributes, the policy will be evaluated further. Else,
PDP decides the given request is not applicable to the policy.
Target
Subject

Resources

Actions

Environment

Figure 17. Target element

Within the subject element, XACML uses a sub-element
called “subjectMatch” (Figure 18) to define matching criteria
for policy. A Subject match element contains two parameters;
attribute name and attribute value which are used to compare
attribute value with the relevant data type in the policy.
XACML engine also uses a sub-element called “SubjectAttributeDesignator” (Figure 18) to look for values from the
XACML request related to attribute values from incoming
subject (in request). Similarly to “SubjectAttributeDesignator”,
“ResourceAttributeDesignators” will be used to look for resource in XACML request and “ActionAttributeDesignators”
will be used to look for action in the XACML request. The
same pattern is applied to “EnvironmentAttributeDesignators”.
<!‐‐
Policy ensuring that the primary physician has clearance to access medical records
‐‐>
<Policy PolicyId="team:manager:doctor:record:access:policy"
RuleCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:rule‐combining‐algorithm:permit‐overrides">
<PolicyDefaults>
<XPathVersion>http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/Rec‐xpath‐19991116 </XPathVersion>
</PolicyDefaults>
<Target>
<Subjects>
<Subject>
<SubjectMatch
MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string‐equal">
<AttributeValue
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">doctor</AttributeValue>
<SubjectAttributeDesignator DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
AttributeId="subject:role"/>
</SubjectMatch>
</Subject>
</Subjects>
</Target>
<Rule RuleId="isPrimaryDoctor" Effect="Permit">
<Target/>
<Condition>
<Apply
FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string‐equal">
<Apply
FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string‐one‐and‐only">
<AttributeSelector
RequestContextPath="//Resource/ResourceContent/record/patient/physician"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string "/>
</Apply>
<Apply
FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string‐one‐and‐only">
<SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId="subject:id"
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</Apply>
</Apply>
</Condition>
</Rule>
</Policy>

Figure 18. Sample policy with subject match element

Assuming the subject element in the XACML request
(Figure 15), the XACML engine will evaluate the target
element by first building an XACML evaluate function contain
an “AttributeId” and “AttributeValue” and de-reference value
in “SubjectAttributeDesignator” after matching metadata in
policy and XACML request and retrieve appropriate values
from request.
The attributes element contains attributes of the entity
making the access request. There can be multiple subjects
in the form of additional attributes elements with different
categories, and each subject can have multiple attributes. In
our case (Figure 15), there is only one subject, and the subject
has number of attributes. An example of the subject’s attribute
is subject’s identity, expressed as a name (“Bob”). Resource
element represents the actual resource which subject is trying
to access. In the Figure 15 there is an attributes element

contains attributes of the resource to which the subject Bob has
requested access. The resource identified by its classification,
which is protected. Action element represents subject’s activity
on a resource (e.g., read and write). An attributes element
contains attributes of the action that the subject Bob wishes to
perform on the resource which is “write”. The PDP processing
this request context locates the policy in its policy repository. It
compares the attributes in the request context with the policy
target. The PDP now compares the attributes in the request
context with the target of the one rule in this policy.
Figure 11 displays an example of a policy ensuring that
the primary physician has clearance to access medical records.
While the target element evaluates the applicability of a policy,
the rule element implements the actual authorization logic. The
primary physician policy has one rule as demonstrated also
in Figure 11, which permits access. If the rule’s condition is
evaluated as true, the output of the rule will be “permit” where
the primary physician field in the resource content patient
metadata the same identifier for the subject. Condition is a
Boolean expression (true or false) that refines the applicability
of the rule beyond the predicates implied by its target. The
effect of rule indicates the outcome of the rule based on the
condition evaluation. Two values are allowed: “permit” and
“deny”.
Collaboration policies are divided into three sub-policy sets
from the main policy set, as shown in Figure 16. Each policy
set is for one specific team role and the rule that applies to this
team role. To evaluate collaborative work, the subject workID
is matched with that of the resource and must be equal for
access to be granted and combined with other constraints, such
as read or write effect. An instance of one collaboration policy
is shown in Figures 12, 13 and 14. In figure 13 for example,
the subject assigned the thought team role is granted access
(read access only) to the protected resource type if the workID
matches the active workID.
H. Experiments and result
The WBAC model has been implemented using XACML
2.0. Verifying that this implementation of WBAC can be
used as part of an XACML policy was done using the Java
SunXACML implementation [62] to run a PDP, testing the
policy against different requests. Sun’s XACML Implementation was originally created in Sun Microsystems Research
Laboratories by members of the Internet Security Research
Group. It provides complete support for all the mandatory
features of XACML and a number of optional features. It also
provides support for parsing both policy and request/response
documents, determining applicability of policies, and evaluating requests against policies. There are APIs for adding new
functionality as needed and writing new retrieval mechanisms
for finding things like policies and attributes. All of the
standard attribute’s types, functions, and combining algorithms
are supported [62].
In our experiment, we assume that the PDP is configured
to be deny-based which means that any response which is
indeterminate or not applicable is seen as a deny response.
The WBAC policy was tested by using the attributes based
on the data models shown in Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b)
to build access control requests as shown in Figure 15. Both
valid and invalid values were set for the different attributes to
verify that access was permitted and denied correctly.
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The experiments showed that the WBAC model granted
access correctly to subjects matching the same work as the resource for the expected cases. Invalid request such as a subject
work with the value 2, while the resource work value set to
1. Since the policy is only implemented with rules needed for
permitting access when requests is matched the PDP responded
with a indeterminate answer, which is interpreted as a deny
response when the PDP is deny-based.
IV. WBAC AUTHORIZATION FRAMEWORK
In WBAC, users obtain privileges through roles and team
roles. The decision function (PDP) makes a decision for a
request permission based on the authorized role and authorized
team role. If a role is assigned to a user and is activated, the
user will get all permissions associated with the active role.
As for team role, the permission a user will get is based on
which team he/she is a member of and his/her authorized team
role in that team as well as whether the collaborative work is
active or not. As shown in the request model (Figure 15), the
request should contain all information (attributes) about the
user, operation and object including the user’s authorized role
and authorized team role.
WBAC enables determining if the user, once identified,
is permitted to access the resource. According to Figure 19,
WBAC is a combination of authentication and authorization
processes aimed at managing and securing access to system
resources while also protecting resource confidentiality and
integrity, among others.
Object
attribute

Work-based access control

Authentication

Policy Enforcement Point
(PEP)

Request

User

Access

Response

Resources
Policy Decision Point
(PDP)

subject
attribute

Policy Information Point
(PIP)

A. Evaluation process and decision-making
Figure 20 presents a sequence diagram of the authorization
evaluation process for the WBAC model. When a user sends
an access request (Figure 15) to perform an operation on
an object, PEP intercepts the call request and forwards it to
PDP (access decision function) to check whether the user has
permission to perform the requested operation on the object.
The authorization system decides if the user has permission to
carry out the requested operation by checking three layers: the
first RBAC layer, the secondary RBAC layer and the ABAC
layer.
Healthcare provider

1St RBAC

2nd RBAC

3rd ABAC

2: Access authorization check
alt

3: Has a role for this patient

[Has Role]

4: Decision
[No Role but invited to collobration ]

5: Active work & team role

6: Decision

7: Environment context

10: Access
permitted/denied

8: Decision

9: Access decision

Figure 20. Sequence diagram of authorization process

The entire authorization process is shown in Figure 21. The
authorization system is responsible for making an authorization
decision on an access request by checking if the access request
should be permitted or denied. The access checking operation
starts with gathering all attribute values in the access request
(e.g., user role, object, and operation attributes) followed by
checking the user’s state – whether the user is in the user set.
If the user is active, the checking process continues with a role
check, team role check, and permission check, otherwise the
checking process stops and returns the value “no”.
CheckAccess (usr,opr,obj)
Authorization

Administrator

Authorization System

Patient EHRs

1: Access request

Role

Attribute Database

[for authorized role]

Authorization Database

Check Role

Permission
[for each permission]

Yes [for active role]

Enviroment Database

No

Figure 19. Access control mechanism for WBAC [32, p. 185]

Check rules/
constraints

Yes

Authorization
Decision

Constraint(s)/rule(s)
not fulfilled

Permit Access

Authentication entails validating the identity establishment
between two communicating parties, showing what or who
the user is. Authorization checks if the user can access the
resources he/she has requested. When a user requests access to
a system resource, the user must first authenticate him/herself
to the system. In our work [22, 32], we proposed an attributebased authentication (ABA) scheme, which is a way to authenticate users by attributes or their properties. Second, the WBAC
authorization process decides to permit or deny the access
request based on the authorization policies. PEP intercepts a
user’s request to access an object and then forwards the request
to PDP to obtain the access decision (permit or deny). PDP
receives the request from PEP and combines the user with the
object information (attribute value described in Section III),
then checks if they satisfy the authorization policies (Figure
19). If so, the subject’s access request is granted and will be
enforced by PEP.

Constraints/Rule

Check
Permission

No

[Access permitted]
[Last role & false role]
[Last permission &
false permission]

Role
Check
collaborative
resources

Permission

[Last permission
& Constraint(s)/
rule(s) not
fulfilled]

Constraint(s)/
rule(s) fulfilled

Constrainst/Rule

[Access denied]

(a) Activity diagram of the role check authorization process
CheckAccess (usr,opr,obj)
Authorization

Team
[for authorized role]
Check team membership
& team role

Permission
[for each permission]

Yes [for active work]

Constraints/Rule

Check
Permission

No

No

Yes

Authorization
Decision

Permit Access

[Access permitted]
[Last team & false
team]

Team
Deny Access

Check rules/
constraints
Constraint(s)/rule(s)
not fulfilled

[Last permission &
false permission]

Permission

[Last permission
& Constraint(s)/
rule(s) not
fulfilled]

Constraint(s)/
rule(s) fulfilled

Constraints/Rule

[Access denied]

(b) Activity diagram of the team role check authorization process
Figure 21. Activity diagrams of the WBAC authorization process
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The role check process (Figure 21(a)) performs a role
lookup to check if the role is assigned to the respective user.
Only when the user is assigned the role the check process continues with the permission check, otherwise it stops and returns
the value “no” and the check access operation investigates
the collaborative resources (Figure 21(b)). The permission
lookup process checks whether the requested operation on the
respective object is assigned to the corresponding role and if
the input request object is equal to the permission object. If the
requested operation is permitted by the role, the check access
operation return “yes” and continues with the constraint and
rule check on the ABAC layer. To provide a fine-grained access
control, the third layer (ABAC) enforces extra constraints such
as environment and context constraints. It is not sufficient to
grant access only when the user holds the appropriate role.
In case the permission in the request is not assigned any
role or the constraint check returns “no”, the check access
operation further investigates the collocation policy (Figure
21(b)). The check access operation checks the user memberships in a team and if permission is granted by the team role.
If the request is permitted by the respective team role and
the input “request object” is equal to a permission object, the
check access operation returns “yes” and continues with the
constraint and rule check on the ABAC layer; otherwise the
check process stops and the access request is denied.
Consider Alice’s case presented in Section II-A with four
healthcare providers: Dean, Bob, Cara, Alex. If Dean sends
a request to read Alice’s file in Alice’s private objects, the
check access operation checks if the permission (e.g., read
Alice’s private object) is assigned to Dean’s role (primary
doctor). Based on the our defined policy (Table I), Dean is
assigned the primary doctor role and the permission (read
Alice’s private object) is assigned to the primary doctor role.
Therefore, based on the role and permission checks, Dean is
permitted to perform the operation “read” on Alice’s private
objects. However, granted access based on an appropriate role
is not sufficient. Thus, WBAC facilitates more fine-grained
access by checking the third layer (ABAC) for additional
constraints, for example if Dean is permitted to read a file
form a certain location at a particular time. In Dean’s case, the
authorization system checks only the main policy set, where
the requesting subject is the patient’s primary doctor.
If Bob sends a request to access Alice’s EHRs, the access
policy (Table I) shows that Bob is assigned a general practitioner role, but based on the permission check, permission
(read Alice’s private object) for example is not assigned to the
general practitioner role; hence, the permission check returns
“no” and the check access operation continues checking the
collaboration resources (Figure 21(b)). In our model, it is
assumed that Bob joined Alice’s treatment team and is assigned
an action team role. Therefore, Bob is a member of the team
and holds an action team role. The team check returns “yes”
and the check access operation continues with permission
checking. Permission (read Alice’s private object) is assigned
to the action team role, thus Bob is permitted to read Alice’s
private objects.
V. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED WBAC MODEL
In this section, we present a validation of WBAC to
ensure that WBAC strikes a balance between collaboration and
safeguarding sensitive patient information.

A. Informal Validation of WBAC
This informal validation examines the core functions of
access control models [10]. The core function as following:
•

•

•

9/19/2016

Initiation of collaborative work: the process of
initiating the collaborative work (discussed in Section
III-C).
Policy structure: Policy is a statement of what is, and
what is not allowed and policy structure is a procedure
for enforcing the policy in the system (discussed in
Section III-G).
Alteration of policy for collaborative work: the
process of altering access control policies by WBAC
model to meet the requirements of the organization
and collaborative work. Consider again the case of
Alice of which Cara plays a thought team role in
deciding the best treatment for Alice’s case. Since
Cara does not need to see the patient on a face to
face basis, she often contemplates upon the decision
making from her local hospital (we assumed that
Care is invited from hospital B). This implies that
the shared resources for the thought team role are not
accessed at the hospital. The alteration that enables the
aforementioned scenario can be seen below (Figure
22). Observe that the first rule (Figure 13) allows
anyone from the thought team role to read the shared
information locally (e.g., in hospital A). On the other
hand, the second rule alters the former policy. The
physician with thought team role can access the shared
resources from other location (e.g., in hospital B). In
both cases however, only the read access is given.
Also, the modification will be done in the collaboration policy set. There is no need to modify any policy
in the main policy set.
collaborationXACML2.xml

<Policy PolicyId="thought:policy" RuleCombiningAlgId="rule‐
combining‐algorithm:permit‐overrides">
<PolicyDefaults>...</PolicyDefaults>
<VariableDefinition VariableId="WorkID">...</VariableDefinition>
<Target>...</Target>
<Rule RuleId="protected:resource:rule" Effect="Permit">
<Target>
<Resources>...</Resources>
<Actions>...</Actions>
<Environments>
<Environment>
<EnvironmentMatch MatchId="string-equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string"> Hospital.A.Domain </AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
</EnvironmentMatch>
</Environment>
<Environment>
<EnvironmentMatch MatchId="string-equal">
<AttributeValue DataType="string"> Hospital.B.Domain </AttributeValue>
<AttributeSelector DataType="string"
</EnvironmentMatch>
</Environment>
</Environments>
</Target>
<Condition>...</Condition>
</Rule>
</Policy>

Figure 22. Policy structure that involves alteration

•

Alteration of permission for collaborative work: the
process of altering assigned permissions to subjects
to access an resource. The permission of accessing
the resources that are related to the collaborative
work is reliant on the given team roles. This could
change dynamically. For instance, supposed that Dean
is answering a compelling medical emergency call
that forces him to leave the country. To ensure the

file:///C:/Users/Mohamed/Dropbox/PolicyCollab/ver2/collaborationXACML2.xml
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fluidity of the collaborative work, he promotes Bob
as the main team role. With the new team role, Bob
is given much greater control over the collaboration.
Therefore, there is a need to change the permission
to reflect the new role more accurately. This is simply
done by altering the action team role that was initially
defined for Bob to the main team role as shown below
(Figure 23). The change only affects this particular
collaborative work and nothing else.
Personnel

Team Role

Bob

Action

Personnel

Team Role

Bob

Main

B. Comparing WBAC with the existing solutions
Researchers have made the best effort to propose an access
control model that balance between security and collaboration
requirements [23, 63, 64]. A numerous of research trends on
access control approaches have been presented such as RBAC,
ABAC, team-based access control (TMAC) [46], task-based
access control (TBAC) [65], context-based TMAC (C-TMAC)
[66], team task based RBAC (TT-RBAC) [67] and groupbased RBAC (GB-RBAC) [68]. In this section, we compare
them to understand better the differences between these approaches. Comparison is imperative and aims at well defining
the appropriate access control model for our model. The main
evaluation criteria for access control in collaborative system
were presented in number of studies [45, 64]. The assessment
criteria with respect to healthcare collaborative environments
as follows:
1)

Figure 23. Alteration of permission

2)
•

Termination of collaborative work: the process
of deleting all assigned permissions to collaborative
Work. Via successful collaboration, the right diagnosis
for Alice is obtained. After receiving the required
treatment, Alice is now fully recovered and left the
hospital. The collaboration between Dean, Bob, Cara
and Alex is no longer needed. Subsequently, Dean
completes the final report for Alice and withdraws
the collaborative work. Now, supposed that in the
future, if Bob is inclined to review the diagnosis, then
he must request for access again. When the owner
of the collaborative work deletes or withdraws the
project at hand (Figure 24), all the access to the shared
resources, including those that contain the medical
or personal information of the patient are revoked.
The workID that is tied to their access is therefore
deleted. Deletion may entail an exhaustive search by
the system to guarantee complete removal of access
to shared parties. In effect, the other collaborators will
cease to have access over the information related to
the work. A timestamped log entry of when a work
participant entered the work flow should be made,
and a corresponding timestamp of when the work
was completed (which is when the work rights were
revoked).
Dean

Bob

Withdrawn

Cara

Work

Alex

Alice

Access Revoked
Resource

resource1

...

...

resource
resourcen n

Figure 24. Work withdrawn to terminate collaboration

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Personalized permission: Patients must be informed
of the collaboration and should be given the right to
choose who can have access to their records.
Selective confidentiality: Certain patient information
is highly sensitive. Thus, patients should be able to
withhold information that remains confidential.
Flexibility and adaptability: Flexibility is the access
control model’s ability to support frequent changes
in policy, whereas adaptability is used to evaluate the
access control’s ability to adapt to different healthcare
scenarios and environments.
Fine-grained control: The access control model
should support fine-grained subjects, objects and access rights. This is a granular level at which rules can
be applied not only to roles but also to individuals
regarding one or many controlled objects [64].
Groups of users: assignment and revocation: in
collaborative work, common tasks are undertaken by
a group of people (a team). Therefore, an access control model supports the team’s notion and facilitates
specifying access rights for teams. Also, the model
should have the capability to revoke subjects’ access
rights to objects.
Policy specifications and maintenance: The access
control model should allow for scalability and easy
extension and modification of subjects’ access rights
to objects. Also. it should provide means of ensuring correct enforcement of the policy or constraint
specification.
Design for collaborative healthcare systems: This
criterion indicates whether the access control solution
was designed specifically for collaborative healthcare
systems.

Table II summarizes our comparative analysis of the
RBAC, ABAC, TMAC, TBAC, C-TMAC, TT-RBAC, GBRBAC and WBAC models. It can been seen that WBAC
meets the requirements of collaborative healthcare environments better than the other models. The WBAC model solves
the problems of personalized permission and selective confidentiality, whereby, as described above, access to objects
is controlled based on the classification of teams into three
classes according to the team members’ tasks they will carry
out in the collaborative work. RBAC, TT-RBAC, GB-RBAC,
TMAC and other models do not consider team classification.
They deal with all teams in the same way, which can confuse
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TABLE II. Comparative analysis of the RBAC, ABAC, TMAC, TBAC, C-TMAC, TT-RBAC, GB-RBAC and WBAC models
Access Control models
MAC
DAC
RBAC
ABCA
TMAC
TBAC
C-TMAC
TT-RBAC
GB-RBAC
WBAC

1
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

2
High
Low
Low
Yes
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
High
High

security administrators and object owners. In WBAC, the
patient will be informed about the team formation and to what
information each team member will get access based on the
assigned team role. WBAC supports selective confidentiality
well because it is possible to assign a specific object to each
member in a given team based on the object and team role
classifications.
Considering TBAC and TT-RBAC, tasks in healthcare
environments usually have their own (different) characteristics
and it is difficult to establish in advance access based on
tasks. For instance in Alice’s case, it is hard to identify what
task Bob has. In the WBAC model, as Bob is assigned the
action team role, he would have all tasks related to preparing
Alice for operation. Examples of Bob’s tasks are laboratory
work (e.g., taking all blood tests required for the operation)
and physical examination (e.g., physical examination based
on gathered information related to past and current medical
history, surgical history, family history, social history (use of
tobacco, alcohol and illegal drugs), history of allergies, and
current and recent drug therapy [51] to name a few). Cara
is assigned the thought team role. Therefore, her tasks might
be for example preoperative risk assessment (e.g., function
of the patient’s preoperative medical condition) and treatment
recommendations after surgery (e.g., pain management postop [69]). In these cases, access privileges are assigned to
healthcare providers according to their team roles and not their
tasks. Holding a team role would allow healthcare providers
to access multiple information (based on the selective confidentiality requirement), which would allow them to work
on multiple tasks related to the patient’s treatment. Thus,
healthcare providers assigned to the team would be permitted
to access the selected objects required for performing their
duties.
In terms of fine-grained control, WBAC focuses on the
user’s role, user’s team roles and target object; therefore, it
can be said WBAC is classified as fine-grained access control.
WBAC reduces over-privilege access arising from frequent
specifications when using role in RBAC by classifying the
team and objects. The level of fine-grained control access
(granularity) to objects that can be authorized to healthcare
providers is managed and controlled based on individual scenarios (active work, which is the patient’s treatment). Although
fine-grained control is very complicated in healthcare environments, WBAC’s policy can be implemented using XACML,
and the more information that is considered to define a rule,
the finer-grained the resulting access control will be. XACML
can specify rules in terms of attribute values (e.g., attributes
about users, resources, actions, and the environment) that can

Assessment Criteria
3
4
5
Low
High
No
Low
Low
No
Medium
Low
Yes
High
High
Complex
High
Yes
Yes
Low
High
No
High
Yes
Yes
High
Medium
Yes
Medium
Low
Yes
High
High
Yes

6
Complex
Complex
Simple
Complex
Simple
Complex
Complex
Complex
Complex
Simple

7
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

be of various types, such as strings and integers (Section III-D),
making WABC very fine-grained.
WBAC supports an easy means of adding, changing, manipulating, and specifying a team of users. Regarding groups
of users, assignment and revocation are similar to TMAC,
C-TMAC and TT-RBAC, except that in WBAC the team is
classified based on team role. Moreover, in WBAC, a team
can be assigned to a collaborative work at any granularity
based on the team members’ team roles. In general and as
explained in [70], using the concept of role in RBAC and
its extension greatly reduce the management complexity of
user assignment and revocation. Thus, employing the team role
concept in WBAC helps solve the problem of user assignment
and revocation in the case of team work.
Policy specification and policy enforcement in WBAC are
the same as in RBAC. WBAC supports means of specifying
and managing policies as well as using appropriate policy
languages such as XACML (Section III), which allows extensions or modifications in a simple and transparent manner.
The proposed dual policy [24] is to ensure system scalability,
especially in collaborative environments, where governance
policies require different organizational entities to have different responsibilities for administering various aspects of policies
and their dependent attributes.
WBAC has a number of advantages including flexibility in
terms of permission administration management, since roles
and team roles can be updated without updating permissions
for every user. Moreover, it is fairly easy to assign and revoke
users based on their roles and team roles. We believe that
WBAC handles personalized permissions well and meets our
expectation of allowing fine-grained access control, and it
enhances the practicability and manageability of access control
in dynamic collaboration environments.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this section, discussions, conclusions and future works
are presented.
A. Discussion
To prevent any violation of the access control policy of an
organization, most classical access control models like RBAC
and ABAC define users rights precisely, based on subject
and object elements. When several subjects and objects are
involved, the subject-object model cannot deliver satisfactory
security management. In collaborative environments such as
healthcare, it is challenging to predefine all access needs based
on the subject-object model. One example of such a situation
is explained in our case scenario (Section II-A), which may not
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be predictable and it would be hard to express the condition of
who should join the collaboration and when Dean necessitates
collaborative support from other parties. Moreover, in deciding
on the extent and limit of resource sharing, For instance, in
the case of Alice’s treatment, which sensitive data should be
disclosed to an assisting practitioner so collaboration can be
effective, and which should be hidden to safeguard the patient’s
privacy? Another important matter is the correctness of the
policy. Access policy adoption may be limited if the intended
policies are not implemented efficiently and consequently thus
perform poorly.
WBAC was proposed to address these concerns and support
the security and collaboration requirements in access control
[23, 63, 64]. The major contributions of the WBAC model
include ensuring that access rights are dynamically adapted
to the actual needs of healthcare providers and providing finegrained control of access rights with the least privilege principle, whereby healthcare providers are granted minimal access
rights to carry out their duties. In our case scenario, it was
noted that general practitioner Dean could not solve Alice’s
case alone. He invited a multidisciplinary team including Bob,
Cara and Alex to help. In this team, Dean is the core physician
in the collaborative work and servers as the group manager.
He is responsible for initiating the work (Alice’s treatment
case) and choosing practitioners (group of doctors) who may
be required to attend Alice’s consultation and treatment. This
implies that Dean holds the main role. In other words, he owns
the initiated collaborative work. Therefore, Dean is given a full
access (based on his role as primary physician, Figure 11) with
regard to patient-related information. Bob, Cara and Alex are
assigned to team roles based on the job function they will
perform in Alice’s treatment. In our previous work [21], we
formally describe and showed how each user joins the team
and how each should be assigned at least one team role; a
team role can be assigned to none or multiple users in many
teams.
In this study, we showed how XACML can be used to
implement the WBAC model policy and how XACML combining algorithms can be used to manage the inconsistencies
between different policy sets. We selected XACML because it
has been proven to be adaptable to specifying several common
access control methods, such as RBAC and ABAC. Moreover,
XACML has become very popular in both academia and industry as a standard for combining, maintaining and exchanging
access control policies. It is an architecture for evaluating
authorization requests and for issuing authorization decisions.
The experiments we conducted demonstrated the applicability
of XACML to supporting collaborative and distributed domains in sharing access control of specific resources. However,
It still come with some limitation in the expressive power of
higher-order logic such as the expressions of separation of duty
(SoD) constraints and domain constraints.
Our implementation only covers access request for medical
records resources, but by using similar matching technique as
for the work attribute, it is possible to extend this to other
polices that are also active during collaboration. An example
of this could be for persons with the management team role,
which should also have access to the personal files like those
in the same collaborative work team.
XACML offers extensibility and pluggability which enables the policy presented in this work to be not only a

standalone policy, but it could also be a small part of a
larger collection of policies. Possible extensions of the base
collaboration policy could, for example, by sub-roles (Figure
4) of each primary collaboration roles. This could give even
more granularity for specific cases for example if a medical
employee in the management team role.
B. Conclusions and Future work
The WBAC model was proposed by introducing the team
role concept and modifying the user role assignment model
from RBAC and ABAC works. The team role of each team
member will subsequently determine the extent of access
given. Moreover, the level of fine-grained control of access
(granularity) to objects that can be authorized to healthcare
providers is managed and controlled based on the job required.
The WBAC model utilizes role, team role and WBAC
policies to perform an access control evaluation process. First,
it checks the access request to verify whether the requesting
user possesses a valid role specified in the system. If the
requesting user holds the right role, WBAC will check the
permission associated with the role and then inspect the rule(s)
within the main WBAC policies for additional constraints on
access. In other models such as RBAC, failure in this stage
results in the complete termination of the decision process.
WBAC, however, treats this differently. If the requesting user
does not hold a valid role (in most cases, the requesting user
might be an outsider who is invited to collaborative work and
does not hold a role in the organization), WBAC investigates
further to determine whether the requesting user is part of
the collaborative work. If so, the respective user’s team role
is extracted and examined for whether the requesting user
possesses a valid team role over the resource. WBAC also
checks the permission associated with the team role and checks
the rule(s) within WBAC collaborative policies for additional
constraints on access.
In the future, the plan is to develop and prototype the
WBAC functionality to understand the possible difficulties
in managing the model during actual implementation; model
performance validity could also be evaluated in terms of resource consumption, e.g., time and computational capability. In
additional, future research is required to incrementally develop
additional types of constraints and policies, to further investigate how the WBAC and access delegation can be enriched to
support the various needs on information access management
in case of emergency (break-glass policy [71–73]), and to
examine the generalizability of the enhanced WBAC model for
other applications in healthcare environments such as clinical
education and biomedical research.
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